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Abstract

This thesis explores the language of 88 Colombian PhD researchers’ oral presentations (OPs) in an EAP class, in five studies on their strategies to engage the audience and clarify content for them. In a parallel corpus of 88 pairs of OP transcriptions and essays (n=128228 tokens), corpus and statistical significance procedures identify features that discriminate among students’ levels of oral achievement and disciplines. These features are: gestural-verbal deixis (chapter 4), audience (ch.5) and impersonal identity projection (ch.6), code glosses (ch.7), and transformation of written into oral content (ch.8). Features analyses include distribution across the levels and disciplines subcorpora, recurrent patterns, discourse functions, and pragmatic appropriacy and grammatical variety. The studies reveal that levels differ in the way that presenters mark stance authorship, anticipate the audience need for help, and vary their strategies grammatically. Disciplinary differences re-present the ways in which disciplines (re)produce knowledge. Hard-field OPs’ focus on research methods and outcomes is observed in presenters’ interaction with images, academic identity projection, and technical terms explanation. Soft-field OPs’ focus on interpretations is observed in the opinions towards existing knowledge or the use of folk examples for the audience. Language choices also reveal the non-expert character of the audience. This thesis contributes to the study of oral academic genres by demonstrating the importance of multimodal, across modes (vs written), non-deficiency analyses; confirming disciplinary differences; and proposing ways of understanding levels of achievement not based solely on grammatical accuracy but on the pragmatic success of the features used.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This thesis examines oral presentations (OPs), a student academic oral genre common in EAP courses that helps PhD researchers to prepare for public speaking in academic conferences. The thesis contains five studies that focus on the language used in OPs by a group of Colombian PhD researchers enrolled in an EAP course. The purpose is to identify differences among this student population that correlate with their levels of oral achievement and the disciplines that they are enrolled in as observed in the English language features that they use to engage the audience and make content easy for them.

1.1. Rationale

1.1.1. Background: The challenges of public speaking for PhD students and scholars

Speaking in public is worse than death for many (Burgess, 2013). This phobia can be so terrifying that there is a plethora of self-help literature on how to overcome it (e.g. Esposito, 2000) and therapeutic approaches to deal with it like cognitive behavioural (Anderson, Zimand, Hodges, & Rothbaum, 2005), exposure (Cuncic, 2017) or virtual reality therapy (North, North, & Coble, 2015; Pertaub, Slater, & Barker, 2002; Slater, Pertaub, Barker, & Clark, 2002). Speaking in front of an audience can be even more challenging when it is done in a language different to one’s own mother tongue. Apart from making the talk intelligible for the audience, presenters are expected to have a well-organized, clear, easy to follow, and interesting delivery. Also, they
should be able to attract and retain the audience attention, as well as interact, engage with, and
deal with their questions and comments. All these things must be done in real time, in a short
time frame, and with limited possibilities to change those things that go wrong.

Many PhD students and scholars around the world must face these OP challenges. In
addition to the publications demands of their institutions, scholars are expected to attend
conferences to share their academic production with members of the international communities
they are (want to be) part of, which can be a frightening experience for some. Nonetheless,
overcoming these challenges is worth the effort, for speaking at a conference can bring important
strategic benefits such as gaining visibility, informing academic communities of research
findings, interacting to receive feedback, establishing new contacts, collaborating with research
groups, or getting funding for further research (Wallwork, 2010).

1.1.2. Creation of an EAP program to face private university internationalization
challenges

These conference participation benefits are conceived in the development goals of a
private university in Colombia (Universidad de los Andes, 2016). These goals include strategic
internationalization for the university and the country (p.9) through

- high-quality, innovative, flexible, and interdisciplinary undergraduate and graduate
  programs (p. 14);
- a strengthened presence of English in the programs (p. 14),
- the incremental improvement in the quality and quantity of research production
  (p.15), and
- the establishment of programs and projects with high quality international organizations to create research and collaboration networks that incorporate faculty, alumni, and students (p.18).

In their plans to achieve these goals, several departments approached Departamento de Lenguas y Cultura to request a program that would help PhD students develop strategies for success in the writing of articles for publication and speaking for professional presentations (Janssen, Ángel, & Nausa, 2011). The result of this petition was the creation of an EAP program: programa IPD (inglés para doctorados). Among the procedures in IPD development were the administration of needs analysis surveys, interviews to PhD programs directors, and questionnaires for PhD candidates (Janssen, Nausa, & Rico, 2012). In the interviews and surveys, two findings were crucial in the definition of the program. First, the study of English for this population decreased as they advanced in their educational development (p. 54). Second, academic presentations in English speaking contexts were perceived by students and stakeholders as more important than other skills (e.g. reading) (p. 58), which is in stark contrast with the reported tendency for public speaking to be addressed empirically in academic settings (Mauranen, 1994, 2002). As a result, the program included four intensive EAP courses whose main goals are writing articles and public speaking in English.

1.1.3. IPD2 and its OPs challenges

I have taught the second course of this program (IPD 2) since 2011. In alignment with the IPD program goals, IPD2 teaches the basics of essay writing and short OPs delivery. In this course, essays are usually well written in terms of content, organization, and language use (see
Appendix A); however, some students experience difficulties in OPs such as the lack or misuse of linguistic resources, hesitation disfluencies, or constantly reading from slides or scripts. Hence, writing a good essay is not necessarily an indication of a good OP. IPD instructors anecdotally observe that public speaking is an area in which discrepancies between writing and speaking and between high and low-achieving students are evident.

In 2014, when I started my PhD studies with the university of Birmingham, I conducted a study (Nausa, 2015, 2017, 2018) on these discrepancies and compared high and low-achieving students’ mechanisms to modify the contents of their essays to present them as OPs to their classmates (see 8.1 for a summary of this study). As expected, high-achievers used more mechanisms and submechanisms in the transition and did so in a more consistent manner. That study also suggested that students’ disciplinary background influenced their use of English. This observation motivated the second module (Nausa, 2016) on students’ academic identity projection in their OPs through the use of first person pronouns (see 5.2 for a summary). In this second study, I included the medium level of achievement and the disciplinary divide hard-soft. Level comparisons showed that discrepancies were at the level of the pragmatic appropriacy and grammatical variety of the language choices made. Disciplinary comparisons showed that language choices correlated with the way disciplines accept and (re)produce knowledge.

A further conclusion from the two studies was that the traits that characterize these student’s use of English in OPs can be classified into two broader categories: strategies to (1) engage and (2) make content easy for the audience. Engaging strategies include the use of pointing expressions and gestures and the projection of authorial identities; content facilitation strategies comprised the use of code glosses and mechanisms to translate originally written content into the oral mode, among others. These studies left other questions unanswered,
methodological gaps (e.g. need for a bigger corpus) and suggested other lines of research. The purpose of this thesis is to continue the analysis of the language of Colombian PhD researchers in OPs, including new areas of analysis and filling gaps identified in my previous studies or available research.

1.2. Questions and general aim

The general aim of this thesis is to demonstrate how English use variation in the oral presentations given by PhD researchers’ is correlated with their level of oral achievement, knowledge of their disciplines rhetorical conventions, and the non-expert character of their audience. The research questions build on and are narrowed down to the same two variables of analysis (levels of oral achievement and disciplines) in my previous studies. The variation analyses proposed in the questions focus on the audience engagement and content facilitation strategies in OPs as observed in five language features (Figure 1.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>STRATEGIES (PARTS)</th>
<th>FEATURES (CHAPTERS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What are the characteristics of the language that <strong>Colombian PhD researchers</strong> use in their OPs to…</td>
<td>I. engage the audience as observed in their use of…</td>
<td>1. spatial and gestural deixis, 2. <em>you</em> to assign the audience an identity, and 3. modalized impersonal constructions?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. What are the differences between high, medium and low-rated OPs...

3. What are the differences between hard and soft-field OPs...

II. make content easy for their audience

4. code glosses and

5. mechanisms to translate written content into the oral mode?

Figure 1.1. Questions, OPs’ aspects, and features for analysis in the thesis

1.3. Summary of the chapters

This thesis has three main sections: the first has three chapters: introduction, review of the literature, and methodology. The second section is divided into two parts: Part I contains three chapters on engagement strategies; Part II has two chapters on content facilitation strategies. The last section contains the conclusion chapter.

In the first section, chapter 1 (this chapter) has introduced the background to the research: the OP challenges of a group of Colombian PhD researchers taking an EAP class, reference to previous studies on their use of English, and the questions that continue to explore their oral academic English. These general questions are explored in more specific questions of the 5 different studies (chapters 4 to 8) reported in this thesis. Chapter 2 provides a general review of the literature. This review focuses on the study of oral academic discourse as genre analysis, proposes a definition of OPs as a PhD-level EAP student training genre, and explores studies on academic oral monologues: lectures, conference presentations, and classroom presentations.

More specific reviews of the literature are provided in chapters 4—8. In chapter 3 (methodology), I describe the participants; the procedures for corpus construction, compilation, and update; and the general procedures to perform and validate quantitative and discourse analyses. Again, as with the review of the literature chapter, chapters 5—8 contain specific
methods sections which explain specific procedures to select subcorpora, analyse language features, and validate classifications.

The second section organizes the five studies into two main parts: engaging the audience (chapters 4—6) and making content easy (chapters 7—8). In part I, chapter 4 explores spatial gestural and verbal deixis with an emphasis on how students use these resources to interact with their audience and the images in their presentations. Chapters 5—6 revisit a model of analysis for academic identity projection with the use of personal pronouns (Nausa, 2016) and adapt it for the analysis of identities projected and assigned to the audience with the use of you (ch.5) and the authorial identities projected with impersonal modalized expressions (ch.6). In part II, chapter 7 focuses on the use of code glosses as anticipation of potential sources of confusion. Chapter 8 explores four mechanisms to adapt the way content is expressed in essays to present it orally.

Chapter 9 (third section) presents a summary of the five studies’ findings, their implications, limitations, and perspectives for future research.
2.1. The study of (English) academic discourse

A widely accepted definition of academic discourse is that of the ways of thinking and using language in academia (Hyland, 2011). Universities, institutes, research centres, and other discourse communities (Swales, 1990) are par excellence places where knowledge is created and disseminated. A good deal of the academic dissemination genres is in English, recognized by many as the language of scientific communication (Drubin & Kellogg, 2012). The rapid advent of globalisation and the turn of the century have brought about an unprecedented number of international university programmes run in English in countries where it is not an L1 (Graddol, 2006; Hynninen, 2013; Wätchter, 2008) and the need for these universities to be recognized in international academic communities. To be a recognized member, any person, native or non-native speaker of English, needs to have knowledge and mastery of the communities’ ways of thinking, (re)producing knowledge, genres, and lexis; in other words, they need the English of academia. Academic English has been studied in applied linguistics in areas such as EAP - English for Academic Purposes- (Jones, 1972 as cited by Jordan, 2002), ERPP -English for research publication purposes- (Flowerdew, 2013), academic discourse analysis (Hyland, 2011), contrastive rhetoric (Connor, 1996), and scientific English (Halliday, 1989; Swales, 1971) to understand how NS and NNS scholars use this language.
2.2. Academic discourse analysis as genre analysis

The study of academic discourses has been predominantly a study of academic genres. Genre analysis focuses on recurrent elements of language use that are representative of academic communities’ rhetorical practices and that can give insights of the language in the texts and the communities themselves (Hyland, 2011). The term genre has been defined differently in several disparate areas like stylistics, anthropology, and literature. In academic discourse analysis, genres are defined as discourse whose structure, content, style, and intended audience is defined by sets of communicative purposes shared by members of a given discourse community (Swales, 1990). Tardy (2011) defines genres as typified forms of discourse that emerge as regularized responses to specific demands. Biber and Conrad (2009), in distinguishing genre from related concepts register and style, refer to genres not as types of text, but as an approach to the study of complete text structuring linguistic mechanisms. Register and style approaches, on the other hand, focus on common linguistic traits of representative text extracts from a given variety. Similarly, Bhatia, (2002) uses genre to refer to the analysis of “…linguistic behaviour in institutionalized academic or professional settings” (p. 22). In this study, I adopt a notion common to all definitions of genre as institutional regularized texts that reflect the epistemological, rhetorical, and linguistic practices and expectations of a given discourse community.

The concept genre is more easily understood in one of its uses: the classification of types of texts produced by a given community. Hyland (2011) proposes an (incomplete)¹ taxonomy of genres (Figure 2.1) whose main classification criteria is the academic status of text producers

¹ This is not meant to be a criticism but an observation.
(researchers, instructors, students) or lay readers (general public). In the description of text varieties, Hyland uses the terms *genre* and *discourse* interchangeably.

![Figure 2.1. Taxonomy of academic genres (Hyland, 2009)](image)

This taxonomy represents the roles of members in academia and their ways to (re)produce and disseminate knowledge. In this thesis, the genres that are analysed are OPs (all chapters) and essays (CHAPTER 8). Although Hyland classifies them as undergraduate student
genres, the way they will be analysed can take two dimensions: as PhD researcher language training genres or as EAP student genres.²

The study of English academic discourse, highly motivated by language student needs, has mostly seen studies on written genres, mainly research articles (e.g. Cao & Hu, 2014; Hyland, 1996b; Khedri, Heng, & Ebrahimi, 2013; Kuo, 1999a; Lafuente Millán, 2010; Murillo, 2012; Norton, 1997; Valero-Garcés, 1996; Yang, Zheng, & Ge, 2015) and student essays (e.g. Aull & Lancaster, 2014; Bruce, 2016; Crosthwaite & Jiang, 2017; Gardner & Nesi, 2013; Gilquin, Granger, & Paquot, 2007; S. Lee, 2008; Leedham & Fernandez-Parra, 2017; Nesi & Gardner, 2012; S. North, 2005). Studies on oral genres are by far fewer, among other things, given the lack of clarity in the definition of genre boundaries and the difficulties in the transcription process such as the number of hours it takes and the difficulty in understanding segments (McCarthy, 1998) especially when they are produced by language learners (Gilquin & Granger, 2015).

2.3. Oral academic discourse

The definition of genres is not simple because the differences among them are not minor (Swales, 1990). Genres differ from each other in several respects, among them complexity of rhetorical purpose, degree and stages of preparation (e.g. rough and final drafts), and mode of expression (written and oral) (p. 62). A research paper, for example, can go through several drafts before it is finally published; and then, it can be presented at a conference as an OP. In general,

² The inclusion of these genres in the EAP course has pedagogical motivations. They prepare PhD students for more complex research genres that are the main aim of the program: research articles and conference presentations in English (not their L1). Their level of English (see 3.2) requires the development of basic academic language knowledge and skills.
oral academic genres are not exclusively spoken but tend to connect to written genres or are based on some form of written expression. As pointed out by Giménez (2000 as cited by Fortanet, 2005), oral genres are often based on written texts that are read out loud.

Two authors have proposed classifications of oral genres. Giménez (2000 as cited by Fortanet, 2005) classifies genres according to the relationship between speaker and audience (Figure 2.2).

![Figure 2.2. Giménez’ (2000) taxonomy of oral academic genres](image)

Fortanet (2005) finds that this classification criterion confuses the relationship between speaker and hearer (exposition and interaction) with purpose (teaching) pointing out that teaching genres can be expository and interactive too. Fortanet proposes a taxonomy based solely on purpose (Figure 2.3).
At the epistemological level, this classification is more convenient than Gimenez’ (for the reasons already discussed) or Hyland’s. Hyland’s classification by text producer status does not capture specific situations in which a genre typical of a person with a certain academic status is produced by individuals with a different status (e.g. those cases in which undergraduate students write research papers). Henceforth, I will refer to essays and OPs, not as undergraduate genres, but as EAP classroom genres. I will keep the term oral presentation, though.

Like written genres research, two oral genres have been more widely studied: lectures and conference presentations (CPs).

Lectures studies are mainly motivated by university students’ comprehension difficulties. They aim at understanding lectures from the perspective of students’ comprehension and instructors’ use of English. Discourse studies that focus on students explore aspects like comprehension (S. Thompson, 1994; Zare & Keivanloo-Shahrestanaki, 2017), strategies to take notes (Siegel, 2018) and summarize information (Österholm, 2012), participation enhancement (Morell, 2007), and engagement (Yeo & Ting, 2014). Studies that focus on instructors discourse
explore their speech speed (Nesi, 2005), academic lexicon (Dang & Webb, 2014) and its density (Nesi, 2005); uses of language (Deroey, 2012; Deroey & Taverniers, 2011); moves and functions in introductions (Yaakob, 2013); metadiscourse (Aguilar & Arnó, 2002; Bu, 2014; J. Lee & Subtirelu, 2015) as reformulations (Murillo, 2008), elaboration of explanations (Crawford, 2015); discourse organization (J. Lee, 2016) and cohesion (Nesi & Baştürkmen, 2006); and the use of storytelling (Alsop, Moreton, & Nesi, 2013). Lecture multimodality is also explored in aspects such as gestural and symbolic deixis (Bamford, 2004), the uses of humour (Fortanet & Ruiz-Madrid, 2016) and laughter (Nesi, 2012), and interaction with slides (Knoblauch, 2008). Another area of interest is the analysis of ITAs (international teaching assistants) and the difficulties that their NNS status brings about for NS students. These studies focus on non-linguistic aspects such as how students perceive ITAs (Damron, 2000; Fitch & Morgan, 2003; Rubin, 1992, 1998) and their cultural assimilation (Gorsuch, 2003). Linguistic studies focus on ITA’s pronunciation and accent (Hendriks, Van Meurs, & Reimer, 2018; Kang, 2010; Pickering, 2001, 2004), their use of discourse markers (Bellés & Fortanet, 2006), or how they modify written discourse to present it orally (Levis, Levis, & Slater, 2012).

Conference presentation (CP) studies seek to provide information to help novice researchers or NNS researchers. Like lecture studies, CP studies analyse aspects that generate difficulties to presenters like the expression of stance (Fernández-Polo, 2014; Hood & Forey, 2005; Querol-Julián & Fortanet, 2012; Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005b), interactivity (Webber, 2005), persuasion (Valeiras, 2015), talk organization (Fernández-Polo, 2014; Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005a), quantification (Rowley-Jolivet, 2015); visual aids use (Diani, 2015; Dubois, 1980, 1982, 1985, Rowley-Jolivet, 2002, 2012) compared to visuals use advice in self-help guides (Anthony, Orr, & Yamazaki, 2007); or the conversion of written into oral

In this thesis, I include reference to lecture and CP studies in the literature review sections of specific chapters when the aspects discussed are of relevance to my OPs studies.

2.4. Oral presentations (OPs)

2.4.1. Multiple terms, one genre

One problematic aspect in the search for studies is the variety of terms and acronyms used to refer to OPs. Among them are OPs –oral presentations (Andeweg, de Jong, & Hoeken, 1998; X. Li, 2018), AOP –academic oral presentations– (Kaur & Ali, 2017), OAP4 –oral academic presentations– (Morita, 2000; Wu, 2010), student presentations (Fortanet, 2005; Yaakob, 2013), speeches (Giménez, 2000; Reinhart, 2005), academic speeches (Simpson-Vlach, 2006) academic presentations (Reinhart, 2005; Rendle-Short, 2006), academic student presentations (Ágnes, 2002), student academic presentations (Zareva, 2009). I find the use of these terms problematic at least for two reasons. The first is the delimitation of genres. The term presentation implies speaking in front of an audience; therefore, presentation could cover lectures, workshops, class presentations, and other monologues. The addition of the adjectives

\[ \text{3 Other intermediate genres like the graduate seminar (Weissberg, 1993) although not as frequent, will also be referred to.}\]

\[ \text{4 I had originally adopted this acronym but given its other meanings (e.g. old age pensioner) and probable negative connotations, I adopted OPs.}\]
oral and/or academic, and the alternation of their order does not really help to clarify the nuance in which they should be interpreted. This is evident in some reviews of the literature (e.g. Kaur & Ali, 2017) in which oral presentations is used in the public speaking and not the genre (mode, tenor, field) sense. When terms like student, classroom, engineering, or conference are added, the delimitation of the genre is clearer. The vague character of the term presentation, and this is the second reason, also makes the search for literature more difficult than it is when searching for clearly delimited genres like research article. This is probably a reflection of the difficulties in defining oral genres that McCarthy (1998) refers to.5

2.4.2. The study of OPs as a student genre

OPs are an under-researched genre if compared with written genres or oral genres like lectures and CPs. However, studies have grown in number, which is evidenced in recent OPs literature reviews (Barrett & Liu, 2016; Kaur & Ali, 2017; van Ginkel, Gulikers, Biemans, & Mulder, 2015).

Until recently, literature on oral academic discourse focused on aspects other than linguistic or discourse descriptions (Zareva, 2009), and OPs literature was not the exception. Non-linguistic studies on OPs can be located in four strands: pedagogical, vocational orientation, professional settings, and textbooks (Figure 2.4). Pedagogical based studies focus on students’ needs in different disciplines, challenges they face, and individual factors affecting their performance. Studies also include teaching innovations to approach OPs, reflections on what

5 I do not seem to be consistent in my critique. I use oral presentation and OPs in this thesis although I claim that doing so is problematic. I came to the conclusion of the confusion of terms recently, after I had written two modules and two articles using the term oral presentation and its acronym OP. I decided to keep using them just to keep consistency across my studies.
classroom aspects improve with OPs, and performance assessment. Vocational orientation and professional settings literature explores aspects of projection, development, and professional growth related to OPs. Finally, available public speaking textbooks can be classified in two groups: general advice for different audiences and specific instruction, study, and practice of linguistic aspects (Figure 2.4).
Pedagogical

- EAP (Ferris, 1998; Ferris & Tagg, 1996),
- Medicine (Haber & Lingard, 2001)
- Geography (Hay, 1994),
- Engineering (Bhattacharyya & Shaari, 2012)
- Marketing (M. R. Young & Murphy, 2003)
- Non-engineering fields (Kim, 2006);

Challenges

- Language knowledge (Mahfooldh, 2014; Stapa, Murad, & Ahmad, 2014) or choices (Chanock, 2005)
- L2 socialization across disciplines (Zappa, 2001)
- Speech suppression caused by slide use (Wecker, 2012)
- Lack of experience or practice opportunities (Evans, 2013; L. Yang, 2010)
- Face-threatening events (Thompson & Collins, 1995)
- Sources of anxiety (Chen, 2009; Mohd Rzuan & Kaur, 2011; Woodrow, 2006)

Individual factors

- Own competence and actual Performance (Alwi & Sidhu, 2013)
- Peer (Girard, Pinar, & Trapp, 2011) and self (Miles, 2014) evaluations
- Video-assisted self-reflection (VASR)(X. Li, 2018)
- Factors predicting (Otoshi, J., & Heffernan, 2008) and leading to (Sousherjani & Ghanbari, 2012) OPs effectiveness in EFL
- Genres (Seliman, 1996)

Instructional innovations

- Self-directed learning (Tsai, 2011)
- Connection to learning strategies (Chou, 2011)
- Goal orientation and self-reflection (De Grez, Valcke, & Roozen, 2009b)
- Own competence and actual Performance (Alwi & Sidhu, 2013)
- Peer (Girard, Pinar, & Trapp, 2011) and self (Miles, 2014) evaluations
- Video-assisted self-reflection (VASR)(X. Li, 2018)
- Factors predicting (Otoshi, J., & Heffernan, 2008) and leading to (Sousherjani & Ghanbari, 2012) OPs effectiveness in EFL

Presentation types: goal-based embedded team and individual (Kerby & Romine, 2009), simultaneous (Shimo, 2011)


L1
- Embedding, teaching and assessing oral communication in university science subjects (Chan, 2011),
- Optimum number (Calcich & Weilbaker, 1992)

L2
- Benefits (Al-Issa & Al-Qubtan, 2010; Munby, 2011),
- L2 oral performance improvement with OPs (Miles, 2003; J. Wilson & Brooks, 2014) or teaching oral Academic discourse (Cheong, n.d.)

Professional settings

- Professional development (Boyd, 1989; Rowley, 2012)
- Gaming as socialization (Castronova, 2013)

Vocational orientation

- Professional projection (Fallows & Steven, 2000; Yusoff, 2010; Živković, 2015)
- Research related skills and presentation of findings (Bankowski, 2010; Wu, 2010)

Textbooks

- Advice and information for Graduate student spoken genres (Huang, 2010)
- Public speaking (Beebe & Beebe, 2015; Osborn, Osborn, & Osborn, 2012)
These non-linguistic aspects are important to inform theory users in the design of plans to help students improve their OPC (oral presentation competence (De Grez, 2009)). However, discourse-based descriptions of (non)professional and (non)successful OP language behaviour are important for curricular planning, class instruction, and materials design for college and NNS students.

Studies on OPs as a student (NNS/novice researcher) genre are few and can be classified into 3 categories based on the area they focus on: general structure and moves, lexicogrammar features, and multimodality.

Studies on moves or parts include the analysis of attention-getting techniques in the introduction (Andeweg et al., 1998), moves and structures of the OPs body (Seliman, Salbiah; Affendi, Irwan; Pendidikan, 2010) disagreement, involvement, and intrusion in the Q&A section (Lin, 2017). A recent study (Hu & Liu, 2018) focuses on 3-minute thesis presentations moves.

Most of the studies can be placed in the lexicogrammar/functional strand. These studies comprise the analysis of multi-word verbs (Zareva, 2016), metadiscourse (Ágnes, 2002; Alessi, 2005; Rui & Xin, 2009), students perception of OPs’ formality as reflected in circumstantial adverbials (Zareva, 2009), OPs’ structural organization (Yeereem, 2013), pronouns and rhetorical questions (Vassileva, 2002), or from a multidimensional analysis stance (Iberri-Shea, 2011). Other studies analyse how presenters interact with the audience (Rendle-Short, 2006), express stance with pronouns (Morton, 2009, 2011; Nausa, 2016; Zareva, 2013) and adverbials or other
structures (Zareva, 2012). Finally, another area of interest is the lexicogrammar mechanisms to transition from written to oral discourse (Nausa, 2017, 2018).

The analysis of multimodality in OPs has mainly focused on slide transitions and includes spatial deictics use and image integration (Morton, 2006; Rendle-Short, 2006).

### 2.5. Conclusion

Research on oral academic discourse has increased in recent years, but specific research on student OPs is still scarce. Literature review articles or sections in research reports tend to mix studies on OPs given by students and professional speakers or other types of academic public speaking like lectures and seminars, which is evident in the types of studies reported and the array of terms to refer to this genre. Although not necessarily wrong, not setting clear genre limits could lead to language behaviour generalizations applicable to some individuals but not others. Most of the literature focuses on OPs’ non-linguistic aspects and their benefits for L2 development. Studies on linguistic behaviour are still scarce and deemed necessary for the design of strategies and material to effectively help novice researchers and NNS of English. This study seeks to contribute to the understanding of the genre by focusing on PhD researchers in an EFL context, whose L1 is Spanish, a population not studied yet. Also, this thesis hopes to contribute to learner corpus research (LCR) studies at earlier learning stages. As pointed out by Gilquin and Granger (2015), “…most corpora to date represent the more advanced stages [and] …the number of written corpora by far outnumbers that of spoken corpora” (p. 419).
CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1. Introduction

This chapter presents general methodological aspects of the studies in this thesis. It is organized as follows:

1. participants: selection and ethical procedures;
2. the corpus: description of the task it is based on, texts preparation, and design principles;
3. description of quantitative analyses; and
4. description of qualitative (discourse) analyses.

Each of chapters 4—8 has an additional methodology section, describing the subcorpora employed and specific analytical processes adopted.

3.2. Participants

The research took place in the second course of an EAP program: Programa IPD (see 1.1.2 and 1.1.3). IPD comprises 4 courses part of the English language requirement for all PhD programs at Universidad de los Andes. 88 students (ages 26-56; women:50, men:38) enrolled in the IPD2 courses taught between 2011 and 2016 provided consent to participate in this study. 33% (29) had passed the first course of the program (IPD1) while the other 67% (59) had been allocated directly to IPD2 through the in-house placement test. This test has not yet been aligned with standard tests like IELTS; nonetheless, our rough estimations place students in
the A2-B1 CEFR levels. For the purposes of the study, students’ selection was based on the program they were enrolled in (disciplines) and the level of achievement in OPs.

The disciplinary selection and organization of students was based on Becher and Trowler's (2001) disciplines characterization. The 88 selected students fairly represent the disciplinary distribution of the PhD student population of the university. 45 (51.1%) students were enrolled in soft-field programs and 43 (48.9%) in hard-field ones (Figure 3.1).

It was not possible to have similar numbers of students per program because of the number of enrolments, among other factors beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless,

6 However, only the soft-hard dichotomy was taken into consideration. Other variables like pure-applied or humanities vs. social sciences were not considered. The soft-hard distinction was useful to guarantee balance in the corpus comparisons.
disciplinary representation is balanced if we make a binary distinction between hard sciences and engineering, and the rest. With this classification, there is a roughly hard-soft disciplines opposition 50-50 split.

In terms of the distribution by level of achievement (Figure 3.2), students were classified into three categories: high, medium, and low. These levels were set by the score assigned to OPs (1 to 5) with 5 being the maximum passing grade (Appendix B). The average grade (3.5) was the point of reference to define the ranges: high (4.3 – 5.0), medium (3.5 – 4.2), low (2.7 – 3.4).

![Figure 3.2. Distribution of students by discipline and level](image)

Although the distribution by discipline is balanced, the inclusion of levels of achievement makes that some subgroups might be misrepresented. For example, there are twice as many high achievers (18) as low achievers (9) in the hard fields.

To guarantee the integrity of the studies, the 149 students who had taken the course between 2011 and 2016 were informed about the study via e-mail; 126 completed electronic
online consent forms, and 125 agreed to participate. Students had the chance to provide consent for different aspects of their essays and OPs, ranging from the mere use of what they said or wrote to the inclusion of pictures showing what they were doing while giving the OP. The project was submitted for approval to Universidad de los Andes and University of Birmingham research ethics committees at the beginning of my PhD studies in 2014. Authorization was granted for the pilot and subsequent studies (Appendix C). In the selection of texts, only essays and OPs from students who expressed consent were considered. I videotaped OPs, kept them in a hard drive, and modified the essays and OPs transcriptions to guarantee students’ confidentiality and anonymity.

3.3. The corpus

3.3.1. The task

In the first unit of IPD2, students write an essay about their research and present it orally to their classmates, a multi-department audience. The essays (Oshima & Hogue, 2006) are written in three stages: outlining, drafting, and revising. Comments and support are provided in every step. To prepare for the OP, students study OP models (Reinhart, 2005) and use them as reference to adapt the essay to the oral mode.

Students have several opportunities to revise and rehearse for their OP. Two weeks before the OP, they can discuss how they will present the contents of the essay; classmates provide feedback on how to improve OPs (language, explanations, examples, visuals, etc). The week of the OP, students have several small-group rehearsals, in which further recommendations are given. OPs are delivered after the rough draft of the essay has been submitted.
On the day of the delivery, OPs must be 5-10 minutes, include visual aids (e.g. Power Point or Prezi presentation), and have a Q&A section. OP roles are assigned to other students in advance (chair, time keeper, and audience).

Students write the final version of the essay based on the comments made on the rough draft and OP.

3.3.2. Transcription, anonymization, and indexing

Universidad de los Andes sponsored the recruitment and training of three assistants. Training sessions were scheduled to teach assistants transcription procedures. Meetings were programmed to review transcriptions together and negotiate discrepancies.

To anonymize students’ information and facilitate corpus searches, codes were assigned to pairs of texts (Reppen, 2010) (Figure 3.3 and Appendix E).

![Figure 3.3. Information included in text codes](image)

3.3.3. Corpus design

The resulting parallel corpus is composed of 88 pairs of essays and OP transcripts. Each pair is about the same content and created by the same author. Five aspects of corpus design in Hunston (2002) were considered: representativeness, size, content, balance, and permanence.
This corpus represents the English of Colombian PhD researchers, whose level is estimated to be within A1-B2 CEFR levels (see 3.2), in two different academic student genres (Hyland, 2009; McEnery et al, 2006): essays and OPs. To guarantee that texts include an accurate representation of students’ written and spoken English, only rough drafts were considered, as these do not include edits based on the instructor’s feedback; OPs transcripts include sequential repetitions and tags for hesitation disfluencies (Corley & Stewart, 2008) like false starts ([fs]), hesitation marks (eh), and reading moments ([reading]) (Appendix D).

Another aspect to consider was content (Hunston, 2002) or domain (McEnery et al., 2006), which is based on the corpus intended use: the analysis of Colombian PhD researcher-student English. Here I consider not only the types of genres included in the corpus (student genres), but also what the texts are about (PhD researcher contents).

The size of the corpus can be said to be appropriate. The terms sampling (McEnery et al., 2006) and complete representation (Reppen, 2010) are used to refer to this complementary aspect in corpus representativeness. Size appropriateness in my corpus is based on the available resources, the purpose of the research, and observed tendencies in research on spoken language. As explained in 3.2 and 3.3.1, I included texts by 88 (59%) of the 149 students who have taken the course.7 The size is also appropriate for the identification of evidence for the phenomena studied, apart from a few cases with negative effect size values (3.4) that seem to indicate the need for a larger corpus. Finally, with the exception of large-scale studies on spoken varieties (e.g. Biber, 2006a), corpus-based studies on oral academic discourse tend to be based on small

7 This percentage probably makes the sample representative of Colombian PhD researchers studying EAP. However, there is no enough information to characterize this population. On average, there are about 1950 PhD students per year in Colombia doing their studies in 22 universities (Acreditación, 2008), but there is no available information on the type of language requirements in each program.
corpora, for example: 26559-token corpus (Rowley-Jolivet, 2012), 40985 (Zareva, 2013); 54717 (Fernández-Polo, 2018), 170000 (Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005b).

The balance of the corpus was achieved considering the three main variables: genres, level of achievement, and disciplinary divide. The number of texts was the same for each genre (88); however, the number of words was higher in the OPs subcorpus for several reasons: the presence of additional information that speakers use to introduce themselves; the inclusion of further explanations, humour, and examples; the appearance of repetitions, false starts, hesitation devices, and the like. Levels and disciplinary divides balance were also satisfactory in terms of texts and tokens, although some differences are observed. High-achievers’ OPs and essays have more words. Also, soft-field essays have more words than hard-field ones. To remedy possible result drawbacks caused by size differences, normalization procedures (Evison, 2010) are used. Table 3.1 summarizes the distribution of the corpus and subcorpora.

Table 3.1. Corpus of Colombian PhD researchers essays and OPs by level of achievement and disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oral (O)</th>
<th>Written (W)</th>
<th>Total (O+W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texts</td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>Texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27038</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26117</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19656</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72811</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36579</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>36232</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72811</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, corpus permanence has been guaranteed by the additions made during the last three years. A corpus that is not updated on a regular basis might eventually become unrepresentative of the language variety it contains samples of (Hunston, 2002). Instructors in
the IPD2 course, record OP videos and keep both essays and OPs files in their PCs. During the
last three years, the corpus has had three updates (Table 3.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Oral</th>
<th>Written</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texts</td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>Texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-2015</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5809</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>47728</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-2017</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72811</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4. Subcorpora selection and modification

The 128228-token corpus is not used in its entirety in each of the 5 studies presented in
this thesis. Specific subcorpora were selected depending on the analyses needs or limitations.
CHAPTER 4, for example, required gesture analysis, but not all videos showed the moments in
which verbal and gestural deixis were combined and the transcription process was highly time-
consuming. Table 3.3 presents the subcorpora that are used in each chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Subcorpora</th>
<th>Texts</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
<th>Additional Procedures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4: Deixis</td>
<td>OPs</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24175</td>
<td>Gestures and deixis mark up, elimination of flawed sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: You</td>
<td>OPs</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72811</td>
<td>Elimination of flawed sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Impersonal modalization</td>
<td>OPs</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72811</td>
<td>Elimination of flawed sentences, POS tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: Code Glosses</td>
<td>OPs</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72811</td>
<td>Elimination of flawed sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Written to oral transition</td>
<td>OPs/essays</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45558</td>
<td>Manual elimination of flawed sentences, selection of sentences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Other reasons for subcorpora selection and the procedures to prepare the texts for analyses will be explained in the methods section in each chapter.
3.4. Quantitative analyses

One of the advantages of using a corpus is that it provides quantitative information about language features (McEnery et al., 2006). This quantitative information is in several cases more reliable than native speaker intuition (Hunston, 2002).

The studies in this thesis are based on the following statistics: raw frequencies, percentages, normalised frequencies, significance and effect size tests.

3.4.1. Raw and normalised frequencies, and percentages

Raw frequencies are the arithmetic count of linguistic elements (tokens) (McEnery et al., 2006). They are used to provide the size of the corpus and subcorpora, and the number of occurrences of language features (e.g. *you*). These counts are complemented with percentages to give an intuitive proportion of features occurrence in the corpus.

When features frequencies need to be compared across subcorpora (e.g. *you* between hard and soft fields) normalised frequencies (per 10,000 words) are provided. Normalisation is used when compared corpora are of different sizes (Evison, 2010). When this is the case, comparisons are made by expressing the frequencies in each corpus by a common factor. As the subcorpora in this study are measured in ten-thousands of words, frequencies are normalised to a 10,000-word base. This is done by dividing the feature frequency by the corpus token-size; then, this result is multiplied by 10,000. Normalised frequencies indicate features’ overuse or underuse in a subcorpus in relation to another.
3.4.2. Significance and effect size analysis: hypothesis testing

Although normalised frequencies are useful in subcorpora comparisons, they are not enough for hypothesis testing (McEnery et al., 2006). Each study in this thesis is based on hypotheses that students’ levels of achievement and disciplines correlate with their choice of specific language features. To validate hypotheses like these, an established practice in corpus linguistics is the use of inferential statistics tests. In this thesis I use statistical significance (log likelihood) and effect size (Bayes Factor) tests.

Log likelihood (LL) tests “…do not assume that the data is normally distributed…” (McEnery et al., 2006, p.55) and provide probability values ($p$) to claim that observed frequency differences are not the result of random chance. LL $p$ values close to 0 are of high statistical significance, not the result of chance. Also, $p$ values close to 0 allow us to infer that null hypotheses “…are unlikely to be true…” (A. Wilson, 2013, p.4). $p$ close to 1 indicates that frequency differences are random. For a hypothesis to be accepted, a $p$ value of $<$0.05 is expected, meaning that we can be 95% confident that the observed differences are not random.

Table 3.4 provides the interpretation of LL values in probability terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LL value ranges</th>
<th>Assigned significance values ($p$)</th>
<th>Degree of certainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.84 - 6.62</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.63 - 10.82</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.83 - 15.12</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&gt;$ 15.53</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LL $p$ values are complemented with effect size calculations, Bayes Factor (BF). LL values only provide an indication of how much evidence there is for a difference between corpora while effect size calculations indicate how big that difference is (Hardie, 2014). The
effect size statistic that is used in this thesis is Bayes Factors. “Bayesian statistics focuses on the probability of hypotheses in the light of observed data, rather than on the probability of observed (and more extreme) data in the light of hypotheses” (A. Wilson, 2013, p.5.). They are expressed as BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) approximate values. BIC values (Table 3.5) are used because true Bayes Factors are difficult to calculate as they use integrals, which are arguably difficult to understand or explain for a non-mathematician since they are used to assign numbers to functions to describe concepts such as area or volume. BIC value ranges and their interpretation provide a more intuitive way to explain effect size. Also, because BIC values test the likelihood of a hypothesis based on available data, they provide degrees of evidence against null hypotheses (H0).

Table 3.5. Approximate Bayes Factor (BIC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIC ranges</th>
<th>Degree of evidence against (H0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 2</td>
<td>not worth more than a bare mention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 6</td>
<td>positive evidence against H0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 10</td>
<td>strong evidence against H0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>very strong evidence against H0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For negative scores, the scale is read as "in favour of" H0 (Wilson in personal communication with Rayson, 2017)

In this thesis, when a frequency difference is significant, but BIC values are negative, this is interpreted as there is a good amount of evidence for the hypothesis to be accepted, but the feature frequency differences between the corpora are not big enough to consider such feature to be representative of one group or another.

LL values or a combination of BIC and LL values are also used as filters to determine what frequency differences are worth analysing and reporting from a discourse perspective. These values will be mentioned in the quantitative analysis subsection in each chapter.
3.5. **Qualitative (discourse analysis) analyses**

3.5.1. **Ad hoc, eclectic, theoretical perspective**

This research can be framed within discourse analysis research as genre analysis. It is discourse analysis as it implements a series of methods to look at language in action by analysing texts as they are related to their social context. More specifically, it can also be said to be genre analysis (Hyland, 2011) because it examines “…element[s] of recurrent language use, including grammar and lexis … relevant to the analyst’s interests” (p. 174).

The purpose of the discourse (genre) analysis sections in this thesis is to describe features that significantly discriminate among subcorpora in the study. These analyses will focus on corpus linguistic phenomena (concordance lines, collocation, patterns) and discourse functions.

Feature descriptions will be complemented by analyses of grammar and its connection to pragmatic aims to provide a linguistic discourse-based explanation of how levels of achievement and disciplines correlate with language-semiotic choices in OPs.

The studies cannot be placed in one specific paradigm. Different paradigms were chosen depending on how appropriately they explain phenomena. They include Systemic Functional Linguistics (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014), English Grammar (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985), Academic Discourse Analysis (Biber, 2002; Hyland, 2009; Tang & John, 1999), Corpus Linguistics (Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999; Hunston, 2002; McEnery, Xiao, & Tono, 2008), and gesture, deixis, and multimodality (Gast, Deringer, Haas, & Rudolf, 2015; Kamio, 2001; Mcneill, 2006; Rendle-Short, 2006).

Discourse analyses are based on the features in Table 3.6.
The selection of most features exhibiting big frequency differences among subcorpora as expressed by LL values is in alignment with the closed-class keyword strategy (Groom, 2010). This strategy discards open-class items (nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives) in a keyword list and focuses on words like deictics (this, that) pronouns (you), modals (can), and conjunctions (because). Closed-class words are valid items of semantic analysis (Groom, 2010, p.61) and more fruitful and manageable for concordance analysis (p. 71). Most of the features selected in this thesis are closed-class key words (See Appendix I).

Procedures for selection and analysis of features are explained in each chapter.

### 3.5.2. Alternative wordings in discourse analyses

Sometimes in discourse analyses, I will add alternative wordings to compare them with what students said or wrote. This is not a critique to their English but another explanatory procedure. Authors like Rounds (1987) make this kind of comparison to understand the difference between what is expressed and what can be interpreted. Comparing what was said to what is expected is a way of spotting differences in meaning or use (Ervin-Tripp, 1976). This views is complemented by the observation that “… a process analysis should presumably take an
interest not only in the paths that are taken but in those that are not but could have been.”
(Ch. 1979, p.146).

3.5.3. Validation procedures

To guarantee the validity of discourse analyses, I employed interrater reliability procedures. As the analyses adopt a listener/reader perspective and my interpretations could have been biased by my role as instructor, two colleagues were invited to a two-hour training session in which I explained the concepts and illustrated them with examples from the corpus. Then, I programmed meetings in which we would code randomly selected data samples. I kept record of agreements and disagreements to calculate Interrater agreement as expressed by Krippendorff’s alpha values. Like other reliability values (Kappa, Cronbach), Krippendorff’s values are ranged from 0 (poor or no agreement) to 1 (perfect agreement) among raters. I chose Krippendorff’s nominal alpha values as they are applicable to different rating situations: any number of observers, any number of categories, scales, values or measures, any level of measurement (nominal or categorical, ordinal, etc), large and small sample sizes. (Krippendorff, 2011). Values range interpretation (Table 3.7) is adapted from Landis and Koch's (1977, p. 165).

Table 3.7. Krippendorff’s alpha values for interrater reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Krippendorff’s nominal alpha value</th>
<th>Degree of agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.00</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00 - 0.20</td>
<td>Slight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21 - 0.40</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.41 - 0.60</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.61 - 0.80</td>
<td>Substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.81 - 1.00</td>
<td>Near perfect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, instances of disagreement were resolved after analysis and discussion. I was only able to employ this validation procedure for the studies in chapters 5, 6, and 7. Specific details will be provided in each chapter.

3.6. **Software**

To collect, organize, search, and analyse OPs features, I used word processing, spreadsheets, and corpus software. Word was used to transcribe essays and OPs. Files were converted into txt-files with AntFileConverter (Anthony, 2018a) to facilitate searches for corpus phenomena (concordance lines, collocations, and patterns) with AntConc (Anthony, 2014) (Appendix J—M). Concordance lines were transferred to Excel spreadsheets to facilitate manual discourse and statistical analyses (3.4). Statistical and effect size calculations were performed in Excel spreadsheets available in the *Log-likelihood and effect size calculator* web site (Rayson, 2017). Finally, POS tagging was done with TagAnt (Anthony, 2018b).

---

9 Although my 2 colleagues were eager to help, they just had time for three rating sessions.
10 This spreadsheet offers calculations for two or six corpora, not for other numbers. I modified the spreadsheets to calculate comparisons between three corpora in the level of achievement (high, medium, and low) comparisons (see Appendix G)
PART I: ENGAGING THE AUDIENCE
4.1. **Pointing behaviours (deixis) in Colombian PhD researchers’ OPs**

An initial exploration of Colombian PhD researcher OPs (Nausa, 2015) revealed that those students with higher performances used more mechanisms to engage the audience. Similarly, in module 2 (Nausa, 2016), I found that high-achievers more frequently and consistently showed things to the audience as evidenced in their use of self-references in the projection of the authorial stance role *guide* (e.g. *let me show you*). This sensitivity to one’s interlocutors’ linguistic needs is part of what scholars in the Conversation Analysis (CA) tradition refer to as *recipient design* (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1978). Among the recipient design mechanisms that students used was the inclusion and explanation of visuals. This means that at specific moments of the OP, presenters interacted with and referred to images on the OPs slides by using pointing expressions and actions to direct the audience’s attention towards what they deemed important. In other words, their use of images implied the use of verbal and gestural deixis. This motivates a more in-depth study of verbal and gestural deixis in their presentations. This chapter seeks to identify features of verbal and gestural deixis that differentiate OPs performance in this group of students. The identification of differences is based on the following questions:

1. **Level of achievement:** What are the differences between high, medium, and low achievers in terms of how they perform deixis while showing images in their OPs?
2. **Disciplines:** What are the differences between hard and soft-discipline students in terms of how they perform deixis in their OPs?

4.2. **Verbal deixis (pointing with words)**

It is well-known that some language features, such as pronouns or some adverbs, are commonly used to refer to (point at) an entity, place, or time elsewhere in the text or in the surrounding context. For example:

(1) *Chit Poe* (...) was born in the Bornho refugee camp (now defunct) in 1990, shortly after his parents' flight from Burma. *He* lived most of his life in the Mae La refugee camp, where *he* attended school until eighth grade. (Gilhooly & Lee, 2014, p.2.)

(2) ... he'll build models and hang them from the, the top of the studio. uh, and as you can see *here*, this is part of a larger body of work... (“Twentieth Century Arts Lecture: LEL320JU147,” 2001)

In (1) the two occurrences of the pronoun *he* refer to the noun *Chit Poe*. The pronouns point at a noun in the same text. In (2), the adverb *here* does not refer to another word in the text. *Here* is used to refer to a picture that is being shown to an audience in the context of an arts lecture.

The terminology used to refer to these features uses the morphemes *phora/phoric* (*endophoric, exophoric, anaphoric, cataphoric*) or the term *deixis*. The reference made in (1) is endophoric (inside the text) while the reference made in (2) is exophoric (out of the text). Different approaches to linguistics use these terms differently. Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) use the *phora* terms to refer to the in-text or out-of-text references exemplified here. Fillmore (1997), on the other hand, prefers *deixis*, and distinguishes between *discourse deixis* (equivalent
to endophoric reference) and proper deixis (equivalent to exophoric reference), distinguishing different sub-types of deictic aspects: personal, social, time, and spatial. Others (Bühler, 1965; Levinson, 1983) propose symbolic deixis (a sub-set of exophoric reference where the referent is imagined rather than physically present).

In this thesis, the terms deixis and the phora terms will be used, and the following uses are distinguished:

4.2.1. Reference to preceding or subsequent items in the discourse (anaphora and cataphora)

Anaphoric references occur when a unit refers to another unit backwards in the text. For an example of anaphora see sentence (1) above. Cataphoric references occur when a unit refers to another unit ahead in the text.

(3) A few weeks before he died, (my father) gave me an old cigar box filled with faded letters. (Nordquist, 2017 as cited by Nilsson, 2017)

(4) This idea that (the Elder Brother stories contain the law of the people) comes from many discussions I have had with (...) Maria Campbell. (Innes, 2009)

In (3) the pronoun he refers forwards to the noun phrase my father. In (4) this idea that refers to the proposition the Elder brother... Campbell. He in (1) and (3) and this idea that in (4) point at something within a text, not within the context of communication. Although pronouns have traditionally been identified as the units that perform this pointing-referring function in texts, other units can also perform this function. In (4) the signalling noun (Flowerdew, 2003) idea points forwards towards the proposition in parentheses.
4.2.2. Reference to an item in the physical context of the discourse (*deixis*)

*Deixis*, in this sense, is in the intersection between meaning and use, for it is in the context of use that the meaning of utterances is fully understood; in other words, utterances as acts of communication are not understandable unless we know the referents. Take for example the utterance *she is there*. If only the basic meaning of the compounding words is considered, we understand that the expression refers to a person (most probably a woman) and her location (not at the point where the person writing or uttering the sentence is). However, if some contextual information is provided: ‘the utterance is said to a parent picking up their daughter at nursery school and asking her caretaker where their daughter (who they can’t see) is’, the meaning expression capacity of the utterance is increased. Understanding deixis this way implies that the words used to perform this type of references (*deictics*) are almost devoid of meaning; they are empty shells which are only filled up with elements of the context of use. However, the opposite can also be stated: deictics signal important information about various aspects of the context of language use (Schiffrin, 1990). Deictics in this sense include key information such as (1) the roles of communication participants: addresser (*I*), addressee (*you*), and referred ones (*he, she, it, they*); (2) their status (*sir, professor*); (3) the time of enunciation (*now*); (4) the place (*here, there, this, that*), among others. Fillmore (1997) refers to the realisation of these aspects as *personal, social, time*, and *place deixis*. Example (2) above includes a case of *spatial deixis*.

4.2.3. Reference to an item in the symbolic or virtual context of the discourse (*symbolic deixis*)

In addition to pointing at things in contexts and texts, deictics can also be conceived as occurring to point at things in symbolic spaces, or the *symbolic field* (Bühler, 1965) which is part
of the systemic space (Köller, 2004 as cited by Pleyer, 2008) which we construct with language. This type of pointing is referred to as *symbolic deixis*. In symbolic deixis, symbolic spaces, are the result of a mutual understanding (common ground) between addressee and addresser. In her analysis of the spatial deictic *here* in university lectures, Bamford (2004) found that the spatial deictic *here* can play a pointing at context function (*gestural*) when used to point at visuals in a lecture. Also, *here* can be used to refer to an intellectually shared space situationally limited in space and time as an event (*this lecture*), not as a space or object in the room where the lecture takes place (example 5).

(5) So I won’t go into good econometrics or bad econometrics out *here* but you have to have a trade to make that your regressions are good. or at least not obviously bad. (P.K Siena 1998, example included in Bamford, 2004, p. 123)

This chapter is concerned with the way presenters point at things in the context of the OP, more specifically with how they interact with and point at slides in their presentation software (Power Point, Prezi, Keynote and the like) and the images (pictures, graphs, diagrams, charts, tables, text, etc) or text contained within. As such, the chapter deals with the analysis of exophoric references as *spatial deixis*; however, related concepts will be invoked specially in those situations in which what is referred to is words or ideas previously mentioned (*anaphora*) or shared cognitive spaces (*symbolic deixis*), discussed in the context of my previous module on classroom identity projection (Nausa, 2016) and 5.4.1.2 in this thesis as *co-constructer* actions.
4.3. Gestural spatial deixis (pointing with gestures)

Reference to images on slides can be made with words and reinforced by or substituted with gestures. Gestures are spontaneous movements made with the hands, face, or other parts of the body that often accompany speech. Different taxonomies to classify or approaches to study gestures have been proposed (Efron, 1941; Eisenstein & Davis, 2004; Ekman & Friesen, 1969; Freedman & Hoffman, 1967; Karam, 2006; Kendon, 1972, 1980; McNeill, 2006; McNeill, 1992; Mittelberg, 2008; Quek et al., 2002; Wexelblat, 1998; Xiong, Quek, & McNeill, 2002). From a very general standpoint, it could be argued that these approaches mostly differ in regard to terminology or nuances in the criteria for classification like type of interaction (human-human, computer-human) among others. For example, most taxonomies agree in identifying iconic gestures, which resemble actions to which they refer (e.g. when a person moves their arm and shapes their hand as if they were throwing a ball). In McNeill’s taxonomy, these gestures are called iconics; Physiographics and kinetographics in Efron’s; literal-reproductive in Freedman and Hoffman’s; and kinetographs and pictographs in Ekman and Friesen’s.

In general, the different categories in these taxonomies focus on gestures that play a signifying role; this is to say, gestures re-present something concrete or abstract that is not present. However, deictic gestures (not in Freedman and Hoffman’s taxonomy) also play an indexical role; they point at something that is present in context. Pointing is prototypically performed with fingers (usually the index) although other parts of the body or manipulated artefacts can be used (McNeill, 1992). However, deictic gestures have also been found to point at things that are not present in context but in text or in a common symbolic space; this is particularly the case in narratives (McNeill, 1992).
4.4. Synchronization of verbal and gestural spatial deixis, and integration of images to talk (the deictic process)

To explain the co-occurrence of gesture and talk in time, McNeill (1992, p.26) following Kendon (1980) proposes three “rules” (McNeill’s quotation marks) for gesture and talk synchrony: phonological, semantic, and pragmatic synchrony rules. These synchronization rules are part of the second phase (stroke) in gesture production; the first phase, preparation, is optional. These rules are used to explain an example for an iconic gesture realisation in a narration but can be transferred to the analysis of the interplay between verbal and gestural deixis. Figure 4.1 exemplifies the three rules. In phonological synchronization, the gesture happens before or ends at a phonological peak in the utterance. In the use of as we can see here, here is stressed (phonological peak), and the pointing gesture occurs at the same time here is uttered.

Figure 4.1. Coordination of verbal and gestural deixis in as we can see “here”
In semantic synchronization, both words and gesture express the same meaning at the same time (here as this place/point). The rule would be violated if here was used to refer to something not present physically or symbolically. In pragmatic synchrony, words and speech perform the same function: getting the hearer to look at the thing being pointed at. McNeill explains that violations of the rule can happen in cases of multiple gestures happening (semantic synchrony rule violation); however, in the type of analysis that will be done in this chapter, the semantic and pragmatic synchronization rules are expected to happen in a straightforward way, for gestural and verbal deixis are expected to happen with literal referential-pointing meanings, which will make the semantic and pragmatic synchrony rules easily identifiable. Also, in McNeill’s theory it is not clear whether the three synchrony rules have to happen for the general gesture synchronicity to happen. Given that sentence stress in Spanish is not the same as in English (a stress based language), the stress peaks produced by this student population are not always salient. For the purposes of the analyses, the occurrence of semantic and pragmatic synchronicity rules will be considered.

In addition to McNeill’s deictic synchronization rules, gestures will be analysed from other types of kinesics such as body alignment, gazing, and position based on Rendle-Short's (2006) definition of the deictic process. The deictic process accounts for the integration of images to talk in OPs and comprises three phases: (1) expectation that the image is relevant to the talk, (2) combination of verbal and non-verbal actions to invite the audience to focus on the image, and (3) incorporation of image into the talk to focus on a specific part of the image. However, as will be shown, this last step tends to be affected by the nature of the image being used.
4.5. Multimodal analysis of oral academic discourse

The study of the interplay between gestural and verbal spatial deixis in OPs can be placed in the multimodal analysis of oral academic discourses. Different oral discourse analysts (e.g. Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2003; Charles & Ventola, 2002; Norris, 2004; Poyatos, 2002; Ventola, 2002) have advocated the need for oral discourses to be approached from a perspective that includes the analysis of other forms of representation and conveyance of knowledge different from the verbal mode. Different terms have been coined to refer to the analysis of the linguistic and non-linguistic aspects of representation, communication, and interaction in oral discourses: semiotic spanning as semiotic micro-focus (Ventola, 1999, 2002); multimodality (Jewitt, 2016; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001); multimodal analysis (Morell, 2015); Multimodal Discourse Analysis MDA (Querol-Julián & Fortanet, 2012).

In general, nonverbal semiotic resources in oral academic genres have been approached from three general perspectives, which I have named (PPP): prosody, paralinguistics, and paraphernalia. Prosody includes the analysis of sound aspects like syllable duration, prolongation, and volume; sentence rhythm and stress among others. Paralinguistics (also referred to as kinesics) includes the analysis of gestures, head and arms movement, body alignment, positioning, etc. Paraphernalia refers to the use of objects (e.g., computer, screen, pointers), multimedia apps (e.g., Power Point, Prezi, Keynote, etc) and visuals (e.g., tables, figures, graphs, images, etc).

The analysis of multimodality in academic oral discourse implies the creation of models that rely on theories that account for language use (e.g., SFL- Systemic Functional Linguistics, CA-Conversation Analysis) and theories that account for nonverbal aspects (e.g. McNeill’s model for gesture in communication analysis or Bertin's (1973) image taxonomy). In their
analysis of evaluation in Q&A sections in conference presentations, for example, Querol-Julián and Fortanet-Gómez (2012) propose a model composed of the verbal analysis of evaluation based on Appraisal Theory (Martin & White, 2005); analysis of kinesics as gestures (McNeill, 1992), and prosody and paralanguage (Poyatos, 2002) among others.

Although multimodality in oral academic discourses has been researched in their three main genre categories – classroom genres, institutional genres, and research genres (Figure 2.3) the conference presentation (a research genre) is probably the subgenre that has received the greatest deal of attention. The use of multimodality in oral academic discourse can be said to be roughly approached from two general functional perspectives: engaging with (interpersonal) and facilitating understanding to (ideational) the audience.

Engagement with the audience, understood as the actions to create empathy or mitigate face-threatening events, has been studied in various subgenres. Hood and Forey (2005) analyse the linguistic (appraisal model) and non-linguistic (visual, gesture) resources that lecturers in plenaries use to express attitudes and create a sense of solidarity. Querol-Julián and Fortanet (2012) study discussion sessions in conference presentations to determine how presenters act and react verbally (appraisal model again) and nonverbally towards comments from the audience. Zhang (2015) also analyses how two plenary lecturers verbally and gesturally express and mitigate disagreement to save face and be perceived as collegial members and likable individuals. Fortanet and Ruiz-Madrid (2016) contrast the multimodal use of asides (digressions) by an English-speaking and a Spanish-speaking lecturer also as mechanisms to build rapport with the audience. These studies in general highlight the importance of mode orchestration during the oral delivery to enhance engagement and avoid face-threatening events.
The other line of studies approaching multimodality reflects speakers’ motivation to facilitate understanding to the audience by providing them with alternative explanation mechanisms. One area of interest in this function of multimodality has been the use of slides. Slides in presentations were first analysed in Dubois’ (1980) pioneering study on biomedical speeches. Similarly, Charles and Ventola (2002) contrast slide use between hard (physical science) and soft (ethnology) disciplines. In these studies, these visual aids perform semiotic supporting roles: as evidence in hard sciences and as illustration in soft disciplines. Diani (2015) analyses the types of visuals and differences in the macrostructure of the Power Point Presentations based on Swales’ (1990) IMRD move analysis, and Bertin (1973) and Rowley-Jolivet (2002) taxonomies of visuals. Her findings confirm that hard disciplines tend to rely on numerical visuals as evidence while soft disciplines tend to rely on figurative-polisemic visuals. The reported use of images in the studies clearly reflect that the epistemological differences among disciplines are not exclusively seen in language use but in the general expression of meanings.

Nonetheless, the use of multimodality to facilitate understanding in oral academic discourses has seen more studies in classroom genres: lectures and student oral presentations. Morell (2015), through a multimodal analysis of two technical-science and two social-science successful presentations given by ELF scholars in a public speech workshop, determines the effectiveness of their OPs. Palmer-Silveira (2015) analyses three presentations of business communication master’s students to determine how previously identified flaws in space, hands eye contact, head movement, and stage have been overcome. Similarly, Valeiras (2015) analyses one conference presentation in the business communication field to determine how the variety of semiotic resources available (intonation, gestures, head movements, visuals) is used by two
presenters to achieve persuasion. Ruiz-Garrido (2015) analyses the use of adverbs of degree in coordination with nonverbal resources in the expression of intensification in the presentations of two English and two Spanish speakers. Crawford (2015) studies the elaboration of explanations as seen in the coordination of linguistic markers and nonverbal features to create meaning and reinforce understanding in five Open Courses video-lectures. The conclusions in these studies have pedagogical implications from which instructors and students can benefit; instructor-student or student-student communication can be improved by learning how to master and orchestrate different modes of expression.

Without a doubt, these studies have paved the way for multimodal oral academic discourse study not only because they have provided models of analysis based on the articulation of different paradigms but also because they have pointed out specific areas of inquiry and subsequent applications in different contexts (e.g. EFL and EAP learning). However, as most of their authors openly admit, their findings need to be taken as indicative, but not conclusive, especially because they are based on case studies (e.g. Querol-Julian & Fortanet, 2012) or small corpora. Other studies’ claims can be questioned on methodological grounds. For example, Morell (2015) reports the use of different semiotic modes as a characteristic of high-rated professional EFL presentations, but her analysis is based on only four high-rated OPs; she does not compare high and low-rated OPs to conclude that the orchestration of modes is absent in low-rated and therefore a differentiating trait of high-rated OPs.

4.5.1. Analysis of spatial deixis

The multimodal studies in the previous section were classified according to their interpersonal or ideational focus. Deixis based studies in this section can be placed in the
ideational strand for the role that deixis has in making things clear for the audience through the orchestration of the visual and oral channels. Methodologies in the studies vary in that they have focused on verbal deixis, gestural deixis, or the coordination of modes. Studies unsurprisingly also vary in the types of genres (lectures, student presentations, etc) and types of comparisons (fields, successful vs non-successful performances).

One area of analysis of gestural and verbal deixis in oral academic discourses is in classroom genres, specifically in emergent talk and lectures. Roth (2000) in a study of high school and college student talk over and about visual representations of scientific phenomena found that deictic and iconic gestures precede associated utterances during the initial appearance of scientific discourse. Bamford (2004) in an analysis of the deictic here in professional NS and NNS economics lectures found that when here has a literal spatial meaning, it is easily interpretable from the context; however, when its meaning refers to a symbolic common space (this lecture) created between the lecturer and listeners, listeners would find it difficult to interpret it as such. This study is based on lectures extracted from several corpora (BNC, MICASE, Università di Siena) and some of its transcriptions include gestural deictic information, but it is not based on images or videos. Yaakob (2013) in a comparison of lecture introductions in different disciplines found that arts and humanities disciplines used the “handout sub-function” more frequently to guide students and help them become familiar with the disciplinary canon. This study uses lectures from the British Academic Spoken English Corpus (BASE). Although the author does not carry out a multimodal analysis, the presence of gestural and verbal deixis can be inferred from some of the examples in which lecturers make reference to handouts.
Deixis has also been analysed in academia, in *in* and *out-of-the-classroom genres* according to disciplinary variation. Simpson-Vlach (2006) analyses academic speech in MICASE office hour meetings, study groups, discussion sections, lectures, and seminars in hard and soft disciplines with a focus on pronouns, deictics, and hedges and fillers. She found deictics *this, these, those, here, there,* and *then* to be the third most common group of expressions after pronouns, and hedges and fillers to be more common in the hard sciences because oral discourse in these fields “…revolves more centrally around visual aids…” (P. 309). This finding confirms Dubois (1980), Charles and Ventola (2002) and Rowley-Jolivet (2002) findings that the types of visuals that are used in the disciplines determine how speakers interact with them.

And of course, multimodal deixis has also been analysed in oral open genres (Swales & Feak, 2012), with emphasis on successful professional oral presentations. Rendle-Short (2006), in her Conversation-Analysis based study of science seminar presentations, which includes talk, prosody, gaze, body position, images on screen and their orchestration with speech, found that for deixis to be successful, the coordination of verbal and nonverbal resources is key. Morton (2006) in a multimodal analysis of spatial deictics such as *this way, over here* in 24 oral presentations of successful and unsuccessful first-year architecture students found that successful students better interacted with their images linguistically and kinesthetically.

Again, like the other surveyed multimodal studies, most of these studies provide multi-paradigm models of analysis and highlight areas of study and subsequent application. However, their findings need to be taken cautiously, for some of them are based on a few cases (e.g. Rendle-Short, 2006) or small corpora. Deixis studies like Simpson-Vlach (2006) or Bamford (2004) are based on reasonably large corpora and rely on the existence of easily identifiable deictics like *this* or *here*. Their identification in transcriptions, for example, can make the analyst
expect that a gesture also occurred. However, their corpus analysis is not complemented with video or image analyses.

The multimodal analysis of deixis that I propose in this chapter seeks to fill some of the identified gaps in the analysis of oral academic discourses. The most obvious one is the lack of studies that focus on EFL students of EAP at the graduate level (PhD) of education. Second, it seeks to propose a methodology that includes (1) corpus and statistically significance analyses to identify differences of use by level of achievement and discipline and (2) multimodal analysis to identify how the coordination of verbal and non-verbal resources vary between the groups. As Adolphs (2012) states:

The impetus towards multimodal corpora recognizes that natural language is an embodied phenomenon and that a deeper understanding of the relationship between talk and bodily actions—particular gestures—is required if we are to develop a more coherent understanding of the collaborative organization of communication (p.1).

4.6. Methods and statistical analyses

In this section, I explain the methods for the selection of a subcorpus for multimodal analysis and present an initial quantitative analysis. The purpose of the quantitative analysis of spatial deictics is to determine whether spatial deixis is more common in high-rated OPs and to confirm (like Simpson-Vlach; 2006) that spatial deictics are more frequent in hard disciplines. Verbal spatial deixis is prototypically performed with demonstratives (this, that, these, and those) either used as determiners (e.g. this image) or pronouns (e.g. If you look at this), and the most frequent adverbs of location here and there. Other adverbs of location (e.g. around, everywhere)
are not considered here given their low frequency in the corpus. It is expected that the use of these deictics is accompanied by the use of other semiotic modes.

4.6.1. Selection of a subcorpus and data clean-up

To perform the analyses, it was necessary to select a subcorpus due to the difficulties that multimodal analysis implies. The following is a description of the difficulties and the actions to overcome them.

This thesis uses a 72811-token oral subcorpus created from 88 OPs (see 3.3.4). The performance of statistical and multimodal analyses of spatial deictics (*this, that, these, those, here and there*) that I propose in this chapter presented a few difficulties. First, not all incidences of these expressions are necessarily cases of spatial deixis. Spatial deictic expressions refer to the immediate spatial context. In the case of oral presentations, spatial deictics refer to aspects such as graphs and visuals on slides, the screen and its parts, parts of the room where the presentation takes place, among others. Expressions like *that* can perform other functions: subordinator of noun and adjective clauses, anaphoras/cataphoras, or determiners. Similarly, *there* can be used as grammatical subject in the existential constructions *there be* or *there exist*. A second difficulty is that not all cases of spatial deictics and their corresponding gestural actions can be seen on the OP videos. In several cases, the camera is focused on other aspects such as the slides or the audience. Third, the analysis of spatial deictics and their corresponding actions on video is highly time-consuming.

To overcome these difficulties in the analyses, the following actions were taken.

First, a sub-corpus of 30 OPs videos and their corresponding transcriptions was selected: 14 hard-field and 16 soft-field OP videos. Similarly, 30 video-transcripts pairs include 10 pairs
from each level of oral performance (high, medium, and low). These distributions closely
represent those distributions in the general corpus. On all videos, the actions performed by the
presenters doing deixis can be seen. Concordance lines of *this, that, these, those, here*, and *there*
were obtained using AntConc (Anthony, 2014) and classified in spreadsheets by level and
discipline. Raw and normalised frequencies were calculated too. (Table 4.1 and Table 4.2)

Table 4.1. Use of spatial deictics by level of achievement: raw and normalized (N) frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
<th>This N</th>
<th>That N</th>
<th>These N</th>
<th>Those N</th>
<th>Here N</th>
<th>There N</th>
<th>Total N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>8717</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>200.8</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>8423</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>184.0</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>7035</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>181.9</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24175</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>189.5</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Use of spatial deictics by discipline: raw and normalized (N) frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
<th>This N</th>
<th>That N</th>
<th>These N</th>
<th>Those N</th>
<th>Here N</th>
<th>There N</th>
<th>Total N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>10752</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>227.9</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>125.6</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>13423</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>158.7</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>140.8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24175</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>189.5</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, to guarantee that only occurrences of spatial deictics were included, the
identified sentences were manually analysed in their context using the file viewer option in
AntConc along with their corresponding video. The following cases were eliminated: (1)
sentences containing occurrences of the target expressions that were not expressing spatial or
symbolic deixis (e.g. subordinating *that*, anaphoric *this*); symbolic deixis cases including
pointing were kept (2) sequential repetitions and false starts (e.g. *this, this, this microscope was
used...; this use of [fs] we use the microscope...*); (3) cases where spatial deictic expressions
alignment with a deictic action was not seen on video.
Third, the deictic actions that were considered were gazing, body alignment, pointing, and position in regard to the screen (Rendle-Short, 2006). Change of any of these aspects was also considered in the selection of sentences, for there were cases in which such gestures (e.g. pointing actions) were almost static, and it was not clear whether the coordination of the deictic gesture and the deictic expression was intentional.

Fourth, after the identification of cases of multimodal spatial deictics, new frequency and significance analyses were performed by level of achievement and discipline (Table 4.3 and Table 4.4).

| Table 4.3. Spatial deictics expressed in raw and normalised (N) frequencies by level of achievement |
|---------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Tokens            | This | N   | That| N   | These| N   | Those| N   | Here| N   | There| N   | Total| N   |
| High              | 8717 | 80  | 91.8| 15  | 17.2 | 21  | 24.1 | 1   | 1.1 | 5   | 5.7  | 4   | 4.6  | 126 | 144.5|
| Medium            | 8423 | 67  | 79.5| 1   | 1.2  | 24  | 28.5 | 0   | 0.0 | 12  | 14.2 | 7   | 8.3  | 111 | 131.8|
| Low               | 7035 | 59  | 83.9| 1   | 1.4  | 13  | 18.5 | 0   | 0.0 | 0   | 0.0  | 2   | 2.8  | 75  | 106.6|
|                   | 24175| 206 | 85.2| 17  | 7.0  | 58  | 24.0 | 1   | 0.4 | 17  | 7.0  | 13  | 5.4  | 312 | 129.1|

| Table 4.4. Spatial deictics expressed in raw and normalised (N) frequencies by discipline |
|---------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Tokens            | This | N   | That| N   | These| N   | Those| N   | Here| N   | There| N   | Total| N   |
| Hard              | 10752| 136 | 126.5| 9   | 8.4  | 47  | 43.7 | 0   | 0.0 | 16  | 14.9 | 6   | 5.6  | 214 | 199.0|
| Soft              | 13423| 70  | 52.1| 8   | 6.0  | 11  | 8.2  | 1   | 0.7 | 1   | 0.7  | 7   | 5.2  | 98  | 73.0 |
|                   | 24175| 206 | 85.2| 17  | 7.0  | 58  | 24.0 | 1   | 0.4 | 17  | 7.0  | 13  | 5.4  | 312 | 129.1|

The general analyses of normalised frequencies show that there are bigger differences in the disciplinary divide than in the level of achievement. These bigger differences are evident in the use of this (more recurrent in the hard disciplines than in the soft ones). Deictic that frequency of use difference, however, seems to be more relevant in the level of achievement divide. To know what frequency differences are statistically significant, log likelihood and BIC calculations were performed based on the raw (observed) frequencies.
4.6.2. Statistical significance analysis

The purpose of the significance analyses (3.4.2) is twofold: (1) identify what frequency differences are statistically significant as expressed by LL values and (2) determine the amount of evidence against null hypotheses. In this chapter, I decided to analyse and report cases whose Log Likelihood (Table 3.4) and BIC (Table 3.5) values were above 10.83 and 6 correspondingly.

The null hypotheses for the two comparisons are

- **Level of achievement:** there is no difference between high, medium, and low achievers in terms of spatial deictics use frequencies.

- **Disciplines:** there is no difference between hard and soft discipline students in terms of spatial deictics use frequencies.

| Table 4.5. Significance analyses of spatial deictics use by levels of achievement |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
| | **Observed frequencies** | **Totals** | **log likelihood** | **Bayes Factor BIC** |
| | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** |
| This | 80 | 67 | 59 | 206 | 0.77 | -19.42 |
| That | 15 | 1 | 1 | 17 | 20.09 | -0.10 |
| These | 21 | 24 | 13 | 58 | 1.64 | -18.55 |
| Those | 1 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 2.04 | -18.15 |
| Here | 5 | 12 | 0 | 17 | 14.91 | -5.28 |
| There | 4 | 7 | 2 | 13 | 2.28 | -17.91 |
| Corpus sizes | 8717 | 8423 | 7035 | 24175 |

| Table 4.6. Significance analyses of spatial deictics use by discipline |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
| | **Observed frequencies** | **Totals** | **log likelihood** | **Bayes Factor BIC** |
| | **Hard** | **Soft** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** | **High** | **Medium** | **Low** | **Total** |
| This | 136 | 70 | 206 | 38.70 | 28.60 |
| That | 9 | 8 | 17 | 0.49 | -9.60 |
| These | 47 | 11 | 58 | 32.76 | 22.67 |
| Those | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1.18 | -8.92 |
| Here | 16 | 1 | 17 | 19.50 | 9.40 |
| There | 6 | 7 | 13 | 0.01 | -10.08 |
| Corpus sizes | 10752 | 13423 | 24175 |
As can be seen in Table 4.5 Table 4.6, only deictics *this*, *these* and *here* for the disciplinary divide passed my test, which is in alignment with Simpson-Vlach’s (2006) finding that *this*, *these*, *those*, *here*, *there*, and *then* were more common in the hard sciences. In my study, this means that we can be sure that the frequency differences among the disciplinary groups for the gestural and verbal use of *this*, *these*, and *here* are not random; additionally, the evidence against the null hypothesis is very strong.

4.7. **How Colombian PhD researchers perform deixis**

The multimodal analysis in this chapter focuses on two main aspects: the synchronization of talk and gesture and the interaction with images or things being pointed at. To facilitate these analyses, I adopted and adapted Rendle-Short's (2006) CA transcription conventions (Appendix F) which in turn were based on the system developed by conversation analyst Gail Jefferson (Jefferson, 2004). I adopted this system as it allows a straightforward representation of paralinguistic aspects in synchrony with words. One of the differences in the system that I developed is the inclusion of several pictures to capture changes in gaze direction, hands position, or body alignment, and the context of realisation of deictics. For gesture and talk orchestration, I relied on (McNeill, 1992) two of three rules of synchronization and Rendle-Short's (2006) definition of the deictic process explained in 4.4.

Two examples of use for each of the most significantly frequent spatial deictics (*this*, *these*, and *here*) will be analysed, one from the hard disciplines and another from the soft ones.
4.7.1. *This* (hard science)

Example (1) shows the use of *this* by a hard science (chemical engineering) student. As can be observed in the sequence of pictures (*Figure 4.2*), deixis is performed both linguistically and gesturally complying with two of the three rules for gesture and talk synchrony: semantic and pragmatic synchrony rules (McNeill, 1992).

(1) *Copper is good ion because eh copper is present in (many cells) and can bind with proteins and enzymes. Eh this picture show the mechanism of action of eh ionophore of copper two.* (S-M-CQUI-1)

---

11 In these examples, I first present the sentence that will be analyzed in the multimodal analysis charts (1). The underlined segment of the sentence is the part that is analyzed multimodally. Each multimodal analysis chart is composed of 2 columns and 4 rows. The left column has the transcription of verbal and nonverbal actions. The right column has the pictures corresponding to the descriptions on the left. Rows show the sequence of actions that happened as the presenter spoke. *Italics* show the words that the presenter (*Pres*) said. Words in normal type describe the actions that occur while the presenter was speaking. *Bold type* marks the spatial deictics.
Gaze: [_________12
Pres: Copper is good ion
Hands: BH home position13
Place: LL of □
Body: / / / / / / / / / / / / / (steps back)

Gaze: ___________________________________
Pres: because eh copper is present in many cells
Hands: BH hp [BH draw two circles outwards
Place: LL of □
Body: __________________________________

Gaze: ____________________________
Pres: and can [bind] with proteins and enzymes.
Hands: BH hp [LH moves up and down
Place: LL of □ [steps forward
Body: __________________________________

Gaze:  ____________________________
Pres: Eh [this picture] show the mechanism of action
Hands: [LH with a pointer
Place: LL of □
Body: / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

Figure 4.2. Use of “this picture” in a hard-field OP

---

12 For the conventions used in the transcription, see Appendix F.
13 Home position (HP) is the default or resting position. Usually, after a gesture is done, the hands tend to return to this position. HP tends to vary from speaker to speaker.
It could be argued that the semantic synchrony rule is not complied with since the speaker is far from the point in the screen at which she is pointing and does not get close to explain the image. However, the pointer that she is holding serves the same function as pointing on and getting close to the screen. This, in this sense, although referring to a picture that is far from both the speaker and the audience, is in the common space of focused attention. No differences between this type of far pointing using this and pointing uses of that have been observed.

The three steps of the deictic process (Rendle-Short, 2006) are also observed. The first step—signalling (expectation) that the image is relevant to the talk—is performed when the slide is changed with the pointer. Second, the combination of verbal and non-verbal actions can be observed in pictures 2-4 when hand movements are used at the moments in which present in (hands drawing circles) and bind (left hand moving up and down) are uttered. The first hand gesture can be said to perform a symbolic deictic function, in which the circling hands reinforce the meaning of present in and the space which is pointed at is an imagined cell. The second gesture does not seem to perform a representative or iconic role, but more what McNeill (1992) refers to as beats (rapid with no discernible meaning flicks of fingers or hands) that co-occur with speech. These gestures happen while she is facing the audience; then, she turns gaze, hands, and body towards the screen. Third, the incorporation of the image to talk occurs when the slide introduced in the expectation stage is referred to and includes the coordination of various semiotic resources. In addition to the spatial deictic this picture, which is accompanied by the sense verb show, typical of guide academic identity role (Nausa, 2016), other three kinaesthetic mechanisms are used: gaze and hand (pointer) are directed towards the screen, the body which was facing the audience is now partially turned towards the screen too.
4.7.2. This (soft science)

Example (2) shows the use of *this* by a soft science (education) student. The pictures *(Figure 4.3)* show that deixis is also performed linguistically and gesturally but the way that the deictic process happens varies in the focalization of pointing and the use of other kinaesthetic processes. The synchronization of gestural and verbal deixis complies with the semantic and pragmatic synchrony rules (McNeill, 1992).

(2) *Eh that's probably eh that you [fs] that [fs] that you had teach [fs] many teachers eh in secondary or in certain areas, because of that problem is situated in pri [fs] in primary school and kindergarten. Like you can see in this picture eh it is a [fs] like an informal meeting of teachers, all of them are women.* (S-L-EDUC-2)
The three-step deictic process (Rendle-Short, 2006) is slightly different. First, the expectation step is created with the display of an image, accompanied by the title of the OP, to help set the context in the introduction slide. This use of the slide confirms the observation that images in the soft fields tend to play a more illustrative, not evidential role (Charles & Ventola, 2002; Diani, 2015; Rowley-Jolivet, 2002). Second, verbal and non-verbal action orchestration to
focus the audience’s attention is observed in hand movements and body alignment change (pictures 1-3). These changes in motion seem to correspond more to a beat function (McNeill, 1992) than to a meaning support function. Third, the incorporation of the image to talk does not take the coordination of various semiotic resources. Gaze and hand-pointing are directed towards the image as a whole, not at a specific point. Body alignment remains almost unaltered. Alignment with the audience (interpersonal function) seems to be more important than interacting with the image (ideational function).

The use of this to show pictures in the previous two cases shows the synchronization of gestural and verbal deixis. However, the orchestration of non-verbal deixis shows at least two differences that can be accounted for by the reported tendency of images use (Charles & Ventola, 2002; Diani, 2015; Rowley-Jolivet, 2002) in the hard-soft epistemological divide (Becher & Trowler, 2001). In the hard sciences, images are reported to be used as evidence, which oftentimes comes in the form of numbers or images representing what is talked about while in the soft-science the tendency is to use them as ornaments. This nature of the integrated images makes that although the language that is used to refer to them is similar (as you can see, this image, this picture), the way that presenters integrate images to talk is different. As can be seen in these two examples, focalized pointing in the chemistry presentation was accompanied by the integration of all the analysed elements: gaze, direction, body alignment, and proximity to the screen (slightly altered by the use of the pointer). In the education presentation, although gaze and pointing were aligned towards the screen, the body was aligned towards the audience arguably giving prominence to the interactional function. Additionally, the pointing was panoramic and not focalized.
4.7.3. *These* (hard-science)

Example (3) illustrates the use of *these* in an engineering OP. The synchronization of gestural and verbal deixis (*Figure 4.4*) complies with the phonological, semantic, and pragmatic synchrony rules (McNeill, 1992). The integration of the image in the deictic process includes a multi-focal pointing and, like the case of *this* for the chemical engineering OP, the alignment of the four kinesics factors.

(3) So what we are going to do is eh first try to modelate using a large scale modeling, how the seismic wave is going to propagate, so, *these examples* that I’m going to show to you, are notable simulations that have been developed in the United States they are called Terashake, Shakeout and Chino Hills. (S-H-INGE-6)
The three steps of the deictic process (Rendle-Short, 2006) are performed as follows. Firstly, the expectation step, like the hard-science example (1) above, starts with the change of the slide and is complemented with the student’s pointing at the second bullet point on her slide (realistic modelling...). Secondly, multimodal alignment to focus the audience’s attention towards the image is observed when she quickly steps back and forth to then point at the sequence of images (these examples) under the text on the slide. The purpose of the images is to
present the examples that the presenter will explain in the reminder of her talk. The images play an evidential role (Charles & Ventola, 2002; Rowley-Jolivet, 2002). Thirdly, the incorporation of the sequence of images to talk is performed making use of several semiotic resources as she says *these examples that I’m going to show to you*. Gaze and hand-pointing are directed towards the sequence of images as a cluster. This cluster pointing is emphasized by her touching the three images as she moves forward and the way she opens her hand (as if trying to touch them all). Body alignment with the audience is partial; interacting with the image seems to be more important (ideational function). The way the presenter interacts with images has been previously described as typical of the academic identity *guide* and *architect* roles (Nausa, 2016; Tang & John, 1999; Zareva, 2013) and are evident in the way that the student announces what is going to come in the ‘academic tour’ at the same time that she gives organization to her discourse.

4.7.4. **These (soft science)**

Example (4) shows the use of *these* by a soft science (law) student. In this example, deixis is performed both linguistically and pragmatically (*Figure 4.5*) with the three rules for gesture and talk synchrony being observed. The multimodal deictic process includes a not focused pointing—like the case of *this* for soft-sciences—and the alignment of the four kinesics factors.

*(4) and the country who refs which receives the investment is called host con country. Could be any investment. Between these important actors eh of international law there are several several obligations...* (S-M-DERE-1)
In this presentation, we can observe the three-step deictic process with some variations related to the transition between slides and the type of images used. First, the expectation step, the same as other presentations, is created with the change of slides. The purpose of this change...
of slides is to introduce a new topic: actors of international law. Like the images in the other soft field presentations, the iconic images in this presentation (a layout of a factory and a group of mannequins in front of computers) play a more illustrative, not evidential role (Charles & Ventola, 2002; Diani, 2015; Rowley-Jolivet, 2002). Second, the linguistic and paralinguistic modes coordination to indicate to the audience where to focus on is slightly evident in the way the presenter handles the script and directs her gaze towards the screen. Third, the incorporation of the iconic images to talk occurs in a not so highly multimodal way. Although gaze and hand-pointing are directed towards the image as a whole and the body is partially aligned towards the screen, the fact that the speaker does not get close to the screen and that focal pointing is not observed nor needed, given the abstract not specifying nature of the images, makes this coordination of modes a more incidental matter.

The use of these to show images in the last two examples confirms the observations in the analysis of this. The way that speakers coordinate modes is clearly influenced by the epistemological nature of the information conveyed by the images that their disciplines use. In the hard science example, images were used as evidence while in the soft science example, images played a more illustrative role: clearly, the presenter could have omitted them without compromising her content. In these cases, the expressions to refer to the images reflected the epistemological nature of information (these examples-evidence; these actors-abstractions); the examples are necessary to make the point, and the images serve the purpose of facilitating understanding for the audience while the actors in the law OP are the topic that is being discussed, and the images do not serve the purpose of identifying them. As a result, the way that presenters gesturally interact with images is different. This is confirmed by the focalized pointing (at the cluster of images-examples) in the engineering presentation with complete alignment of
gaze, pointing, body, movement, and proximity to the screen. In the law presentation, although
gaze and pointing were aligned towards the screen, the absence of pointing focalization,
proximity, and movement confirm the illustrative role of the images.

4.7.5. *Here* *(hard science)*

Example (5) illustrates the use of *here* in a hard field (biology) OP. The sequence of
pictures (*Figure 4.6*) shows the synchronization of gestural and verbal deixis complying with the
phonological, semantic, and pragmatic synchrony rules. The deictic process includes a focal
pointing on a map and, like the other cases of hard-sciences analysed here, the alignment of the
four nonverbal modes.

(5) *In particular, the populations in Cueva de los guácharos. As we can see here, this is
too close to the [fs] to the lowlands* (S-H-CBIO-6)
The three-step deictic process is performed multimodally. The expectation step started with the introduction of the map slide. The audience attention focus step is observed in her
alternation of modes to point at the map and address the audience. The map clearly plays an evidential role: it shows the areas in which woollen monkeys can be found: blue dots (lowlands) and red dots (high lands). The incorporation of the maps and its areas to talk is performed in a highly multimodal way. Gaze and hand-pointing (aided by a pen) are directed towards specific areas and point in the map as she moves her hand from one dot to the other. Like the engineering OP, body alignment with the audience is partial; interacting with the image (evidence) is more important (ideational function).

4.7.6. **Here (soft science)**

This example of the use of *here* in a soft field (education) speech shows the synchronization of gestural and verbal deixis complying with the phonological, semantic, and pragmatic synchrony rules, but with a deictic process (*Figure 4.7*) that does not include pointing at the image and with a low alignment of the nonverbal modes.

(6) *So the first challenge is [reading 3] globalization means a new social and economic and political order that necessarily presupposes a close relationship among different countries [reading 3]. So eh in this case, as you can notice here for example in the university there are some exchange programmes (S-H-EDUC-1)*
In this speech, the three-step deictic process is very similar to the other two soft science examples in the low interactivity with the image, which also performs an illustrative role. The expectation step is created with the transition from one slide to the next. The purpose of this transition is to introduce one challenge (out of 3) why intercultural communication should be promoted in EFL classrooms. Like the images in the other soft-discipline presentations, the image on this slide (a World map) does not play an evidential role. Second, the linguistic and
paralinguistic modes coordination to get people’s attention towards the slide is slightly evident in
the way the presenter alternates her gaze between the computer screen, the video-beam screen,
the script, and the audience. Third, the incorporation of the visual to talk occurs in a low
multimodal way. The body is aligned towards the audience all the time and the pointing gesture
is not directed towards the image but towards the ground to refer to the place where the
presentation takes place (here for example in the university). The speaker does not get close to
the screen nor interacts with the image on it.

It is interesting that although the last two examples share the use of maps and the use of
here, the way deixis is performed highly varies in the amount and ways that multimodal
resources are used. In the biology OP, the map and the areas pointed at were used as vital
information to illustrate the point being made while in the education OP, the map was just used to
represent the theme being discussed: interculturality and globalization. Like the other two soft-
science presentations, the image could have been left out without serious effect on audience
comprehension. Also, in this comparison, the way presenters use modalities to do deixis is
determined by the images used. In the biology OP, complete alignment of gaze, pointing, body,
movement, and proximity to the screen was observed while in the education OP, gaze and body
were mostly aligned with the audience and pointing was performed more to emphasize than to
specify. Lack of proximity to the screen and interaction with the image confirm the illustrative
role of the image.
4.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, I have attempted to identify features of multimodal deixis that differentiate OPs performance in the group of Colombian PhD researchers. The identification of differences was based on the following hypotheses:

1. **Level of achievement:** there are differences that discriminate between high, medium, and low achievers in terms of how they perform deixis in their OPs.

2. **Disciplines:** there are differences between hard and soft discipline students in terms of how they perform deixis in their OPs.

To test these hypotheses, statistical significance and corpus analyses of deictics this, that, these, those, here and there were performed. Spatial deictic frequency differences that passed my statistics test were then considered for multimodal analysis. None of the frequency differences in the level of achievement divide passed the test. However, in the disciplinary divide, spatial deictics this, these, and that frequency differences were found to be statistically significant and very strong evidence against the null hypothesis. In the three cases, these deictics were much more frequent in the hard disciplines than in the soft disciplines, which is clearly in alignment with the findings in Simpson-Vlach (2006) study on oral academic discourse.

These deictics were then analysed from a multimodal discourse analysis perspective in 6 oral presentations (3 soft-discipline and 3 hard-discipline) to identify specific verbal and nonverbal differences between the speakers. The analyses confirmed that the way deixis is done in OPs is relevant in the disciplinary divide. Two frames of reference for the multimodal discourse analysis were used. McNeill’s (1992) synchrony rules were useful in the selection of
cases; Rendle-short’s (2006) description of the three-stage deictic process was useful especially in the third stage: integration of images to talk. The first (expectation) was similar in 5 of the six cases (slide change), so this was not found to be a specific difference in the way deixis is performed. The differences started to be noticeable in the second stage when speakers used multimodality to attract the audience’s attention; the more important the image is in terms of reinforcing the content (ideational function) the more multimodal resources are geared towards it. Finally, in the third stage, integration of image to talk, the ideational function was highly evident in hard-discipline OPs as evidenced in the alignment of multimodal resources to point at images that were used as evidence. Soft discipline presentations tended to favor interaction as evidenced in the split use of verbal and nonverbal resources between interaction with the audience and integrating speech and images, which played an illustrative role.
### Table 4.7. Summary of findings\(^{14}\) deixis study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Spatial deictics (Log likelihood&gt;10.83; Bayes Factor&gt;6)</th>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Overuse (↑) or underuse (↓)</th>
<th>Role of images</th>
<th>Gestural and verbal deixis orchestration (pragmatic and semantic)</th>
<th>The deictic process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of oral achievement (high, medium, low)</td>
<td><strong>That</strong> (LL: 20.09 / BF: -0.10)</td>
<td>High rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>Expectation</strong> image is important to talk</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Here</strong> (LL: 14.91 / BF: -5.28)</td>
<td>Medium rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>Combination</strong> of gaze, pointing, location, body alignment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinarity divide (hard vs soft)</td>
<td><strong>This</strong> (LL: 38.70 / BF: 28.60)</td>
<td>Hard-field OPs (↑)</td>
<td>HARD: expectation</td>
<td>HARD: yes</td>
<td><strong>Incorporation</strong> of image to talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>This picture shows</strong></td>
<td><strong>As you can see in this picture</strong></td>
<td><strong>HARD:</strong> evidence</td>
<td><strong>HARD:</strong> yes</td>
<td><strong>Incorporation:</strong> multimodal resources to image (ideational)</td>
<td><strong>SOFT:</strong> expectation (set at intro / slide change)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>These</strong> (LL: 32.76 / BF: 22.67)</td>
<td><strong>These examples</strong> (LL: 32.76 / BF: 22.67)</td>
<td><strong>SOFT:</strong> illustrative / background</td>
<td><strong>SOFT:</strong> yes</td>
<td><strong>Combination</strong> (hands emphasize meanings expressed / other non-deictic functions (beats, iconic) / alignment with audience)</td>
<td><strong>Incorporation:</strong> multimodal resources divided bw audience (interactional) and image (ideational)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Here</strong> (LL: 19.50 / BF: 9.40)</td>
<td><strong>As we/you can see/notice here</strong></td>
<td><strong>HARD:</strong> yes</td>
<td><strong>HARD:</strong> expectation (slide change)</td>
<td><strong>Combination</strong> (hands emphasize meanings expressed / other non-deictic functions (beats, iconic) / alignment with audience)</td>
<td><strong>Incorporation:</strong> multimodal resources divided bw audience (interactional) and image (ideational)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{14}\) In addition to the summary of the main points in the thesis, this table includes patterns that were found in the analysed OPs. Similar summary tables are provided in the conclusion sections of the other 4 studies.
CHAPTER 5

YOU: GIVING AN IDENTITY TO THE AUDIENCE

5.1. Introduction

This chapter focuses on the way that presenters engage the audience by assigning academic identities to them as evidenced in the presenters’ use of you. The idea of doing this type of analysis emerged in module 2 from the observation that when presenters project a specific identity with first person pronouns, they almost automatically assign one to the audience. The purpose of the chapter is then two-fold: first, it seeks to demonstrate that whenever a speaker assigns an identity to themselves, a mirror identity is assigned to the audience; second in line with the main aims of the thesis, the chapter seeks to identify uses of you in OPs that discriminate students’ oral performance. These aims are concretized in the following questions:

1. Do I-presenter identity roles imply you-audience roles in oral presentations?
2. What are the tendencies in audience identity role projections in OPs when students use you?
3. What you-audience identity roles are useful in discriminating among students’ levels of oral performance and disciplines?

To answer these questions, this chapter first presents a summary of the research that I conducted in module 2 (section 5.2). Second, in the review of the literature (5.3 below), I present two theories that explain meanings and uses of you and the available discourse analysis research on the use of you. Third, I answer question 1 demonstrating that the identity roles identified in
the first study (Nausa, 2016) imply mirror image you-identities (section 5.4). The information in 5.4. provides the model of analysis for the remainder of the chapter: quantitative (5.5) and discourse (5.6) analyses, in which the answers to questions 2 and 3 are provided.

5.2. Self-mentions and the projection of identity roles in OPs

In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), I analysed first person pronouns and possessive adjectives (I, my, me, we, us, our) to identify how PhD researchers in this study interacted with their audience and positioned themselves in the oral presentations. Two variables were considered in the analysis: students’ level of achievement in the OPs (high, medium, and low) and the disciplinary divide represented in the class (hard vs soft disciplines (Becher & Trowler, 2001)). Raw and normalised frequencies, and significance tests were calculated to identify what pronouns were more frequently used by each group and what academic identity roles (Tang & John, 1999) were invoked with each pronoun. Additionally, discourse analyses were performed to identify the discourse functions performed by each projected role and recurrent I patterns (Hunston & Francis, 2000), understood as “… a phraseology frequently associated with (…) a word, particularly in terms of the prepositions, groups, and clauses that follow the word” (p. 3).

To perform the identity role analyses, I expanded Tang and John’s (1999) taxonomy of authorial stance identity roles to include two new role categories: knowledge contribution and language use roles. In this expanded taxonomy (Figure 5.1), academic identity roles show a continuum of appropriation of knowledge in the presenter’s field; as such, individuals can present themselves with a very low authorial stance position as mere member of their communities (representative, see example 1) or with a very high authorial stance position as producers of knowledge (originator, see example 2).
In the second category in the taxonomy, knowledge contribution roles\textsuperscript{15}, students show themselves as contributors of novel information for the class (students from other PhD programs). In this set of identity roles, presenters use pronouns to project themselves as receivers, co-constructers or providers of the new shared knowledge. Sentence 3 shows an example of co-constructer projection.

\begin{quote}
(3) Yeah, finally, we release to the market this product and ideally the software I better, but \textit{like we know} this doesn’t happen, yeah? \textit{I don’t know if} you remember but some operative systems every time you have to change (them), yeah? \textit{I don’t know if} you remember Millennium or XP, yeah. (S-H-INGE-3).
\end{quote}

In (3) the presenter constructs her explanation by activating knowledge that is common to her and the audience. The use of \textit{like we know} and \textit{I don’t know if you remember} can be interpreted to be a way to soften a potential- face threatening event: a PhD-level audience is expected to know about computer operating systems, so referring to them as something new could potentially be interpreted as insulting. The presenter construes the audience as her equal whilst at the same time giving the necessary information.

\textsuperscript{15} This category of taxonomy was originally proposed by Zareva (2013). However, there are two differences between her proposal and my review. First, she refers to this type of identity role as social, while I consider it a classroom role. Second, I include an intermediate role (co-constructer) between the extreme roles provider-learner.
The last category, language use roles, was inspired by how students use language or deal with communication breakdowns. The first two roles (learner and independent user) are similar in the sense that they are projected when students experience difficulties in language use. The difference lies in the fact that learners ask for help (sorry, I don’t remember the word for ‘secuestro’, what is it?) and independent users make use of mechanisms such as paraphrase or circumlocution to deal with communication breakdowns. Finally, providers contribute new language knowledge usually in the form of specialized vocabulary. The following is an example of the projection of this role:

(4) B: Eh is [fs] is difficult because is eh is a, [fs] we create [fs] we we use this word [“entitlement”] because is not, is [fs] is is different than “right” but is kind of right and we use “sujeto de derecho” or [fs] in a positive way or “derechos extendidos” and we try to choose between two. (S-H-ADMI-1)

These last two new category roles were inspired by Lave and Wenger (1991) concept of communities of practice and peripheral participation adapted to the EAP class.
As expected, the roles that were projected the most were those related to how presenters position themselves in their academic communities, closely followed by knowledge contributions roles (mainly co-constructer). Language use roles were not projected as frequently. The analysis of the two variables: level of oral achievement and disciplinary divide show specific tendencies.

In the level of achievement analyses, guide, originator and co-constructer were identified as the roles that significantly discriminated among students’ oral performance. In guide projections, presenters show and explain visuals to the audience (see deictics chapter). In originator projections, presenters clearly show what their contributions to their fields are. In the projection of the co-constructer identity, presenters anticipate moments in which their audience might need further content elaboration in a way that respects their audience’s PhD researchers’ status. These three roles imply a high degree of engagement between the presenter and the audience. High-rated OPs exhibit the projection of these roles on a more frequent basis. In other
words, high achievers more consistently use self-mentions to guide their audience through the presentation, claim ownership over findings or creations, and help hearers understand their contents in a way that does not underestimate their status as PhD students.

In the disciplinary analyses, recounter/announcer and opinion-holder were the identity roles whose projection frequency differences were identified as significant of soft and hard disciplines, correspondingly. Quantitative analyses demonstrated that hard discipline students more frequently project themselves as adopters of the methodological practices of their fields (example 5), while soft-discipline students more frequently invoke their positions regarding knowledge in their fields (example 6).

(5) For that, we have to know about decisions variables. First of all, we have to identify the different aspects around the decisions, but with the identification of the aspects is not eh [fs] is not enough. (S-H-INGE-2)

(6) Eh, this approach, I think that is the solution to understand self-deception. Why? Because eh, I think that this approach eh try self-deception as another process [fs] psychological process and is eh [fs] is better no [fs] eh (certain) measure this mental state. (S-H-PSIC-1)

5.3. The study of you in oral academic discourse: review of the literature

The purpose of this literature review is to provide the theoretical foundations that will be used to answer question 1 (I-roles imply you-roles) and to survey studies that have focused on the use of you as a mechanism of oral academic discourse producers to engage with their audience.
5.3.1. *You in the territory of information and dynamic-inferential view of communication models*

Although text producers can create a sense of engagement with the use of first person pronouns, it is with the use of second person pronoun that they directly address the audience. By directly addressing the audience, text producers establish what roles they are playing and automatically assign specific roles to their interlocutors (Wortham, 1996). Two models of analysis of *you* are useful in explaining second person pronoun use in semantic and pragmatic terms: territory of information (Kamio, 2001) and dynamic-inferential view of communication (Gast et al., 2015).

Kamio (2001) uses the concept of territory of information (*Figure 5.2*), which is based on two main assumptions. The first assumption is that, in conversation, there is a general perceived space (P2+D2) between hearer and speaker which can be divided into two spaces: the one where the conversation takes place (proximal: P2) and the area out of the conversational space (distal: D2). It has to be borne in mind, however, that Kamio warns us that these two spaces are conceived of psychologically rather than perceptually, although the two spaces (perceptual – psychological) might coincide. The second assumption is that the conversational space P2 is subdivided into two other subdomains: The speaker’s space: P1 and the hearer’s space: D1.
Kamio uses these four spaces to explain *I*, *we*, and *you* uses. *I* uses correspond to P1. Inclusive *we* uses correspond to P2, when both the audience and the presenter belong to the same group (e.g. the class) while exclusive *we* (Haas, 1969) uses correspond to P1, when the presenter belongs to a larger community which the audience is not part of (e.g. lab members). Personal uses of *you* correspond to D1; these uses are in contrast with inclusive *we*. Impersonal uses of *you* correspond to D1+D2; the audience is included in a larger group.

Gast et al (2015) in their dynamic view of communication specifically focus on *you* (*Figure 5.3*). They distinguish between *personal* (when the hearer(s) is(are) the only referent of the pronoun) and *impersonal* uses of the pronoun. Impersonal uses usually refer to larger groups and can be either *inclusive*, when the audience is construed as members of such groups, or *exclusive* when the members do not belong to the groups. Exclusive references sometimes invite the members of the audience to be part of two kinds of simulations. In *category simulations*, interlocutors are invited to imagine themselves as having properties of a kind of people (e.g. *doctors*) while *participant simulations* interlocutors are invited to imagine themselves as experiencing a situation (e.g. *you are on a blind date*).
Gas et al’s (2015) types of *you* can be additionally described with Kamio’s sub-territories (Figure 5.4). Personal uses of *you* can be described as belonging to D1: the hearer’s space. Impersonal uses of *you* can be located in D1 and D2. Inclusive impersonal uses are between D1 and D2 since the audience is construed as belonging to larger groups not present in the conversation territory. Impersonal exclusive simulation uses of *you* (category and participant) can be said to be in D2: an area not in the perceived (but in the psychological) space in which are the members of the group to which the audience is invited to pretend they belong to. Although most of the studies that will be surveyed here use Kamio’s model, I preferred Gas et al’s, for simulated uses of *you* adequately explain three of the identity projection dyads that will be defined below, especially those in which the audience is invited to pretend they are *novice researchers* or *innovation users*. 
5.3.2. You in the study of oral academic discourses

The study of academic discourse has mainly focused on written genres. Even the study of personal pronouns use has received a greater deal of attention from the analysis of writing (e.g. Harwood, 2005; Hyland, 2001; Kuo, 1999; Lafuente, 2010; Luzón, 2009). Nonetheless, the study of you has been mainly approached in oral academic discourses, with a special focus on university lectures. Other genres like student conversations, student presentations, or interviews have seen studies of you use but on a less frequent basis. Oral uses of you in the academia have been approached in comparison to other pronouns frequency of use (I, we), from a functional approach to determine what it is used for (e.g. interaction with interlocutors), at different levels of instruction (e.g. undergraduate, postgraduate), at different moments of spoken events (introductions, middle, and end of lectures), in different types of language learning or use (EFL, ESL), from the perspective of language speaking nativeness (NS vs NNS), in success in oral
performance (effective vs less effective instructors), or in disciplinary variation (hard vs soft disciplines). The following is a brief description of found studies, their foci, and how they relate to each other and the present research.

Analysis of you in lectures has focused on instructors and students to determine the success of communication. Rounds (1987) analysed pronouns I, we, and you in calculus university classes taught by five English NSs and 1 NNS teacher assistants to determine the success of their performance. She found that you was more frequent in the monologic (as opposed to interactive) part of lectures and that it was mainly used in an impersonal sense. Non-successful teachers in this study were found to use you more frequently than their more successful counterparts. You was contrasted with we in this respect. Successful teachers, for example, tend to say we mathematicians, while non-successful ones say things like you students. The most frequent use of you in monologic sections of lectures in Rounds’ study was later contradicted in a study (Morell, 2001) of two lectures (one expository and one participatory). Morell’s study showed that you was more frequently used in the interactive lecture. One of the criticisms aimed at Morell’s study is that its findings were limited given the small size of its corpus (Fortanet, 2006). Fortanet’s (2006) own study of five soft science undergraduate and graduate soft-discipline lectures (a subcorpus taken from MICASE) analysing the use of I and you eventually confirmed the most frequent use of you in the monologic sections of lectures pointed out by Rounds’ (1987) study. However, you in Fortanet’s study was found to be more frequent than we; which is different to Rounds’ observation that we was more frequent than you. Fortanet explains the higher frequency of I and you in her study as a change in the oral discursive practices in university classrooms that now tend to favour more interactivity than they did in the past. Other studies that followed upon Rounds’ research analyse lectures’ intros (J. Lee, 2009;
Yaakob, 2013) and closings (S. Cheng, 2012) also focusing on the frequencies and discourse functions of I, we, and you with a view on classrooms size (S. Cheng, 2012; J. Lee, 2009). Cheng and Lee’s studies also use lectures from MICASE corpus while Yaakob’s uses lectures from BASE. In his intros study, Lee (2009) found that the frequencies of I and you are higher in small classrooms lectures than in large classroom lectures. Based on Brown and Levinson's (1987) politeness theory, the author explains that the higher frequency of I and you in a small class might be due to the closer relationship between the lecturer and students. In Yaakob’s study comparing disciplines, the higher use of you in physical science was found to refer to anyone in the field. The highest use of we in Life Sciences was found to be due to the presence of more than one lecturer in each session while in arts and humanities we highest frequency was found to be related to its use to refer to oneself. In the closings study, Cheng (2012) found that I and you are used on a more frequent basis than we, which suggests a higher number of lecturer-student interactions in closings. The author explains that a great number of I and you instances refer to the lecturer and the students, correspondingly. Pronoun use in lectures intros has also been studied in contexts where English is not an L1. In a study of Malaysian university English talk in lectures (Yeo & Ting, 2014), a comparison of I, we, and you showed that you is the most frequently used personal pronoun. You is used for prior knowledge activation, instructions, and announcements, which were found to be the main activities in lecture intros. Lectures use personal you (audience included) when referring to personal experiences or directing students’ attention; they use impersonal you (audience excluded) in explanations of subject matter.

You and I in university classrooms have also been analysed from the perspective of NS and NNS student talk. O’Boyle (2014) analysed two corpora: UNITALK and ELLTTALK. Although both corpora include university talk, ELLTTALK focuses on upper intermediate to
advanced learners of English. Statistical significance analysis (log likelihood) shows that
ELLTTALK speakers use you more frequently than UNITALK students, which is interpreted as
NNS students employing discourse management functions of you within their student-led
discussions in a similar fashion to tutors in UNITALK. But the analysis of you in spoken
registers has not been limited to the analysis of lectures. In his seminal work on university
language (written and spoken), Biber (2006) found that pronouns I, we and you can be found in
all spoken registers; however, you is more common in class management, office hours, and
service encounters.

Another tendency in the study of you in oral academic registers is the study of
phraseology and their associated functions. In an analysis of classroom teaching and textbooks,
Biber, Conrad, and Cortes (2004) and (Biber, 2002) identified three kinds of you lexical bundles
(patterns): stance expressions, discourse organizers, and referential bundles. One of the main
findings in the study is that classroom teaching uses more stance and discourse organizing
bundles than conversation. Among the you-bundles that the authors found are if you want to… do
you want to… you want to go (attitudinal / modality stance bundles), I want you to… you don't
have to… (discourse organizers) mainly present in classroom teaching. One you-lexical chunk
that has sparked special interest given its frequency in academic talk has been you know, which
is commonly analysed along with I mean in general talk (e.g. Fox Tree & Schrock, 2002;
McCarthy, 2010; Stirling & Manderson, 2011). Csomay (2007) conducted a large scale study
aimed at identifying how students and teachers talk vary in American university classrooms
according to level of instruction (undergraduate and postgraduate) and disciplinary differences
(hard and soft disciplines) in 196 transcribed class sessions in American universities. Three
concepts were considered in the analyses: (1) contextual orientation, (2) conceptual focus, and
(3) personalized framing. Use of *you* was found to be a key element in contextual orientation along with other ones like first person use, modals, and non-passive constructions. Chunks like *you know* were key in the analysis of personalized framing, among others. Csomay found that teachers make use of more linguistic elements (including *you*) related to a contextual, directive orientation in Engineering, Business, and Education. The author also observed that students in five of the six analysed disciplines (with the exception of Engineering) mostly use linguistic features associated with personalized framing (*you know* included).

So far, the bulk of the surveyed studies relate to instructional (lectures) and undergraduate discourses. *You* has also been analysed, but at a lesser extent, in conference presentations. These studies are mainly comparative focusing on aspects like NS and NNS performance, comparisons with written genres, and discourse functions. In a study comparing NSs and Bulgarian (BE) speakers of English presenting their linguistics papers at conference presentations (CPs), Vassileva (2002) analysed the use of *I* and *we*, and direct address (*you*-perspective) among other interactive and identity projection features. The author found that seven out twelve BEs used the *you*-perspective to address the audience directly while nine out of ten NS did. Vassileva observes that those speakers who avoided the use of direct address are mainly young and inexperienced. Common uses of *you* in direct address to the audience include generic references (impersonal), reference to handouts, or reference to common experience or knowledge. Another study comparing NS and NNSs (French) CPs in the areas of physics and medicine (Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005b) sought to compare their organisational interactional strategies. Personal pronouns *I*, *we* and *you* in this study were analysed as mechanisms to avoid sentence subjects including nominalisations or heavily modified noun phrases, which can be difficult to process in real time for speaker and audience. This study confirms Vassileva’s finding that inexperienced
and NNSs tend to underuse pronouns resulting in a diminished presenter-audience interaction. Similarly, this study also confirms the impersonal-generic references and the interactional character of *you*. In the disciplinary analysis, *you* is found to be more frequent in personal references (audience address) in medicine and in impersonal (generic) references in physics. In a follow-up study (Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005c) of conference presentation introductions in the areas of geology, medicine, and physics compared to their corresponding proceeding papers, the authors focused on how NS presenters facilitated information processing and created rapport with the audience. This study mainly focuses on the rhetorical move analysis of introductions, for which pronouns have a defining role. As expected, *I* and *you* were not found in the proceedings articles. Among the uses of *you* in the CP introductions are references to the scientific community (impersonal-generic), the audience (personal), the presentation of information on slides, reference to inanimate entities (category simulation), the purpose of which, in the authors’ view, is to involve the audience in the research process. Quantitative information of *you* according to these functions is not provided for the disciplinary divide. Another study that compares CPs (in medicine) to written texts is Webber's (2005). This study confirms the rhetorical functions of *you* that most studies surveyed here have reported: *you* to address the audience, make general reference to the academic community. In addition to these functions, other uses of *you* include inviting the audience to share the claims made by the speaker, inviting the audience to pretend they are somebody else. Statistical information about *you* in this study includes the frequency of *you* occurrences in isolation or contractions (e.g. *you’re, you’ve, you’ll*) and personal or impersonal uses. Again, as expected and confirming the findings in Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas’ (2005b) study, no instances of *you* were found in the written articles. The most recent study on the use of *you* in conference presentations
(Fernández-Polo, 2018) also analyses the pronoun discourse functions comparing NS and NNS. Unlike Vassileva (2002) and Rowley-Jolivet (2005a), this study finds you instances to be similarly distributed across the NS and NNS corpora. The author notices differences of you use when presenters use scripted versions of their talk, which he interprets as probably resembling written style. The referents (specific and general) and functions identified by Fernández are like those in previous studies and the ones I propose in my taxonomy of identity projection dyads below. These functions include the use of you to invite the audience to share data interpretation (Webber, 2005; opinion evaluator, this study), benefit from the action being performed (architect’s client, knowledge provider and co-constructer in this study), thank the audience (representative), direct the audience attention to data (guide-tourist), emphasize shared knowledge (co-constructer). The author concludes that one of the most important differences between NSs and NNSs is the overuse of certain formulas like as you can see (probably the result of language instruction) that might lead to a negative politeness perception from the audience’s part.

The survey of studies above allows me to draw the following conclusions. First, the polysemic character of you in terms of possible references and discourse functions makes the pronoun a versatile tool for the enhancement of interaction in academia but at the same time a source of trouble for inexperienced scholars or NNS of English. As some of the studies have shown, novice scholars and NNS might opt for other less interactive options or produce pragmatically inappropriate utterances. Similarly, you can be double-edged, for it can create interaction but can also be condescending (Rounds, 1987). Second, most of the research has focused on university lectures and CPs; other academic genres have not received such a great deal of attention. For my study, two genres are of special interest: student presentations and
conference presentations. Student presentations (an undergraduate or PhD researcher training genre) are important, for this is precisely what I analyse in my study, but no studies that analyse you were found. Conference presentations are of the utmost importance, for this is what students in my study are receiving instruction for and what grammatical accuracy and pragmatic performance in their OPs are evaluated against. These studies on CPs’ use of you are highly relevant, for they are of a comparative nature focusing on the connection between written and spoken associated genres (aspects which I also analyse in this thesis), NS and NNS uses, and novice vs professional uses. Third, the NNSs in these studies are mainly of European descent (e.g. Bulgaria, France, Italy); no studies from Latin America or other third world countries were found. Finally, although these studies are based on corpus data, as some of their authors admit, their findings are based on small corpora and mainly based on raw or normalised frequency counts. It is expected that comparative studies also include statistical significance tests to have more sound conclusions. The purpose of this study is to contribute to the study of oral academic discourse by addressing these gaps.

5.4. This chapter: you and the projection of audience identity roles

This section provides the answer to the first question in this chapter: yes, it is possible to identify you-audience roles that are mirror images of the identity roles (5.2) in module 2 (Nausa, 2016). In the discourse analyses of OPs in that study, it was frequently observed that many of the sentences containing first person pronouns and projecting the abovementioned roles usually included a second person pronoun you. This can be interpreted as the presenter’s not only projecting an identity but simultaneously assigning one to the audience as seen in (7).
Sentence (7) exemplifies the *guide* identity role, metaphorically explained as the presenter’s taking the audience on a tour of specific knowledge in their areas. The metaphor can be extended by pointing out that if there is a *guide*, there must be a *tourist*16. By addressing the audience with second person pronoun *you*, the presenter ascribes the *tourist* identity to them. Therefore, it should be possible to identify mirror-image identities for the other *I*-roles in the cases in which presenters use *you*. As observed by (Wortham, 1996):

 Speakers often use these forms [personal pronouns and other shifters] to establish what roles they are playing with respect to each other. Because of this, analysts can focus on personal pronoun use when they want to uncover participants' interactional positions. (p. 332)

 To confirm the mirror-image *I-you* roles hypothesis, I created and expanded the identity role taxonomy (*Figure 5.5*) to analyse 690 sentences containing *you*.

 The sentences containing *you* for audience identity roles analysis were retrieved from the corpus using the concordance function of AntConc (Anthony, 2014) (Appendix K). To define the new roles, I use a combination of Kamio’s (2001) *territory of information* and Gast, Deringer, Haas, and Rudolf’s (2015) *dynamic view of communication* theories adapted for the analysis of

16 The entailment effect observed in the description of these roles is analogous to the type of entailment observed in converses (relational antonyms) like *father – son, boss – employee, or teacher – student* (Griffiths, 2006).
the type of oral presentations in this study (section 5.3.1). The adaptation of these theories focuses on the generalization and empathy effects of you uses in the OPs.

5.4.1. Model for the analysis of you to assign identity roles to the OP audience

To define the identity role dyads, I took into consideration each role in the original presenters’ roles taxonomy. I assigned to each I-presenter role its corresponding you-audience role taking into consideration converse (or relational antonym) words (Griffiths, 2006). In several cases, the definition of the role was straightforward (e.g. guide – tourist); in others, the same word was assigned implying that the presenter addresses the audience as equals (e.g. co-constructer). In other cases, in the absence of a converse, a noun phrase was coined (architect – architect’s client).
### Academic authorial stance roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presenter role</th>
<th>Audience role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Representative</td>
<td>Representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Guide</td>
<td>Tourist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Architect</td>
<td>Architect's client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Recounter / Announcer</td>
<td>Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Opinion holder</td>
<td>Opinion evaluator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Originator</td>
<td>Innovation user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Knowledge provision roles

| g. Learner              | Provider         |
| h. Co-constructer       | Co-constructer   |
| i. Provider             | Learner          |

### Language use roles

| j. Learner              | Provider         |
| k. Independent user     | ???              |
| l. Provider             | Learner          |

*Figure 5.5. Identity projection dyads*

The following are the descriptions of the roles and examples to illustrate them.

### 5.4.1.1 Authorial stance roles

In this category of identity roles, each role represents an authorial stance position ranging from the least powerful one (*representative-representative*) to the strongest (*originator-innovation user*)
a. **Representative - representative**

In the projection of the *you-representative* role, the members of the audience are addressed as such, as witnesses of the communicative event taking place (the OP). *You* references are personal; the audience is directly addressed (included) making them the semantic referent of the pronoun *you*. This role projection is usually performed at the beginning of the OP, before the Q&A section, and at the end of the OP.

(8) **Good morning. Thank you for coming to my presentation. Eh my name is (name)**
(S-H-CBIO1)

(9) **I don’t know if you want any question and I’m glad to answer it.** (S-H-INGE-5)

b. **Guide – tourist**

Like projections of the *you-representative* role, the audience is directly addressed in projections of the *you-tourist* role. Also, the semantic referent of the pronoun is the audience; that is, the audience is included in the referential scope of *you*. The projection of this role includes the use of multimodal resources (pointing, body alignment, gaze direction, etc) from the part of the *I-guide* to show visuals to the *you-tourist* audience (see chapter 4) and the audience corresponding gazing behaviours.

(10) **the property right has eh the related eh ah very bad effects. You can see here in**
**this picture [fs]in this picture eh some...** (S-H-DERE-1)

---

17 For ease of reference, the first member of each pair is a presenter *I*-role, and the second, its complementary audience *you*-role. Descriptions will be provided for the audience roles only. When necessary, reference to the original presenter role will be made.
c. Architect - architect’s client

In this third you-role, the I-architect metaphor implies the organization of disciplinary discourse for the you-audience (the client). You references are still personal, and the semantic referent of you is the audience, which is included in the semantic scope of the pronoun.

(11) I’m study a second semester. Today I’ll explain you eh autonomous under vehicle, AUV. Eh I explain you some problems… (S-L-INGE-2)

d. Recounter-announcer - research apprentice

In recounter-announcer self-mentions, presenters show themselves as followers of the methodological practices in their disciplines. However, when references to such practices are made with you, the audience is invited to be part of a category simulation (pretend they are researchers in the presenter’s academic community) making these you-research apprentice references impersonal by excluding the audience from the referential scope of the pronoun. You refers to the researchers in the presenter’s discipline; therefore, you occurrences could be replaced by exclusive we (Haas, 1969) pronouns.

(12) And they you take the species into the laboratory, and you pretend [try] to [fs] to have the same conditions in the laboratory. Conditions like temperature, humidity to maintain the [fs] the species okay. And after that you reintroduce the species in the eh natural environment. (S-H-CBIO2)

(13) And if you need to obtain 100 mg of Taxol you need to extract of big amount of the tree. (S-H-CQUI-2)

(14) First is the lineal synthesis, second is convergent synthesis and eh third is formal synthesis. First eh, the lineal synthesis is called to [fs] eh synthesis by steps. This means, eh that eh you can use one chemical reaction, A eh plus B eh produce C. (S-H-CQUI-2)
According to several authors (Gast et al., 2015; Stirling & Manderson, 2011), this use of *you* has the effect of creating empathy on the audience.

**e. Opinion-holder - opinion-evaluator**

In the projection of this audience identity role, the audience is directly addressed and invited to be a judge of the opinion/statement the presenter has expressed. References are personal again and the audience is included in the referential scope of the pronoun.

(15) *I am convinced that the bamboo fiber is a good alternative to replace the asbestos fiber, eh I hope that you agree with me. But now I need to develop or [Fs] develop a mechanism to put that fiber into cement in order to produce a appropriate composite fiber cement material.* (S-H-INGE-5)

**f. Originator - innovator user**

*I-originator* self-mentions convey the idea that the presenter is the creator of new knowledge or inventions. When presenters use *you* to construe their own intellectual production, the audience is invited to be part of a simulation: pretend they are end-users of the knowledge or technology that the presenter is contributing to their field. As in *you-research apprentice projections*, references are impersonal.

18 An interesting example of the empathy effect of *you* is that of prisoners’ stabbing narratives (O’connor, 1994).
(16) Yeah. Okay, another eh application is domotics. Domotics is [fs] is called intelligent homes. You can open the doors or close the doors, or turn on or turn off the lights, but not in your home, far for your home. Maybe with a [fs] just a cellular call or local call, or using internet it’s the same thing. Yes, also eh it’s very very very (use) at the air conditioner and heaters. On the air conditioner, for example if you are in a country that the summer is on July approximately, and if you are eh at your office your home is very very very very hot, you can turn on the air conditioner and when you eh come to your home, your home is (comfort). (S-H-INGE-1)

(17) You know this solution because you have opera [fs] Eh Microsoft operative system and all the time you have to install this patches, yeah? The philosi [fs] philosophy of this eh solution is [reading 1] if it works, don’t fix it [reading 1], yeah? Then if no one client eh complain that the bug, you don’t have to fix it, yeah? (S-H-INGE-3)

5.4.1.2. Knowledge provision roles

In this category, presenters and audience relationship is based on who teaches what to whom. In this PhD student community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), sharing one’s research with the class in a way that everybody understands was key for legitimate participation.

g. Provider - Learner (of knowledge)

This was hypothesized as the acknowledgement of a classmate’s previous contribution, but no cases of this role were found. In module 2, projections of this role were found with us.

h. Co-constructer - co-constructer

The use of and category-simulation you and inclusive and exclusive we in this dyad help to create a feeling of joint endeavour between presenter and audience in the unfolding of the OP. You-references can be either personal or impersonal: personal, when direct questions are made,
or instructions given to the audience; impersonal, when presenters refer to common shared knowledge that is needed to explain something or when reference to general knowledge is made by assuming that the audience is part of larger groups of people.

(18) To contextualize my presentation I’m going to remember a situation that happened in Bogotá a few years ago eh and that is possible that you have [fs] you have eh seen this on the news. (S-H-DERE-1)

(19) As a result of this kind of reparation, Unión Patriótica was able to participate in 2014 political elections with its president Aida Avella, if you remember, she was the vice-president of the Polo Democrático alternative with Clara López the last year, and Unión Patriótica will be able to do the same in 2018 elections (S-H-DERE-2)

(20) ... blood and they rub their provosis along the eh stridulatory organ. Do you know what is a guacharaca, the musical instrument here in Colombia? (S-H-CBIO-4)

i. Learner- provider

In the projection of this role, references are personal, and the audience is directly addressed (included). Presenters use you to refer to the audience as the receivers of new information.

(21) And I want you to keep some messages to your home. Eh [reading1] the use of vibrations in insects is more common than one would expect [reading1]. (S-H-CBIO-4)

(22) In most companies we’re gonna find a [fs] a lot of related processes in this easy operation. Let me give you one example, ok, once the lack of a product is identified in the company, then a person has to fill a form requiring that product (S-H-INGE-7)
5.4.1.3. Language learning-use roles

In this category, presenters and audience relationship is based on how language is used or how communication breakdowns are faced. Also, teaching new language (usually technical vocabulary) is key in the definition of the three roles. In this community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), always using English was key for legitimate participation.

j. Provider / learner (of language)

In this role you-projections, references are personal and inclusive. The audience is addressed in cases in which the presenter needs help with language.

(23)W: three times. Okay, first, you predict. Eh when you play, how do you say “ajedrez”?  
A: chess

W: I’m sorry. When you play eh

(S-L-INGE-2)

k. Independent user - ??? (of language)

In this dyad, the I-role was described as the presenter facing difficulties in the use of English but being able to solve them by themselves. In module 2, the identification of this role was straightforward, and it was based on self-initiated, self-repaired (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977) stretches of discourse. However, in the present study, it was difficult to imagine what the mirror you-audience role would be. No cases of this hypothesized role were found.

l. Learner / provider (of language)
Although this dyad was easy to define, no cases of you being used to construe the audience as providers of language were found.

The definitions and examples in this section have demonstrated that the academic, knowledge provision, and language use identity roles can be redefined as dyads in which one presenter identity role implies an audience identity role. The following sections of the chapter focus on how the projection of you-audience identity roles can be used as marks to describe these PhD researchers OP language.

5.5. Method and quantitative analyses

5.5.1. Selection of sentences for analysis and data clean-up

To determine how presenters use you in their oral presentations, the following procedures were followed. First, all cases of you were retrieved from the 72811-token oral subcorpus. Anomalous sentences that contained pronouns occurring in a false start and then abandoned, sequential repetitions, and words transcribed as unintelligible were eliminated to avoid inflation (Zareva, 2009). Second, the resulting 690 sentences were manually analysed and classified in Excel spreadsheets according to the audience identity projection model described in 5.4.1 by level of achievement and the disciplinary divide. Third, to validate the classification of sentences, a colleague was trained and invited to recode 50 randomly selected instances of the data. Krippendorff’s alpha was calculated for interrater agreement. The value (0.715) was found to be substantial (Table 3.7). After conjoined analysis and discussion, all instances of disagreement were resolved. Fourth, raw and normalised (per 10,000 words) frequencies, and percentages of you by projected role were calculated (3.4.1) as well as log likelihood and Bayes
Factor approximation (BIC) values (3.4.2). For the purposes of this chapter, I set a log likelihood critical value of >6.63 \( (p<0.01) \).

5.5.2. Frequency and statistical significance of you in the level of achievement subcorpus

As can be seen in the raw frequency values in Table 5.1, the three most recurrent roles in the corpus are research apprentice (196), co-constructer (169), and representative (92). A comparison of normalised frequencies (per 10,000 words) by level of achievement shows that apprentice projections are slightly more frequent for low achievers (29.5) than for high (27.7) and medium (24.1) achievers. Co-constructer realisations are slightly higher for high achievers (25.5) than for medium (23.7) and low achievers (23.2). Finally, representative realisations of you show a similar situation. They are slightly more frequent for high achievers (14.1) than for medium (11.9) and low (11.7) achievers (see also figure 5.4).
Given that the normalised frequencies of projected roles do not clearly show a distinction between the different achievement groups, significance (log likelihood) and effect size (Bayes Factor Approximation-BIC) tests are run for all *you* audience roles (Table 5.2).
In the significance and effect size analyses, the two most statistically significant frequency differences are observed in the *tourist* and *innovation user* roles. In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), their corresponding mirror image roles *guide* and *originator* also exhibited this trait but not the *co-constructer* role (see Table 10.2). The *innovation user* role log likelihood value of 30.45 is significant at p<0.0001. Additionally, its effect size Bayes factor (BIC) value (8.06) indicates that there is strong evidence against the null hypothesis (there is no difference between the achievement groups in terms of *you* use to project the role). The *tourist* role log likelihood value of 10.49 is significant at p<0.01. However, its BIC value is negative meaning that although the frequency differences are statistically significant, they are not big enough to constitute strong evidence against the null hypothesis.
5.5.3. **Frequency and statistical significance of you in the disciplinary divide corpus**

As evidenced in Table 5.3, a comparison of normalised frequencies (per 10,000 words) of the three most recurrent projections in the corpus shows that *research apprentice* projections are highly more frequent for hard sciences (47) than for soft sciences (6.6). *Co-constructer* realisations are higher for soft sciences (27.9) than for hard sciences (18.6). Finally, *representative* occurrences of *you* are slightly more frequent for soft sciences (13.8) than for hard sciences (11.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Roles</th>
<th>Hard R</th>
<th>Hard N %</th>
<th>Soft R</th>
<th>Soft N %</th>
<th>Total R</th>
<th>Total N %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Representative</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Tourist</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Architect's client</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. R apprentice</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Opinion-evaluator</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Innovation user</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Contribution Roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Provider</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Co-constructer</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Learner</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Competence Roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Provider</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Competence-in-progress user</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Learner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>113.7</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, as the normalised frequencies of projected roles do not clearly show a distinction between the disciplinary groups (maybe only for the *research apprentice* role), log likelihood and BIC tests are run for all *you* audience roles to determine statistical significance and effect size.
Table 5.4. Log likelihood and Bayes Factor (BIC) values by Discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic roles</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Representative</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>-10.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Tourist</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>-9.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Architect's client</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>-7.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Research apprentice</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>24</td>
<td><strong>124.57</strong></td>
<td><strong>113.38</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Opinion-evaluator</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Innovation user</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>21</td>
<td><strong>18.44</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.24</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Contribution Roles</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g. Provider</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Co-constructer</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>101</td>
<td><strong>6.80</strong></td>
<td><strong>-4.39</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Learner</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-11.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Language Competence Roles</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>j. Provider</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>-10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Competence-in-progress user</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Learner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-11.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These analyses show that the three most statistically significant frequency differences for the disciplinary divide are observed in the research apprentice, innovation user, and co-constructer roles. In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), only one of the corresponding mirror image roles: recounter-announcer exhibited this trait (Table 10.3). The other two mirror roles (originator and co-constructer) exhibited statistically significant frequency differences, but in the levels of achievement comparisons (Table 10.2).

The research apprentice and innovation user role log likelihood values are significant at p<0.0001. Also, their BIC values indicate that there is strong evidence against the null hypothesis. The co-constructer role log likelihood value is significant at p<0.01. However, its Bayes factor value is negative (see 3.4.2).
The statistical significance of the roles in the levels and disciplinary divides indicates that their frequency differences are not the result of random chance. This significance is probably made clearer with discourse analyses.

5.6. Discourse analyses

In this section, I will analyse the you-audience role projections that more significantly discriminate among the level of achievement and disciplinary groups. Each analysis will include common patterns and the discourse functions performed.

5.6.1. You-projections in the level of achievement divide

Significance tests and effect size scores indicate that the audience you-identity roles whose realisation can be considered as marks of oral performance among individuals in this study are innovation user and tourist.

5.6.1.1. Innovation user (originator)

The innovation user role is the audience mirror image of the presenter originator role. In Tang and John's (1999) taxonomy, originator is the most powerful authorial stance role because it implies claiming authority or ownership towards generated knowledge or innovations. In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), originator was also the one that exhibited the highest log likelihood value in the level of achievement comparisons, so it is not surprising that its mirror image role is also the one with the highest log likelihood value in this study.

As explained in 5.4.1.1, in the projection of this audience role, hearers are invited to be part of a category simulation (Gast et al., 2015) in which they pretend to be potential users of the
knowledge or innovation created by the originator. In the 80 cases of this role, all cases of you were in subject position in active voice clauses, which means that innovation users were construed as potential active users of the innovation.

(24) So the idea of do an arrangement with a supplier that you trust is attractive because if you trust of him, then you don't have to do this operation, because the supplier, when he is making the product, he already have controls and then when you get the products you don't have to do the process again. So you save this part of the operation. (S-H-INGE-7)

In the 80 innovation user projections, you collocates with activity (45%), existence (24%), mental (13%), and communication verbs (10%). Activity verbs include actions that can be done with innovations (e.g. connect, use, save, apply, prevent, optimize), or that could happen without the innovation (e.g. lose, waste), actions that imply the use of money (e.g. pay, save, buy, get, invest). Existence verbs (be, have) refer to states or things (mental or physical) that the innovation user might (or not) have. Mental verbs, the same as activity verbs, refer to actions that can be done with innovation or generated knowledge. Biber et al. (1999) propose various subtypes of mental verbs: cognitive state (e.g. know, think), cognitive dynamic activity (e.g. calculate, consider, control), emotional state (love, want, hope, need), perception (e.g. see, hear), receipt of communication (e.g. read, hear). In the 80 innovation user sentences, the most common verb was need (emotional state) used to convey necessity. Other not so recurrent mental verbs include prepare, calculate, control (cognitive state).

In you-innovation user projections, some of these verbs were used within specific patterns. The following are the two most recurrent ones.
The use of these patterns is not necessarily a mark of discrimination between the different levels of achievement. The *you can* pattern is almost similarly distributed among the three groups. However, the second pattern (*you don’t* [mental verb]) is only used by high achievers.

Unexpectedly, this role is not mentioned in other studies of *you* in oral presentations neither directly nor in the form of the discourse functions it implies.

From the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the role, we can conclude that the difference between high, medium, and low achievers lies in the fact that high achievers more frequently use pronouns to address the audience as potential end users of innovations. Not surprisingly, more instances of their *you-innovation projections* include more types of verbs and *you*-patterns.
5.6.1.2. Tourist (guide)

The audience tourist role has as its mirror image the presenter guide role. In Tang and John's (1999) taxonomy, guide is one of the second least powerful authorial stance role because it just implies showing familiarity with field knowledge. In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), guide was the third role with the highest log likelihood value in the level of achievement comparisons, so it is expected that tourist, its audience mirror image role, is also one with the highest log likelihood values in this study.

In 5.4.1.1, this audience role was explained as one in which hearers are directly addressed; therefore, its use is personal (Gast et al., 2015). In the 85 cases of this role, 70 were in subject position and the remaining 15 in object position. You-tourist projections show you collocating with mental-perception (45%), activity (16%), and existence (1%) verbs. Mental-perception verbs (see, observe) cluster with you in subject position. Activity verbs (present, show) co-occur with you in object position.

Differences between levels of achievement are noticed at this point. First, as can be seen in the normalised frequencies in Table 5.1, low achievers (5.6) do not directly address the audience to explain their slides as much as medium (12.6) and high achievers (15.2) do. Second, although the sentences that they use are very similar in general structure, low-rated OPs tend to have more grammar and vocabulary errors.

(27) Eh I have a little question or suggestion for [fs] for you like a [fs] like an always. When you eh [fs] when you eh look this picture eh how you see? In your mind. (S-L-HIST-5)

(28) ...of photographs in anthropology from 1845 to 2006 [reading 1] Ok, eh you look some photo [fs] old photographs I suppose, in your house have... (S-L-ANTR-1)

(29) So, how [fs] you can see at the picture it is a kindergarten eh she is... (S-L-EDUC-2)
The following are the two most recurrent patterns in the projection of the *tourist* role.

- **You can see**

  \[\text{(30) Eh human collecting of wild plants or animals at rates exceeding ability to those species [fs] species to recover. You can see in this slide the efficient industry, the tuna. (S-H-CBIO2)}\]

- **Show you**

  \[\text{(31) Here I show you the Google books in grand viewer is like a list for the publication of one topic in that period and again you can see the increase of that eh books reflects the importance of the [fs] of the matter, the subject. (S-H-ECON-2)}\]

These two patterns can be considered marks of level discrimination. Low achievers use of these is really low. The *you can see* pattern has 9 occurrences for high achievers, 4 for medium, and 1 for low. The *show you* pattern has 22 occurrences for high achievers, 2 for low, and 24 for medium. These raw frequencies have log likelihood values of 5.4 and 17.73, respectively. These patterns take as complements prepositional phrases (*in this picture*) and adverbs (*here*) that refer to the visuals in the OP. As described in the deixis chapter, the role dyad *guide-tourist* also implies the use of gestural deixis, which as it was demonstrated, is more consistently orchestrated with the verbal mode by high achievers.

Reference to visuals or the place in the oral presentation that this role implies is also reported in other studies of *you*. Vassileva (2002) reports the use of *you* by experienced linguistics researchers to refer to handouts given to the audience; Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-
Thomas (2005b), to refer to information on slides; and Fernández Polo (2018) to guide the audience attention to specific data. From the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the role, it can be concluded that high and medium achievers outperform low achievers, not only in how often they address the audience, but also in how lexicogrammatically correct sentences are produced. This confirms what other studies have reported and complements verbal and gestural deixis analysis in this thesis.

5.6.2. You-projections across the disciplinary divide

The audience you-identity roles that exhibited high log likelihood scores in the disciplinary divide were, research apprentice, innovation user, and co-constructer.

5.6.2.1. Research apprentice

The audience mirror image of the research apprentice role is recounter/announcer. In Tang and John's (1999) taxonomy, recounter is one of the less powerful authorial stance roles; it refers to the narration of the steps in an enquiry process. In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), I redefined the role for the purposes of the study and added the word announcer. This redefinition was also inspired by the concept proximity (Hyland, 2012), understood as the authors’ adoption of the disciplinary practices for knowledge production in their areas, which can be either recounted (if they were done before the OP) or announced (if they are to be done in future research). In this chapter, when a presenter refers to these disciplinary practices and adds a second person pronoun, the rhetoric effect is that of the audience being invited to be part of a category simulation (Gast et al., 2015); they are invited to pretend they are novice researchers in the same
field as the presenter’s. In my previous study, recounter/announcer was the second role with the highest log likelihood value in the hard-soft discipline comparisons (see Table 10.3). In this study, research apprentice, its audience mirror image role, is the one with the highest log likelihood (124.57) and Bayes Factor values (113.38) (Table 5.4).

In 5.4.1.1, this audience role was explained as impersonal, for the hearers are not directly addressed (Gast et al., 2015). The referent of the pronoun is a group to which the audience does not belong. All the 196 cases of you in this role are in subject position, and the pronoun collocates with activity (56%), mental (35%), existence (8%), and communication verbs.\(^{19}\)

Disciplinary differences in the projection of this role are remarkable. Firstly, as seen in the normalised frequencies in Table 5.3, hard-discipline researchers (47) use approximately eight times as many you-references as their soft-discipline (6) counterparts. Secondly, a much higher number of occurrences in the hard-discipline corpus comes with a higher number of verbs and patterns of you-projections.

The following are the most recurrent patterns.

- *You [verb (activity/mental)] (research instrument) (purpose clause)*

\(^{19}\) In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), the identification and classification of verbs in the mirror image role (recounter/announcer), discriminating between mental and activity verbs as explained by Biber et al (1999) was not a straightforward task. Verbs like classify and identify are described as mental (dynamic cognitive process) in nature. However, they sometimes express a kind of physical manipulation of objects. Other verbs such as work, excavate apparently belonging to activity verbs imply the use of senses (sense verbs are part of mental verbs) or attention and memory (mental activities). Like I did in that study, I decided that when the action expressed by the verb expressed physical manipulation or a step-procedure to achieve a major research objective, the verb would be classified as activity. When the action expressed mental work and manipulation, if the verb referred to a bigger procedure or final product, the verb would be classified as mental.
I had already reported this pattern with exclusive we in module 2. As I explained there, the elements in parentheses are optional and can eventually be moved to theme position. Other authors (e.g. Kamio, 2001; Gast et al., 2015) have pointed out that these uses of you are near synonyms, and therefore, can be replaced with exclusive we or one.

Alternatively, this pattern is expressed with the modal verb can to convey methodological possibilities or alternatives.

- You can [verb (activity/mental)] (research instrument) (purpose clause)

(32) And you apply (some metrics) (to take decision over your over this software), ok. (S-H-INGE-3)
(33) Other part is diagnostic of the faults with the use of detectors, you use (this information) (for diagnostic). (S-L-INGE-4)
(34) (With two eh tools) you can analyze (that items) and you identify (the relation clients, suppliers, products, external factors between others.) (S-M-INGE-5)

(35) Because in one democracy one democracy eh one democracy can have one behavior, but inside her we can find many levels of democracy. What I want to explain. For example, you can think in one national democracy, (in one democracy) you can find (many subnational democracy), and this subnational democracy are different between national democracy and between them. (S-M-CPOL-1)

Other modal verbs can also be used in this pattern to express degrees of obligation or advisability.

- You [obligation modal] [verb (activity/mental)] (research instrument) (purpose clause)
Finally, these patterns are used in complex sentences, either in the main or the subordinate clause. The use of *if/when* clauses convey the idea of the need of a procedure, or the conditions under it should be followed. Example 38 contains one example of an *if* clause.

- *When/if you [verb (activity/mental)]*

  (39) *In response a epigenetic mechanics that is chemical change and I have here one one one example. When you put in (the DNA a methyl group), (the gene can turn off), but when you retire (this group), (the gene can turn on).* (S-M-CBIO-3)

  (40) *Eh, for example, eh Taxol, eh this is the structure eh of the Taxol, is extracted of the species taxus brevifolia. And if you need to obtain (100 mg of Taxol), you need to (extract of big amount of the tree).* (S-H-CQUI-2)

Reference to methods and procedures in this role projections is also discussed in other studies of *you* in conference presentations. Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas (2005b) explain that physics presenters use *you* to refer to “… a thinking entity or typical researcher” (p. 60). Webber (2005) says that impersonal *you* in medicine CPs can refer to a “… potential patient or
researcher…” (p. 163). The other oral academic discourse you studies surveyed here (e.g. Fernández Polo, 2018; Vassileva, 2002) do not report this function.

The use of these patterns is clearly a defining difference between the discipline groups. Hard-discipline presenters more frequently project this role than their soft-discipline counterparts. This difference is not only noticed in the raw and normalised frequencies of you-research apprentice occurrences, but in the specific patterns of use explained above. This confirms the tendency I reported in module 2 (Nausa, 2016), in which the recounter/announcer role exhibited the same quantitative and discourse characteristics, especially because exclusive-we can be replaced by simulation-you as near synonyms. This is also in line with the epistemological features of knowledge production in the hard sciences, which tend to favour standardization of and adherence to strict methodological procedures (Becher & Trowler, 2001). This can also be explained in terms of the nature of the assigned task: an OP on one’s research. Most hard-field research tends to be problem-based. As Becher and Trowler (2001) put it, “Another way of indicating the difference is to note that in hard, restricted fields, the available methods tend to determine the choice of problems; in soft, unrestricted ones, it seems rather that the problems determine the methods” (p. 185).

5.6.2.2. Innovation user

This role frequency difference was also significant in the level of achievement comparisons. (see 5.6.1.1).

The use of you-innovation user realisations and their corresponding patterns is also a distinctive characteristic of hard-science presenters. This is confirmed by raw and normalised frequency counts which show that hard discipline presenters use more than twice as many you
projections as soft discipline ones (Table 5.3). One possible explanation for this more frequent projection of the role in the hard sciences (e.g. engineering) is that they focus on the creation of innovations to solve every day problems that are usually sold to companies or specific clients. (see examples 16-17; 24-26)

5.6.2.3. Co-constructor

The co-constructor role is not a stance positioning role, but a knowledge contribution one. This is to say, it is related to one of the conditions for being a legitimate participant (Lave & Wenger, 1991) in class: students have to share their PhD research in a way that is easy for their classmates audience to understand. In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), the premise for the creation of the three roles was who teaches what to whom; as a result, a presenter can teach (provider), acknowledge that they were taught something in previous presentations (learner), or create the conditions to make (or pretend that) the experience in the OP is a construction with the audience (co-constructor). In the definition of dyad-roles for this study, two roles were simply reversed: if the presenter is projecting themselves as a knowledge provider, automatically, the audience is being construed as learners, and vice versa. In the case of the co-constructor role, however, the prefix co implies the other; therefore, the same term was used to name the audience role, to set the distinction, I will henceforth refer to the roles as I-co-constructor (presenter) and you-co-constructor (audience).

In the projection of you-co-constructor, hearers are either addressed directly or invited to be part of a category or situation simulations (Gast et al., 2015).
In the 169 you-co-constructer projections, you collocates with mental (56%), existence (17%), activity (13%), communication (11%), and occurrence (2%) verbs. Mental verbs include cognitive state verbs (e.g. know, remember, understand, imagine), dynamic verbs (e.g. learn, read, study), and perception verbs (see, hear).

Activity verbs usually refer to daily life actions (go, walk, play). Communication verbs refer to actions that will be performed by the presenter (tell, ask, say). Mental verbs are of special interest in the characterization of this role, for they can refer to different co-construction actions. Cognitive state verbs like know and remember have a clear past orientation and are useful in previous knowledge activation:

(41) I want to talk about eh [fs] about the Bogota’s Panopticon, but eh first I want to ask you a question if you [fs] if you know which is this building today. Anyone knows? (S-M-HIST-2)

(42) And what happen with this situation I [fs] imagine that you are, for example, in your house and you have this eh po power outlet, you can plug in to this power outlet devices and consume consume energy, but what happen if you connect and connect devices? (S-M-INGE-7)

In the 169 you-co-constructer projections, you collocates with mental (56%), existence (17%), activity (13%), communication (11%), and occurrence (2%) verbs. Mental verbs include cognitive state verbs (e.g. know, remember, understand, imagine), dynamic verbs (e.g. learn, read, study), and perception verbs (see, hear).

Activity verbs usually refer to daily life actions (go, walk, play). Communication verbs refer to actions that will be performed by the presenter (tell, ask, say). Mental verbs are of special interest in the characterization of this role, for they can refer to different co-construction actions. Cognitive state verbs like know and remember have a clear past orientation and are useful in previous knowledge activation:

(43) Maybe you remember when you study philosophy eh the the example of the (unintelligible), great philosopher who who says that eh you can imagine a group of people in a in a cave, you know... (S-M-ANTR-1)

(44) So, I know that all of you know the bottlenose dolphins because all of you know eh what eh flipper. (S-H-CBIO-5)

Previous knowledge activation can also be performed with perception and activity verbs. Present perfect is common in this function.
Cognitive state verbs with a present-future orientation can also be useful in setting the context; with these, presenters can ask the audience, not to remember, but to imagine something.

(45) *Today I’m going to talk you [fs] to you the Programa de Familias en Acción that is the topic of my thesis. Have you heard som [fs] something about this program? (S-M-ANTR-2)*

(46) *Well, so, first that I want to do is that you please imagine that you are insects. And you are living in this landscape, yeah? (S-H-CBIO-4)*

In you-co-constructer projections, most of these verbs were used in rhetorical questions; others in regular clauses.

- **ask you** *(question)*

(47) *P: Eh Unión Patriótica was a political party and I want to know [fs] I want to ask you another question, do you know who is she?
A: Aida.
P: Aida Avella, the candidate of the Unión Patriótica in two thousand eh fourteen* 

*(S-H-DERE-2.txt)*

- **Yes-no know/heard questions**
Questions are at the core of knowledge contribution roles. The rhetorical questions in these patterns have the purpose of activating knowledge that is common for both presenter and audience. Clearly, the audience is addressed directly, and by doing this, presenters increase the possibility of engagement with them. By referring to knowledge that is common for both, the presenter creates a collegial atmosphere in which the audience is construed as someone who has access to the same type of knowledge; therefore, they are at the same level in the construction of arguments and explanations, for they are just not mere receivers of information, but contributors as well. The ask you *(question) pattern can take questions in either direct (47) or indirect (48) syntactic form. Direct yes-no questions (50) tend to include cognitive state and dynamic mental verbs.

Presenters can also anticipate moments in which the activation of common ground with the audience could be potentially face-threatening. In other words, asking questions about the things they (PhD researchers) know might be potentially insulting. When this is the case, presenters can make use of hedging mechanisms such as admitting ignorance about how much the audience knows with chunks like *I don’t know if you*:

- *I don’t know if you* [mental verb]
I had already reported this pattern (Nausa, 2016) as a way that presenters construe themselves as *co-constructers*. Like other mirror image dyads, this one explicitly includes both the presenter (*I*) and the audience (*you*).

(51) *for example in the [fs] I don’t know if you know* how is the the function of the incubators babies. It’s [fs] for example the sensors eh take the temperature and eh control the device. (S-H-INGE-1)

(52) *I don’t know if you remember* but some operative systems every time you have to change (them), yeah? *I don’t know if you remember* Millennium or XP, yeah. Or Vista, yeah. (S-H-INGE-3)

Another pattern performing this condescendence mitigating function is *you know +* (common knowledge noun or clause). This chunk is sometimes preceded by *as* or *but*. By using this expression, presenters construe the information as important for the presentation, but not as new information given to the audience.

• *You know +* common knowledge noun or clause

(53) *So eh about indigenous people, as you know in Colombia at this moment we have 102 groups, communities or indigenous people.* (S-M-ANTR-4)

(54) *For example, a (rate) interpret [fs] eh can interpreted eh the concept of eh an apple, for example,* *but you know* that in the real life there are eh a lot of [fs] of [fs] or or a lot of apples that can be eh huge, that can be eh with colo [fs] with different colors but this is in the real life but the concept is the [fs] is the apple. (S-M-INGE-6)

(55) *However, eh the efficacy of this of this right requi requires some conditions, for example, a specific legis legislation. In Colombia you know this with eh pe petition right and other eh second question is a fundamental principles to the access of information...* (S-M-CPOL-2)
Some of the discourse functions described here that are typical of the *you-co-constructer* role are also reported in other studies of *you* in conference presentations. Researchers in these studies are reported to use *you*-addresses to refer to common experience (Vassileva, 2002) or shared knowledge (Fernández-Polo, 2018; Vassileva, 2002) or ask the audience to participate in imagined (simulated) situations (Webber, 2005).

The use of *I-co-constructer* was identified as a mark of discrimination between the different levels of achievement in module 2 (Nausa, 2016); however, in this study, *you-co-constructer* is a mark of discrimination between the disciplinary groups. Normalised frequency values show the role to be more common in the soft disciplines. Disciplinary differences are not evident in the use of verbs and lexical chunks that have been described so far, though. Despite this, I decided to include this given the wealth of linguistic resources in its projection that, as has been shown, exhibits more patterns of use and more clearly reflects the interactive character of *you* in oral academic discourse.

### 5.7. Conclusion

This chapter has aimed at demonstrating that *I*-presenter identity roles in OPs imply the existence of *you*-identity roles and identifying uses of *you* in OPs that would differentiate the oral performances of PhD researchers in an EAP class. The following questions have guided this study:

1. Do *I*-presenter identity roles imply *you*-audience roles in OPs?
2. What are the tendencies in audience identity role projections in OPs when students use *you*?
3. What *you*-audience identity roles are useful in discriminating among students’ levels of performance and disciplines?

The descriptions and sample sentences in 5.4.1 demonstrated that *I*-presenter identity roles have a corresponding *you*-audience identity role. Although some roles were not found in the corpus (e.g. *you*-provider of new language), they can be defined and examples can be imagined.

Similarly, the study demonstrated that the audience role projections are correlated to the PhD researchers level of oral achievement and disciplines.

The *you*-identity roles useful in discriminating among levels of oral achievement in the OPs are *innovation user* and *tourist*. The *innovation user* has as its mirror image the *I*-role *originator*, in which presenters claim authorship for findings or inventions. This dyad was proven to be typical of high achievers. When presenters use *you* to construe their audience as *innovation users*, they use the pronoun to invite them to participate in category simulations (Gast et al., 2015). Typical patterns in the projection of this role are *you* + activity/mental verbs and *you don’t* + mental verb. With these structures, presenters indicate to their imagined clients the possibilities and capabilities that their creations would bring. In the use of *you* to project the *tourist* identity role, presenters use patterns like *you can see* and *show you* to guide them through the information on their visuals. The audience is directly addressed, no simulation is performed or proposed. This role image mirror (*guide*) was also proven to be characteristic of high achievers in my previous study (Nausa, 2016). From the study, it can be concluded that high achievers more frequently and consistently engage the audience. This is not only evident in the use of *you* but also in the use of the required linguistic devices to perform the role-related
discourse functions. With *innovation user* projections, engagement is achieved by directly asking the audience to pretend they are somebody else. With *tourist* projections, engagement is achieved by directly telling the audience where to focus. Other resources (proxemics, gaze, etc) are used with this role as explained in the deixis chapter, in which high achieves are also described as more consistently using multimedia resources to guide the audience.

In the disciplinary division, the *you*-identity roles that discriminate between soft and hard-discipline students are *research apprentice, innovation user* and *co-constructer*. The *apprentice* role’s mirror image is *recounter/announcer*, in which presenters show adherence to methodological practices for knowledge production in their fields. This dyad was also demonstrated to be typical of hard-discipline students. When *you is* used to construe the audience as a *research apprentice*, they are invited to participate in a category simulation (Gast et al., 2015). *Research apprentice* patterns include *You + verb (activity/mental) + (research instrument) + (purpose clause)*: *if you + verb (activity/mental)*, among others. These patterns resemble the ones I reported in module 2 and confirm the fact that impersonal uses of *you* can be paraphrased by exclusive *we*. The use of *you* to project the *innovation user role* (also useful in discriminating among levels of performance) was found to be more common in hard-science OPs, which is explained by the fact that hard-fields like engineering tend to be product (solution) oriented.

Finally, the *co-constructer* role, whose role image had been found to be statistically significant for the level of achievement comparisons (Nausa, 2016), was more statistically significant for the disciplinary comparison in this study. However, two unexpected outcomes were found. One, effect size comparisons suggest that there is not enough evidence in favour of the hypothesis. Two, normalised frequencies show that this role is more frequent in soft disciplines, but a closer look at typical patterns like rhetorical questions (*have you heard, do you know*) or lexical chunks
(I don’t know if you remember or you know + shared knowledge) do not clearly show differences other than the content/methodology expected ones.

A comparison with other studies (e.g. Fernández Polo, 2018; Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005a; Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005b; Vassileva, 2002; Webber, 2005) confirms several of the functions found in this study. However, this study can be said to go a few steps further by including statistical tests that account for statistical significance and effect size. Additionally, this study proposes a more systematic way of organizing information by means of a role-dyad taxonomy that not only complements well with I-projections (and their related research) but organizes discourse functions into general categories (authorial stance, knowledge contribution, and language use) and specific role subcategories (guide-tourist, originator-innovation user). Finally, you is often overlooked in studies of pronouns, presumably because it is (considered to be) relatively infrequent, or because it is assumed to be only a corollary of I/we. But several examples here show that you is often used without I/we and plays an important role by itself.
Table 5.5. Summary of findings you-audience study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of oral achievement (high, medium, low)</th>
<th>Identity role (Log likelihood and Bayes Factor)</th>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Overuse (↑) or Underuse (↓)</th>
<th>Meanings of you</th>
<th>Discourse functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourist (guide) (LL: 10.49/BF: -11.90)</td>
<td>You can see you show you high rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Audience as other PhD students</td>
<td>Guide audience through information on visuals Highlight important information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation user (originator) (LL: 30.45/BF: 8.06)</td>
<td>you can + activity/mental verbs you don’t + mental verb high rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Imagined client-user: category simulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research apprentice (Recounter) (LL: 124.57/BF: 113.38)</td>
<td>You + verb (activity/mental) + (research instrument) + (purpose clause); if you + verb (activity/mental) hard-field OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Research apprentice: category simulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation user (LL: 18.44/BF: 7.24)</td>
<td>See row 2</td>
<td>hard-field OPs (↑)</td>
<td>See row 2</td>
<td>See row 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-constructer (LL: 6.80 / BF: -4.39)</td>
<td>Rhetorical questions (have you heard, do you know) I don’t know if you remember You know + (shared knowledge) soft-field OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Audience as legitimate co-constructers of knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary divide (hard vs soft)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expression of - authorship of own findings, Inventions, contributions - possibilities and capabilities that creations would bring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expression of - methodological practices for knowledge production in fields - outcomes (+ or -) if procedures are followed or not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Activation of prior knowledge
- Reference to common experience or knowledge
- Mitigation of face-threatening knowledge activation
CHAPTER 6

INFORMATION SHOULD BE ACCESSIBLE…: IMPERSONAL PROJECTION OF IDENTITIES

6.1. Introduction: from personal to impersonal modalized projection of academic identities in OPs

In module 2 (Nausa, 2016), and in CHAPTER 5 in this thesis, I described the academic identity roles that Colombian PhD researchers assign to themselves and their audience in the oral presentations (OPs) given in an EAP class. The roles assigned to presenter and audience were identified through the discourse analysis of first person (I, me, my, we, us and our) and second person (you) pronouns occurrences in context. Pronoun study was the obvious choice since pronouns directly refer to the participants in the communication act. However, during the OP, speakers can also make use of other linguistic choices to assign identities to themselves and their interlocutors.

The construction and projection of academic identities with language choices can be understood in the context of Halliday's (1994) systemic functional model. This theory proposes three metafunctions (ideational, textual, and interpersonal), also understood as characteristics of language as a system of meaning choices or what we use language for. The first, the ideational function, is related to the ways in which we use language to make sense of the world. The textual function is concerned with how we manipulate language in the performance of the other two functions. Finally, the interpersonal function refers to the ways in which we use language to create and maintain social relationships.
In academic communities, in addition to the creation and maintenance of relationships with other scholars, identity construction depends on the adoption of the knowledge production and rhetorical practices of such communities. The purpose of adopting these practices is to be recognized as legitimate members of such organizations and to be equipped with the resources to evaluate or produce new knowledge. Hyland (2012) refers to these two processes of academic identity construction as *proximity* – showing oneself as being like the other members of the community – and *positioning* – showing oneself as contributor of something new or different to the community. For the discourse analysis of academic identity construction, Hyland recommends exploring interpersonal features of language, for these relate texts to a given context and express the author’s personality, credibility, sense of audience, and relationship to the message. Among interpersonal language choices are deictics, personal pronouns, and *modality*, among others.

It is therefore assumed in this chapter that the expression of modality is a mechanism of academic identity construction. More broadly speaking, this modality as identity projection can be explained with Du Bois’ (2007) stance triangle. A stance-taking act implies three aspects: evaluation, positioning, and alignment. When a presenter takes a stance, they (1) evaluate something, (2) position themselves (or others) as legitimate judges of said knowledge, and (3) align with others, in this case the audience. As Hunston (2011) points out:

Evaluating something necessarily indicates ‘where you and I stand in relation to the object’ and also necessarily indicates ‘where you and I stand in relation to each other’. These two aspects relate to the ideological aspect of evaluation (‘where you and I stand’) and the interactional aspect (‘how you and I relate to each other’) (p. 23).
In this thesis I understand modality as a type of evaluation or stance-taking act. Stance-taking is expressing an attitude towards something (e.g. person, situation, idea). Modality is taking a stance towards what is said or written. This chapter analyses the impersonal expression of modality as a language choice that allows Colombian PhD researchers to project specific identity roles in OPs, through the stances they take towards the material they present and the audience they address.

The purpose of this analysis is two-fold: first, it seeks to determine whether the distribution of impersonal devices mirrors the distribution of first person pronouns reported in Nausa (2016) for the same PhD population; second, it also seeks to identify whether personal or impersonal realisations correlate with the variables considered in this analysis: identity roles, level of achievement, and disciplines. As such, this chapter seeks to answer the following questions:

- **Tendencies**: what are the tendencies in impersonal expressions of modality in the oral presentations of Colombian PhD researchers as observed in their use of modals, adverbs, and some modal-like (Hunston, 2011) expressions?

- **Identity roles**: What identity roles are projected when presenters express modality in impersonal constructions? How does the impersonal projection of identity roles compare with personal projections?

- **Level of achievement**: What are the differences in the impersonal projection of identity among high, medium and low-rated presentations?

- **Disciplinary divide**: What are the differences in the impersonal projection of identity between hard-discipline and soft-discipline researchers?
- **Personal and impersonal realisations**: How do these tendencies (by level and disciplines) compare with the tendencies in identity projections with personal pronouns?

The analysis of modality as a mechanism to project identity in impersonal realisations focuses on the following language features: (1) features typically associated with the expression of modality: modal verbs and adverbs ending in *ly*, (2) features not typically associated with the expression of modality or *modal-like expressions* (Hunston, 2011): noun patterns (NOUN *that/to*), verb patterns (VERB *that/to*), adjective patterns (ADJ *that/to*).  

6.2. **Identity projection with impersonal modalized expressions: model of analysis**

To identify projected identities in impersonal modalized constructions, I rely on (1) a combination of Halliday and Matthiessen's (2014) and Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, and Svartvik's (1985) modality taxonomies, and (2) Tang and John's (1999) academic authorial stance identity roles taxonomy, which I refined and expanded in module 2 (Nausa, 2016) and section 5.4.1 (this thesis).

6.2.1. **Modality**

Modality has been defined as the judgement of what is being expressed (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) or the qualification of content in a way that it includes the speaker/writer’s judgement (Quirk et al., 1985). Modality has been approached under different headings:

20 Although other patterns could have been included, the ones surveyed here were chosen, for they can be automatically searched with corpus software.
propositional attitudes (Cresswell, 1985), evaluation (Hunston, 2011), hedging (Hyland, 1996a, 1996b), stance (Biber, 2006), appraisal (Martin & White, 2005), among others.

Several taxonomies of modality have been proposed; two seminal ones are considered here (Figure 6.1). First, Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) propose four types of modality: probability (may be), usuality (sometimes), obligation (must), and inclination (volition: want to or ability: can). Second, Quirk et al (1985) propose more types of modality: possibility, ability, permission, (logical) necessity, obligation, tentative inference, prediction, and volition. These two proposals have similar ways to cluster their different types of modality in subgroups. Halliday and Matthiessen group probability and usuality under the heading modalization –degree of certainty towards what is expressed– and obligation and inclination under modulation –degree of willingness to do what is proposed. Quirk et al (1985) classify modalities as extrinsic –no human control over what is expressed, just judgement of the likeliness of occurrence– and intrinsic –human control over what is expressed. The two subcategories in each proposal resemble the traditional logical semantics epistemic-deontic opposition in the analysis of modality. The types of modality that I analyse in this chapter can be grouped as follows. In the modalization-extrinsic-epistemic group, we can keep Halliday and Matthiessen’s probability and usuality while in the modulation-intrinsic-deontic group, we can include ability, obligation, possibility, and necessity. The following section defines the types of modality as understood in the research and provides examples from the corpus to explain the resulting taxonomy.
6.2.1.1. Modalization (extrinsic-epistemic)

In modalizations, the author refers to the degree of certainty towards the truth value of the proposition (probability) or the frequency of the state of affairs expressed by the proposition (usuality). The modalizing expression expresses judgement over the proposition, not human control. Two types of modalizations are considered here.\footnote{Following Hunston (2011), I use \textit{underlines} to mark the modalized propositions and \textbf{bold type} to mark the modalizing expressions.}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Modality & Modalization & Modulation \\
\hline
& (extrinsic, epistemic) & (intrinsic, deontic) \\
\hline
Probability & Usuality & Ability & Obligation & Possibility & Necessity \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Modalization taxonomy based on Halliday and Matthiessen's (2014) and Quirk et al's., (1985) taxonomies}
\end{table}
Probability

(1) According to this hypothesis, the lack of nutrients may be due to two causes. First malnutrition and second unbalanced diet. (S-H-ANTR-1)

Usuality

(2) In addition, most people usually spend more time, eh spend more money in order to get a eh college diploma. (S-H-ECON-3)

6.2.1.2. Modulation (intrinsic-deontic)

In modulations, the author refers to the degree of willingness to do or inclination towards what is expressed in the proposition (Halliday and Matthiessen refer to these propositions as proposals). The modulating expression also expresses degree of human control over the proposal. Four subtypes of modulation are considered here.

Ability

(3) This is important because the people can interact with the nature and to learn to respect the life in all scales. (S-H-CBIO-2)

Possibility

(4) The government maybe, eh could be eh eh invest more money in quality of education. (S-H-ECON-3)
Ability refers to the actions humans can perform directly or aided by tools (e.g. apps, software, instruments and the like). Possibility refers to latent ability or the existence of alternatives for the performance of actions.

Similarly, in obligation and necessity, human control over proposals is implied. However, in these two modalities the idea of an external type of control variable is implied. In obligation, human action is construed as something to be done observing a moral or ethical scale. In necessity, actions are expressed as requiring the occurrence of other actions (e.g. laboratory procedures, methodological steps, etc). Without those required actions, related actions or states of affairs would not happen along expected lines.

**Obligation**

(5) *And and that the news that the news the [fs] as the journalist say if there are another solution for that that kind of mortal fiber, the government *should* prohibit the the use of asbestos.* (S-H-INGE-5)

**Necessity**

(6) *When I [fs] when an investment [fs] investor eh go to the ICSID to resolve the dispute, there are several steps that it *must* be follow. First the ICSID receives the claim and eh the [fs] accept jurisdiction.* (S-M-DERE-1)

### 6.2.1.3 Orientation (explicitness-subjectivity)

In addition to the types explained, Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) use the concept *orientation* to refer to the linguistic mechanisms to construe modalities. *Orientation* in turn includes two aspects: explicitness and subjectivity. The first *implicit-explicit* orientation refers to
the inclusion (or not) of the modalizing expression in the modalized proposition. The second subjective-objective orientation refers to the act of construing modalization as the speaker-writer’s judgement, or somebody else’s. In (5), for example, there is a case of implicit-subjective expression of obligation. It is implicit because the modalizing expression should is part of the modalized proposition (the government ... prohibit the use of asbestos). It is subjective, for the proposition is expressed as the speaker stating that the prohibition of the use of asbestos is something obligatory for the government to do. Objective realisations are expressed as the writer reporting the modalization as something out of their judgement, as something that others do. The combination of the different variables yields other three orientation alternatives. Examples 7 to 9 illustrate them.

(7) I demand that the government prohibit the use of asbestos. (explicit-subjective)
(8) The government is expected to prohibit the use of asbestos. (implicit-objective)
(9) It is mandatory for the government to prohibit the use of asbestos. (explicit-objective)

6.2.1.4. Value

Another important aspect in the characterisation of the expression of modality is value (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Modalizations and modulations are intermediate values between polarities. For example, in the expression of obligation, the imperative forms do! and don’t! express polar positive and negative values. Intermediate values (modulations) range from high degree of obligation (must) to low degree of obligation (option – allowed). In fact, some of the modalities that Quirk et al (1985) propose can be rearranged as intermediate values in Halliday’s taxonomy (e.g. logical necessity can be deemed as a modulation of probability).
6.2.1.5. Phraseology: modals and modal-like expressions

Modal verbs are the default, not marked, congruent—as opposed to metaphorical—realisations of modal meanings (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). However, other linguistic (marked, metaphorical) realisations reflect the interaction of the three variables (types, orientation, and value) in the expression of modality. For example, in the expression of probability in 10, the use of *must* indicates a subjective-implicit orientation and a high degree of certainty in relation to the modalized proposition.

(10) *she must be tired*

Changes in any of the aspects imply changes in the linguistic resources.

(11) *It is believed that she is tired*

In 11 the expression of probability undergoes three changes: the degree of certainty is reduced, the modalization is made explicit, and it is expressed as objective. The three changes were made by replacing *must* for *it is believed that*, which is not a modal verb.

Hunston (2011) coined the term *modal-like expressions* to refer to “…expressions other than modal auxiliaries which express modal meanings” (p. 68). In a survey of other studies on modality (e.g. Biber et al, 1999; Palmer, 1987; Stubbs, 1986), the author observes that the resources to express modality can range from simple words (modals), two-word expressions (*have to, ought to*), phrasal modals (*be (un)able to, be bound to, be going to*), to projecting clauses (*I think that, it is observed that*). As indicated above, this chapter analyses modals, adverbs, and modal-like expressions. The selection of modal-like expressions is informed by
Hunston’s (2011) inventory of expressions that “attract modal meaning”. Although the author provides specific words (e.g. fear, speculate, essential) and their corresponding patterns (Hunston & Francis, 2000) (for fear of, speculate wh clause, it v-link ADJ that), this chapter focuses on only three general patterns that attract modal meaning: VERB that/to, NOUN that/to, and ADJ that/to. The reasons for this will be explained in 6.4.1.

6.2.2. Identity projection

For the purposes of this chapter, I continue using and refining the taxonomy presented in 5.4.1. In this section, I include examples of impersonal modalized realisations from the corpus that exemplify each role projection, and when necessary, I provide further explanations.

6.2.2.1. Authorial stance roles

Authorial stance roles represent the stances that presenters take regarding disciplinary knowledge. Weak stance positions refer to disciplinary knowledge while strong positions either judge knowledge or claim authority for new knowledge or disciplinary contributions. For the purposes of this chapter, a reconceptualization of the representative academic identity role was necessary.

a. Representative

In the use of personal pronouns, this role is conceived “as a proxy for a larger group of people” (Tang & John, 1999, p.S27). In module 2 (Nausa, 2016) representative was found to be a way of referring to membership to academic communities (programs, lab groups, research groups, and the like) as well as to obtained titles, current studies, or research group positions.
Nonetheless, it can be argued that it is not only by reference to groups or positions within them that a person can express membership to them. I argue that the mere fact of expressing ample disciplinary knowledge using the rhetorical conventions of a discipline is in itself an act of representativeness. There are two reasons from speech act theory for claiming this. The first relates to the idea that expressing ample knowledge as a way of projecting the representative identity partially resembles a characteristic of performative speech acts (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969). These speech acts can only be appropriately performed by people who are invested with the authority to change a particular state of affairs. Classical examples of this type of speech act include priests saying *I pronounce you husband and wife* during marriage ceremonies or judges saying *as punishment for this crime, the court sentences you to...* in court trials. In the case of the oral presentations in this investigation, PhD students are invested with the disciplinary authority that comes from their experience as researchers.

The second argument comes from felicity conditions (Searle, 1969). They are the conditions that must be met for the speech act to be satisfactorily realised. In this research, these conditions are set by the task itself: OPs about students’ research in their PhD programs; therefore, for assertions in OPs to be felicitous, they should meet at least the following conditions:

- Uttered sentences refer to students’ research in their PhD program,
- The presenter is enrolled in a PhD program (member of an academic community)
- expressed contents are part of disciplinary knowledge or possible applications,
- the speaker believes that the audience will identify expressed contents as disciplinary.

However, one difficulty that arises from this line of reasoning is that almost everything that a presenter says in an OP should be considered as projecting the representative role. This begs the question of how to distinguish this role from others. For the purposes of the chapter, I decided that the presentation of disciplinary contents that were not heavily modalized as expressing an opinion or the generation of a new idea would be considered as projecting the representative role. More specifically, when such contents are expressed as attributed (Sinclair, 1988) to other authors, studies, theories, paradigms, etc, the expression of these contents would be considered a realisation of the representative role as connoisseur of disciplinary knowledge.

(13) In this area, there are fewer studies, however, some studies indicates that or show that mycorrhizal specificity may help drive diversity indirectly by determining distribution patterns of orchids. (S-H-CBIO-7)

(14) Eh consejo de Estado says that those requirements, the minimum number of citizens, for example 3,000 people, were impossible to accomplish... accomplish eh to Unión Patriótica (S-H-DERE-2)

To set the distinction between the nuances of the meaning of the role, where necessary, I will use the terms representative-member and representative-connoisseur.

b. Guide
A *guide* also exhibits disciplinary knowledge. The difference with *representative* is that presenters show the audience where to focus or what to see in the visuals they use in the OP.

(15) *This is a man with a lot of eyes and that is the image that Jeremy Bentham, a philosopher in the 18th century, eh they planned a new or a type of institutional building.* (S-M-HIST-2)

c. *Architect*

*Architects* organize and outline content for the audience.

(16) *... but the problem can be divided in two sub problems: the first problem is with the coefficient eh...* (S-L-MATE-2)

d. *Recounter/announcer*

*Recounters/announcers* refer to the implementation of actions to produce and validate knowledge in the disciplines. They might include failures or achievements in the application of methods or procedures, or reference to how easy or difficult their application is, among other things.

(17) *In this case is so easy to compare this quantifier free sentence with the list again, the theorems T but eh where each of one is quantifier free, because it's possible.* (S-H-MATE-1)

e. *Opinion-holder*

*Opinion-holders* show their own stances regarding existing knowledge or procedures.
(18) *but the other is just a philosophy, a crazy idea, that you don't find mathematical models.* (S-H-INGE-7)

f. **Originator**

*Originators* claim ownership towards what is said. They come in the form of new knowledge, solutions to problems, novel procedures, innovations, contributions and the like.

(19) *… construction, diffusion and especially deliberation of these products can be utterly contribute to the ethical and citizenship education in this country.* (S-M-EDUC-1)

In my 2016 study, I also reinterpreted the visual Tang and John (1999) created (*Figure 6.2*) to show how the continuum of roles represented the different stance positions. My reinterpretation includes two concepts that Hyland (2012) uses to explain the construction of academic identities to show how they are useful in explaining the roles: *proximity* (adhering to existing rhetorical and knowledge production and disclosure ways) and *positioning* (expressing different positions towards existing knowledge or claiming ownership over new contributions).
Figure 6.2. Tang and John’s (1999, p.529) typology of identities behind the first person pronoun in the light of proximity and positioning processes (Hyland, 2012).

My reinterpretation of representative requires a new visualization (Figure 6.3). Showing knowledge of disciplinary knowledge and its application is as strong an authorial stance as recounter/announcer.

Figure 6.3. Reinterpretation of identity typology based on the expansion of the representative role

As previously argued, claiming membership to an academic community is not just a mere act of mentioning it; it is also an act of speaking as academics in those communities do. This way, listeners recognize that presenters talk like scholars (engineers, anthropologists, lawyers) do.
6.2.2.2. Knowledge provision roles

The identification of instances expressing knowledge contribution identities with impersonal modalized constructions was only possible for the co-constructer and provider roles. For the other (learner) (see 5.4.1.2) although it is possible to imagine instances for its expression, none were found in the corpus.

g. Co-constructer

Knowledge contributions are expressed as a presenter-audience conjoined creation. The audience is taken through a thinking process in which the presenter invites the audience to activate common knowledge or experience, usually general and not field-specific.

(20) For example, eh we need eh have a school job [fs] a school activity. My machine could be a computer or a paper, eh and job is that activity that need perform a complete use of machines. (S-M-INGE-4)

h. Provider

Knowledge contribution is construed as something given by the presenter, which probably the audience does not know.

(21) Ok, but first what is a Panopticon? So, the name is also a refer [fs] a reference to panoptes from Greek mythology. He is a giant with a 100 eyes in [fs] in [fs] in his body [fs] in his body, and they can see everything. (S-M-HIST-2)
6.2.2.3. Language learning roles

This subcategory of identity roles was conceived of as a continuum of language learning and use identities (see 5.4.1.3). No instances of this category were found being expressed with impersonal modalized constructions.

6.3. The study of impersonal identity projection in OPs

This chapter is based on the idea that impersonal expression of modality is a way of projecting academic identity roles. I have narrowed the search for studies that approach this theme to studies that focus on the use of modality in the projection of identities in student OPs.

Studies on the use of modality (or related concepts) in OPs have mainly focused on discourse socialization and the linguistic resources for its expression (Nausa, 2018). Discourse socialization is the study of the adaptation to a group’s discourse practices. Morita (2000) studied the ways that TESOL graduate English NSs and NNSs expressed attitudes, judgements, and beliefs (epistemic stance) in preparation for OPs with tutors and classmates and during OPs. In OP preparation exercises, both NSs and NNSs use epistemic stance to acknowledge their (lack of) expertise in the delivery of OPs construing themselves as novice or expert presenters. In the OP delivery, students used epistemic stance to display (lack of) knowledge and engage with their audience. Discourse socialization in this study is closely related to the concept proximity (Hyland, 2012) in academic identity construction as the adoption and adaptation to a group’s rhetorical practices that I also analyse under the headings representative, guide, architect and recounter-announcer. This study employs an ethnographic approach; the expression of epistemic stance is not approached with (corpus) linguistics methods. Kobayashi (2006) analysed the L2 socialization of Japanese undergraduate students in OPs of their experience as volunteers. Using
an SFL approach, the author identified that the use of relational and sensing verbs was a mechanism to describe thoughts and feelings. Also, L2 socialization was demonstrated in the use of linguistic resources to organize their talk and engage with the audience. Although not specifically stated, it is clear that the linguistic resources that student employed in L2 socialization allow them to construct identities of opinion-holders, architect-guides and co-constructers.

Other studies include a more linguistic approach to the expression of modality (as stance or identity projection) in OPs. Zareva (2012) analysed the expression of stance and persuasion in a corpus of OPs by TESOL and TEFL NS and NNS students. The analysis of the NSs and NNSs OP corpora shows that both groups considered it important to project themselves as experts as evidenced in the frequencies of use of 1st person stance structures, and stance adverbials. Impersonal it-stance structures were found to be not very frequent in both groups. The NS group more frequently used these structures, but the author warns us that this should not be interpreted as this group setting a standard to be followed by the NNS group. In a similar study, (Zareva, 2013), the author used Tang and John's (1999) taxonomy of authorial stance roles to identify the academic identities projected by a group of TESOL students. She also included other types of identities (professional and institutional) in the analysis. The author found that the roles that were more frequently projected were the authorial stance ones.

Other studies that can be included in this survey are those that analyse modality in multimodal discourses. They are surveyed in section 4.5.

The study that I propose in this chapter seeks to fill some gaps in these studies. First, they were performed in ESL / EFL contexts with very similar populations: students in the second-foreign language teaching field; students in my study are all from at least 12 different fields.
Also, these students are either undergraduate or master’s students; in my study, I analyse PhD-level students. Second, these studies make comparison of NSs and NNSs of English; I propose an analysis of three levels of oral achievement (high, medium, and low) within an NNS population. Finally, except for Zareva’s (2012) stance adverbials, I propose an analysis of impersonal resources; studies on academic discourse tend to focus on personal realisations in the analysis of authorial stance identity projection.

6.4. Methods

This section explains the procedures to select impersonal modalized realisations and the types of analyses performed.

6.4.1. Selection of sentences for analysis and data clean-up

The identification of modalized sentences was performed in four phases. First, the 72811-token oral corpus was tagged for parts of speech (POS) with TagAnt (Anthony, 2018b). POS-tagging annotation allows the search of more complex grammar structures combining words and POS-tags (Groom, Charles, & John, 2015) like the modal-like patterns analysed in this chapter. To identify sentences containing modals, adverbs, and modal-like expressions, the concordance function of Antconc (Anthony, 2014) was used. Second, each sentence was analysed in context to identify the type of modality being expressed (6.2.1), the identity role being construed (6.2.2), associated discourse functions, and recurrent patterns (Hunston & Francis, 2000). Third, the following sentences were eliminated from the obtained concordance lines to avoid inflation of data: (1) sentences containing personal pronouns, as explained above, this chapter focuses on impersonal projection of identity through the expression of modality; (2) sentences with false
starts in which the expression of modality is abandoned; (3) sequential repetitions (e.g. *this law should be should be approved*); in cases like this, only one realisation was kept. To validate the classification of sentences into identity types, a colleague was trained and invited to recode 50 randomly selected sentences. I calculated Krippendorff’s alpha value interrater agreement. The value (0.636) was found to be substantial (see Table 3.7). Fourth, raw frequencies and statistical significance tests were calculated to identify what identity roles discriminate among the different subcorpora.

### 6.4.2. Quantitative and discourse analyses

The answers to the questions that guide this study (6.1) include two types of analysis.

The first, quantitative analyses, focus on raw frequencies, percentages (3.4.1), and statistical significance tests and effect size scores (3.4.2). Raw frequencies and percentages are used to (1) determine the distribution of identity roles with impersonal modal and modal like realisations in the general corpus and (2) compare these identity role projection distributions with first person pronoun realisations in Nausa (2016). Statistical significance and effect size tests are performed among the subcorpora to (3) determine what identity roles frequency differences significantly discriminate among the disciplinary and level of achievement divides. I set a threshold log likelihood value of 10.83 (p<0.001) (Table 3.4) to determine what identity role frequency differences are statistically significant in subcorpora comparisons. Those identity roles that exhibit values higher than the threshold I set are analysed in the second phase: discourse analyses.

Discourse analyses by role include two phases: one quantitative analysis and then a proper discourse analysis. The first phase starts with the normalised frequencies (per 10,000
words) of modal and modal-like impersonal realisations used in the projection of selected identity roles. Normalised frequency analyses seek to determine what modal and modal-like expressions more frequently occur in the level of achievement or disciplinary comparisons (overuse and underuse). The second phase seeks to describe and explain (1) the modalizations in the identity roles being projected, (2) recurrent patterns, and (3) discourse functions performed. For these qualitative analyses, I use the model explained in section 6.2.

6.5. Quantitative analyses

This section has two main purposes. The first is to determine the distribution of modal and modal-like realisations in the expression of different identity roles and how these distributions compare with personal pronoun realisations in Nausa (2016). The second is to identify what identity roles discriminate among levels of achievement and disciplinary subcorpora as expressed by statistical significance tests. This second part (6.5.2) also makes comparisons with the personal pronouns study and sets the stage for discourse analyses.

6.5.1. Modals, adverbs, and modal-like realisations in the impersonal expression of identity roles

Table 6.1 presents the linguistic realisations of modalities and their corresponding impersonal identity role projections in the 72811-token corpus of oral presentations. A total of 973 sentences were identified as containing modals, adverbs, and modal like expressions. In this 973-sentence subcorpus, 64% of modalized content is expressed with modal verbs (33.1%) and adverbs (30.9%). The remaining 36% is expressed with modal-like expressions: NOUN that/to (9.2%), VERB that/to (17.3%), and ADJ that/to (9.5%) constructions. This modals overuse
seems to confirm Aijmer's (2002) finding that learners of English use modal verbs more frequently than native speakers do.

In terms of the identity roles expressed, it can be observed that the most frequently expressed identity roles are of the academic authorial stance type: representative-connoisseur (42.3 %) opinion holder (27.5%), and recounter/announcer (14.8%). Knowledge provision roles only accounted for 6% of the realisations and comprised only co-constructer (3.5%) and provider (2.5%).

Table 6.1. Modals and modal-like realisations, and identity roles expressed in raw frequencies and percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic authorial stance roles</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recounter / Announcer</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion holder</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge provision roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-constructer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language use roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tendencies observed here partially differ from the ones in my previous study on first person realisations (I, my, me, we, us, our). In that study, the most frequently expressed roles were recounter/announcer (25.2%), architect (19.3%) and a knowledge contribution one, co-
construter (15.6%) (see Table 10.1). From the comparison between the studies, it can be concluded that for the expression of the recounter/announcer role, students indistinctly make use of personal and impersonal realisations. However, impersonal constructions are preferred in the expression of strong authorial stances (opinion-holder) arguably as a save facing strategy, or for the expression of knowledge attribution (representative-connoisseur). Personal pronoun realisations are the preferred choice in the organization of discourse (architect) and the mitigated facilitation of content (co-construter). In other words, when it comes to making the message clearer for the audience, more interactive features (pronouns) are used.

These distributions described in this section apply for the general corpus of PhD student OPs. The following section focuses on a statistical significance analysis of these distributions considering the two variables in the study: level or oral achievement and disciplinary divide. The purpose is to identify whether general distributions remain the same or change in the subcorpus analyses.

6.5.2. Identity roles: significance of frequency differences and effect size in the level of achievement and disciplinary sub-corpora

A closer analysis of the most frequent identity roles that modals and modal-like expressions serve to express reveals interesting tendencies.

6.5.2.1. by level of achievement

In the level of achievement frequency difference comparisons (Table 6.2), opinion holder (19.27), and representative-connoisseur (11.79) values are significant at p<0.001. This indicates that the expression of these roles through impersonal modalized realisations can be seen as a
mark of oral achievement. For example, in the case of the *opinion holder* role, high achievers use more modalized realisations (133) than medium (85) and low (50) achievers. However, in the case of the two roles, the negative Bayes Factor effect size values seem to indicate that more evidence (a larger corpus) is needed to have positive evidence against the null hypothesis.

Table 6.2. Raw frequency and significance analysis of impersonal modalized academic identity role realisations by level of achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic authorial stance roles</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Log Likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-21.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>-18.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recounter / Announcer</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>-14.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion holder</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><strong>19.27</strong></td>
<td>-3.122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>-18.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge provision roles

| Learner                                   | 0     | 0      | 0    | 0.0            | -22.4        |      |
| Co-constructer                            | 21    | 5      | 8    | 10.3           | -12.1        |      |
| Provider                                  | 7     | 12     | 5    | 2.0            | -20.4        |      |

Language use roles

| Learner                                   | 0     | 0      | 0    | 0.0            | -22.4        |      |
| User                                      | 0     | 0      | 0    | 0.0            | -22.4        |      |
| Provider                                  | 0     | 0      | 0    | 0.0            | -22.4        |      |
| Total                                     | 443   | 325    | 205  |                |              |      |

Corpora Sizes

|                  | 27038 | 26117 | 19656 |

Again, the tendencies observed in the impersonal modalized projection of identity roles differ from those of identity projection with first person pronouns. In Nausa (2016) two different roles *originator* and *co-constructer* were highly significant at \( p<0.0001 \) and also with high positive effect size values (see Table 10.2). In both studies, nonetheless, identity projection language choices are more frequent in high achievers’ OPs. Therefore, from both studies it can be concluded that in the projection of academic identity roles, high achievers more frequently
use personal pronouns to claim ownership over new generated knowledge (originator) and to facilitate the audience understanding (co-constructer). However, when it comes to expressing attributed disciplinary knowledge (representative-connoisseur) or taking specific stances (opinion-holder), the preferred choice is impersonal modalized realisations, probably, as argued above, as a face-saving strategy.

6.5.2.2. by discipline

In the disciplinary divide comparison (Table 6.3), recounter/announcer and opinion-holder not only exhibited high log likelihood values significant at $p<0.0001$, but also positive effect size Bayes Factor values indicating that there is very strong evidence against the null hypothesis (impersonal identity projection with modalized expressions does not correlate with the discipline of the person expressing modality). This is evidenced in the raw frequencies. Recounter/announcer modalized projections were four times as frequent in the hard-disciplines OPs (116) as in the soft-discipline OPs (28). Opinion-holder realisations, on the other hand, were almost twice as frequent in the soft disciplines (177) as in the hard disciplines (91).
Table 6.3. Raw frequency and significance analysis of impersonal modalized academic identity role realisations by discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic authorial stance roles</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>Log Likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recounter / Announcer</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion holder</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge provision roles

| Learner                              | 0    | 0    | 0.0            | -11.2        |
| Co-constructer                      | 15   | 19   | 0.5            | -10.7        |
| Provider                            | 15   | 9    | 1.5            | -9.7         |

Language use roles

| Learner                              | 0    | 0    | 0.0            | -11.2        |
| User                                | 0    | 0    | 0.0            | -11.2        |
| Provider                            | 0    | 0    | 0.0            | -11.2        |

Total 36579 36232

Interestingly, the same tendency is observed in my personal pronouns study of identity projection (Nausa, 2016). Recounter/announcer and opinion holder were also significant at p<0.0001 as expressed by log likelihood values (Table 3.4) and also exhibited high positive effect size values. Also, in both studies, the distribution by discipline was the same. Recounter/announcer projections were more frequent in the hard disciplines while opinion holder projections were more frequent in the soft disciplines.

As explained in the pronouns study, these tendencies can be accounted for considering the epistemological features of knowledge in hard and soft fields (Becher & Trowler, 2001). In their characterization of disciplines based on hard-soft/pure-applied dyads, the authors provide a conceptualization of the nature of knowledge in the hard and soft disciplines (Figure 6.4).
Opinion holder projections reflect several characteristics of knowledge in soft fields. Opinions are concerned with particular qualities, personal, based on values, and interpretative.

Recounter/announcer realisations convey the adherence to clear criteria for knowledge verification techniques defining of the hard sciences.

In brief, the distribution of personal and impersonal realisations in the expression of academic identity roles vary in the level of achievement comparisons but remain the same in the disciplinary ones. As discussed, high achievers show a preference for the use of pronouns to project originator and co-constructer roles while they use impersonal modalized constructions to project representative-connoisseur and opinion holder roles. Use of pronouns seem to indicate the need of interactive features to express what their contributions are and to facilitate the audience understanding of contents. Impersonal modalizations seem to allow high achievers to save face when it comes to express their opinions or to attribute the origin of the contents they
use to others. In the disciplinary comparisons, the nature of the knowledge used in the discipline appeared to be the defining factor. Soft discipline students use personal and impersonal realisations to express opinions while hard science students use personal and impersonal realisations to express adherence to disciplinary knowledge production precepts.

The following section focuses on how impersonal modalized projections are used in the projection of identity roles.

6.6. Discourse analyses: impersonal academic identity projection

This section presents the typical patterns and the discourse functions of the identity roles that were determined to significantly discriminate among levels of achievement (opinion-holder and representative) and disciplines (recounter/announcer and representative). Although the purpose is to provide a qualitative discourse account of language choices with examples from the corpus, normalised frequencies will be used to make comparisons between the subcorpora and to determine what specific modals, adverbs, and modal-like expressions are preferred in the projection of identity roles.

6.6.1. By level of achievement

The academic identity roles that exhibit the highest log likelihood and Bayes Factor Approximation (BIC) values are opinion holder (19.20) and representative (11.76).

6.6.1.1. Opinion holder

Opinion holder is the first recurrent role in the oral corpus with 268 (out of 973) realisations and the one with greatest log likelihood value in the level of achievement
comparisons. The most frequently used linguistic devices in its expression are modals (12.8), adverbs (9.9), and adjectives + that/to (7.0) patterns as observed in the normalised per 10,000 words frequencies (Table 6.4). In the three cases, high achievers more frequently used these three resources than medium and low achievers.

Table 6.4. Modal and modal-like raw and normalised (N) frequencies in the expression of the opinion holder role

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Modal s</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Adverbs</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Noun + (that / to)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Verb s + (that / to)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Adjectives + (that / to)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Corpus size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>27038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>26117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>19656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>72811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When modal verbs were used in impersonal projections of opinion holder, the modality types that were frequent in its expression were probability (could, would), possibility (can, could), obligation (should, must), necessity (need, must), and ability (can).

(21) The models represent the counter reality, eh and it would be a suggestion it would be interesting development eh a solution that support [fs] the solution to support the interacting of the model and metamodel in this particular context because eh it is a problem that emerge. (S-M-INGE-6)

(22) This is important because the people can interact with the nature and to learn to respect the life in all scales. (S-H-CBIO-2)

(23) The information in any kind of of format, for example in paper, in digital information, all all kind of of information should be accessible for the citizens. (S-M-CPOL-2)

(24) The problem is that the current standard tools that eh does eh don’t support the breaking eh of this conformity and in these eh tools eh the conformity always must be guaranteed and this is a a really problem in the in this eh kind of projects. (S-M-INGE-6)

(25) Eh an additional problem is [fs] can be solved by molecular recognition is the human health. (S-H-CQUI-1)
According to Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2014) description of orientation, modal verbs are implicit subjective realisations of modalities. They are implicit, for they are within the proposition they modalize; they are subjective because the choice of a modal verb construes the proposition as modalized by the speaker/writer. It can then be argued that subjective orientations are at the core of authorial stance identity construction.

The use of adverbs in impersonal modalized projections of opinion holder include the expression of probability (increasingly, only, simultaneously, obviously, necessarily), obligation (illegally, incorrectly), usuality (usually), and possibility (really, unfortunately, badly).

(26) So the first challenge is [reading 3] globalization means a new social and economic and political order that necessarily presupposes a close relationship among different countries [reading 3]. (S-H-EDUC-1)

(27) In developed and underdeveloped countries, the union between public policy and entrepreneurship is a powerful tool for promoting economic growth. Doing it incorrectly can have devastating consequences for modern capitalist society. (S-H-ADMIN-2)

(28) Eh and the conclusion eh is that eh usually the enterprise architecture projects analyze the reality of the enterprise through one model eh that is based in eh one metamodel and the model represent the abstract of the [fs] the abstraction of the reality. (S-M-INGE-6)

(29) The problem is unfortunately compliance with family obligation and work obligation create conflict between both roles, situation known as work family conflict. (S-L-ADMIN-1)

Adverbs are implicit objective realisations of modality (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). In their use, presenters construe stances not as their own, but as somebody else’s or as guided by an external moral-ethical code (objective). However, this seems to apply to examples 26-88 but not to 29. In 26 – 28, modalizations seem to be out of the speaker’s judgement or human control.
The expression of personal opinion in these sentences seem to be not only in the adverbs but also in other words (challenge, means, presupposes, powerful, promoting, devastating, conclusion, etc). In 29, the adverb unfortunately is hardly conceivable as something objective. Its use is arguably a subjective realisation of modality.

Finally, the third type of opinion holder realisation is ADJ that/to patterns. These include the expression of probability (clear that, true that), necessity (necessary that, important that, necessary to), possibility (possible to, impossible to, difficult to) and ability (able to). A number of sentences containing these constructions include it is projecting clauses. However, as it is common in this student population, the grammatical subject it was sometimes elided, probably because of Spanish not having this type of grammatical subject for projecting clauses.

(30) So eh this eh statement eh made by Fisher and Reuber in 2003 makes [fs] makes us clear that eh developed countries are already on the way of foster high growth firms. (S-H-ADMI-2)
(31) So, what do we need to answering this question? So [fs] then, [reading 6] is necessary to analyse plant consumption and dispersal patterns [reading 6], and what kind of data do we need. (S-H-CBIO-6)
(32) So, [reading 2] the good thing is that it is possible making wise choices among the huge range a [fs] that market offers [reading 2]. (S-H-ANTR-2)
(33) As a result of this kind of reparation, Unión Patriótica was able to participate in 2014 political elections with its president Aida Avella, if you remember she was the vice-president of the Polo Democrático alternative with Clara López the last year, and Unión Patriótica will be able to do the same in 2018 elections with another candidate. (S-H-DERE-2)

All cases of ADJ that/to constructions construe modality as something objective. Some studies (e.g. Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2001) have found it V-link ADJ that constructions to be more typical of written academic discourse. I do not interpret this to be
something to criticize these students’ performances. On the contrary, what my study demonstrates is that they (high achievers) exhibit more semiotic choices to express their ideas.

In summary, modals, adverbs, and ADJ *that/to* constructions are useful in the expression of strong authorial role positions (*opinion-holder*). Modalities in the expression of this role include probability, possibility, obligation, necessity and usuality. Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) concept *orientation* is useful in explaining whether the expression of modality is implicit or explicit. However, when it comes to defining whether a realisation is subjective or objective, sometimes it is not clear whether subjectivity refers to the inclusion of the *opinion holder* in the modalizing expressions. If this was the case, none of the chosen sentences could be considered as subjective given that this chapter focuses on impersonal projections. However, as was discussed in the case of adverbs, described by the authors as objective realisations, cases like *unfortunately* are arguably a subjective way of judging content.

### 6.6.1.2. Representative-connoisseur

Normalised (x 10,000 words) frequencies (Table 6.5) show that adverbs (24.7), modal verbs (13.7), and VERB *that/to* constructions (11.7) are the most recurrent linguistic mechanisms in these identity projections. Adverbs and VERB *that/to* constructions are more frequently used in high-rated OPs than in medium and low rated OPs. Modal normalised frequency uses are notably lower for low-rated OPs (3.7).
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Table 6.5. Modal and modal-like raw and normalised (N) frequencies in the expression of the representative role

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mo N</th>
<th>Adv N</th>
<th>N Noun</th>
<th>Verb N</th>
<th>Adj N</th>
<th>Total N</th>
<th>Corpus sizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Common modalities in representative-connoisseur projections include probability (probably, basically), usuality (usually, constantly), ability (biologically, quickly, completely) and possibility (intentionally, voluntarily). Adverbs in these modalities are placed in clause final position or before main verbs.

(34) *It’s the same thing in agriculture, for example, if the temperature of humidity is high or low the crops maybe or probably will be lost.* (S-H-INGE-1)
(35) *in addition most people usually spend more time, a [fs] spend more money in order to get a eh college diploma.* (S-H-ECON-3)
(36) *Ok, eh the construction was planned in 1849 but it took almost 30 years to get built completely, why?* (S-M-HIST-2)
(37) *Eh, if we use this model to understand self-deception, self-deceivers intentionally get themselves to believe P while knowing or truly believing no P.* (S-H-PSIC-1)

Modal verbs are the second recurrent device in impersonal representative-connoisseur projections. Possibility (can, could, may), ability (can), and probability (can, could, will) are the most commonly expressed modalities. Modals appear in active and passive impersonal constructions.
The third recurrent device in modalized representative-connoisseur projections is VERB to/that constructions. These are mainly used to express probability. Because the representative-connoisseur role implies the expression of others’ modalizations, the most common patterns include activity verbs (show that), communication verbs (say that), and copula BE (is that). Also, because they are not part of the content they modalize, the way they express modality is explicit. VERB to patterns are not frequent.

(38) when you try to characterize characterize the the endomorphism for this extension is the multiplication, but the problem can can be divided in two sub problems. (S-L-MATE-2)

(39) this is a a perfect example that both traffic or eh dolphins watch activities, local (intelligible) or or control could eh or have eh negative effects to long term and the population declined to the time. (S-H-CBIO-5)

(40) Eh, for example [reading 10] if a person badly wants X but knows or feels that X cannot be true, it has evidence about that, then the person can activate a cognitive process in which he can avoid the true or evidence [reading 10]. (S-H-PSIC-1)

The third recurrent device in modalized representative-connoisseur projections is VERB to/that constructions. These are mainly used to express probability. Because the representative-connoisseur role implies the expression of others’ modalizations, the most common patterns include activity verbs (show that), communication verbs (say that), and copula BE (is that). Also, because they are not part of the content they modalize, the way they express modality is explicit. VERB to patterns are not frequent.

(41) Several rese research investigation has shown that eh host-guest complex can be eh recharged at least a hundred more cycles than a single metal. (S-H-CQUI-1)

(42) Eh consejo de Estado says that those requirements, the minimum number of citizens, for example 3,000 people were impossible to accomplish accomplish eh to Unión Patriótica, why? (S-H-DERE-2)

(43) The other the other question is that if you keep a lot of inventory, then if the products deteriorate with the time, then you’re gonna be loss of ways, and then your costs are gonna be high, so you need a balance. (S-H-INGE-7)

(44) This eh criteria is eh what companies use to try to win a contract with the Colombian state. (S-H-INGE-2)
There are some differences among the patterns too. *Show* and *say that* are used to attribute (Sinclair, 1988) the modalization to somebody else (e.g. an author, an institution, a theory, previous studies). The *is that* pattern, however, tends to collocate with noun phrases that refer to what Hunston (2011) refers to as *status labels*. Hunston explains status as the “…identification, on named criteria, of categories of objects, and the labelling of each object according to the category it belongs to.” (p. 30). Hunston proposes as examples of status labels FACT, HYPOTHESIS, SUPPOSITION, and the like. This concept is important in the expression of *representative-connoisseur*. Being able to appropriately use status words to mark propositional content as an epistemological object is something that is expected of a person who belongs to a given academic community. Some of the NPs that work as a status labels and tend to collocate with *is that* pattern include CONCEPT OF, TOPIC, QUESTION, PROBLEM, SOLUTION, IDEA. This pattern is also present in other academic identity roles; in the process of analysis it was sometimes difficult to define whether the authorial stance expressed was strong (as in *opinion holder*) or just indicative of knowledge of content as in *representative-connoisseur*.

To sum up, quantitative analyses show that the variety of devices for this role expression are indicative of the levels. Low achievers, for example, exhibit fewer sentences expressing these roles, and sentences in turn exhibit fewer modalization mechanisms. Discourse analyses show that an important difference between the impersonal expression of *representative-connoisseur* and *opinion-holder* is the modalization of content as disciplinary (objective-attributed) or as specific positions taken towards such content (subjective-averred).
6.6.2. **By discipline**

In the disciplinary divide, the academic identity roles with the highest log likelihood (LL) and Bayes Factor Approximation (BIC) values are *recounter announcer* (LL: 56.9 / BIC: 45.7) and *opinion holder* (LL: 28.9 / BIC: 17.7). Values in both cases indicate that frequency differences are highly significant \( p < 0.0001 \) and there is very strong evidence against possible null hypotheses.

6.6.2.1. **Recounter/announcer**

In the general corpus, *recounter-announcer* is the third most recurrent role. There are 144 out of 973 modalized sentences that invoke the role whose main trait is the allegiance to methodological procedures in the disciplines. As expected, this role is more frequently projected in the hard-disciplines sub-corpus (31.7) than in the soft-disciplines one (7.7) confirming the tendency I reported in module 2 (Nausa, 2016) in which *recounter/announcer* projections with first person pronouns are more recurrent in the hard disciplines. The devices that are repeatedly used in these identity projections per ten thousand words (Table 6.6) are modals (12.4) and ADJ *that/to* (2.6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.6. Modal and modal-like raw and normalised frequencies in the expression of the <em>recounter/announcer</em> role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modals</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Modals and ADJ that/to realisations refer to actions that people in academic fields are capable of doing, need to do, or can choose to do to generate knowledge that is accepted in such communities. Also, they may refer to the steps, stages, or conditions that have to be met before proceeding to other research related actions.

Firstly, use of modals in recounter/announcer realisations include deontic meanings such as ability (can), necessity (must, should), and possibility (can), expressed in active and passive constructions.

(45) **non-linear mathematical models** can identify when the energy losses and improve this subsistent in the car. (S-L- INGE-1)

(46) The abstraction pro process of this eh of this metamodel it is not easy like the like the example in the real in the real life because there are a lot of elements, there are a lot of of aspects that could that eh must be eh must be analyse and the relation in this element is very complica complicated. (S-M- INGE-6)

(47) Eh the in-depth interview eh don’t have [fs] doesn’t doesn’t have eh questions eh eh but the interviewer eh can keep in mind eh different topics to interview, to question. (S-M- EDUC-2)

Secondly, ADJ that/to patterns include the expression of almost the same modalities necessity (necessary that/to, important that/to), possibility (possible that/to, easy to, difficult to), but not ability. Like modal realisations, they refer to aspects of research procedures in the fields.

(48) because the populations living in highlands are particularly unknown, the [fs] the groups are [fs] are no habitual to the researchers, which makes harder to follow them and get data from them, and also because the floristic composition in mountains are quite different from [fs] to the lowlands, so is important to know what are the relations up there. (S-H-CBIO-6)

(49) For the coordination occur need electron non-bonding pairs. Be eh [fs] in this case eh the pyrazole have two electron non-bonding pair in the site occur the combination or union with copper. **Is very important that these molecules have electron non-bonding pair** (S-M-CQUI-1)
These realisations are objective-explicit (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) and although they have been found to be more common in written discourse (Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2001), they are effectively used in the expression of the role. They arguably prove that these EFL students bring to the classroom rhetorical knowledge that comes from their fields. Of course, as can be observed in some of the examples, they could benefit from feedback that points out common errors (e.g. dropping of *it*, inflection of past participle verbs in passive constructions and the like).

### 6.6.2.2. Opinion holder

As pointed out above, this is the most frequent role in the oral corpus comparisons and the second with the greatest log likelihood and effect size values in the disciplinary divide comparisons. Recurrent devices in its expression are modals (12.8), adverbs (9.9), and ADJ *that/to* patterns (7.0). In the level of achievement comparisons, high achievers more frequently use these language traits; here in the disciplinary comparisons, soft-discipline PhD researchers use almost twice as many realisations as hard-discipline researchers as observed in the normalised frequencies (Table 6.7). A look at raw and normalised frequencies of the three language traits shows the tendency of soft fields to use them more frequently. For specific examples see 21 – 33 in section 6.6.1.1.
Table 6.7. Modal and modal-like raw and normalised frequencies in the expression of the opinion holder role

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Modals</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Adverbs</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Noun (that / to)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Verb (that / to)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Adjectives (that / to)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Corpus size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>36579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>36232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>72811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, opinion-holder projections are more frequent in the soft-field sub-corpus (48.9) than in the hard-field one (24.7), almost twice as much, again confirming the tendency reported in (Nausa, 2016), in which I found opinion-holder projections with first person pronouns to be more recurrent in the soft disciplines.
6.7. Conclusion

This chapter has analysed the projection of academic identity roles in the OPs of Colombian PhD researchers in an EAP class. More specifically, the chapter focused on how presenters projected their academic selves with the use of modals, adverbs, and modal-like expressions in impersonal realisations. As such, the chapter has attempted to answer the following questions:

- **Tendencies**: what are the tendencies in impersonal expressions of modality in the oral presentations of Colombian PhD researchers as observed in their use of modals and some modal-like (Hunston, 2011) expressions?

- **Identity roles**: What identity roles are projected when presenters express modality in impersonal constructions? How does the impersonal projection of identity roles compare with personal projections?

- **Level of achievement**: What are the differences in the impersonal projection of identity among high, medium and low-rated presentations?

- **Disciplinary divide**: What are the differences in the impersonal projection of identity between hard-discipline and soft-discipline researchers?

- **Personal and impersonal realisations**: How do these tendencies (by level and disciplines) compare with the tendencies in identity projections with personal pronouns?

The following is a summary of the answers to the questions (see Table 6.8):
**Tendencies:** Out of the 973 sentences containing impersonal modalizations, modals and adverbs accounted for 64% of the cases and modal-like constructions for 36%. The higher incidence of modals and adverbs can have two explanations that are not necessarily consistent. First, the preference for modals and adverbs could be due to the instruction students at this level (A2 and B1) have received. However, and this is the second explanation, the higher frequency of these devices could be explained by the nature of the task (oral presentation). Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) have found modals and adverbs to be more interpersonal and congruent (as opposed to metaphorical) expressions of modality. In general, congruent realisations are more typical of oral discourse.

**Identity roles:** 94% of the realisations convey academic authorial stance identities, while only a 6% conveys knowledge provision ones, and 0% convey language use identity roles. In personal projections (Nausa, 2016), 72.5% express academic identities, 25% express knowledge provision identities, and 2.47% express language use identities. The higher incidence of academic roles expressed by impersonal realisations might be because these roles are less interactional in nature than knowledge provision or language roles. In knowledge provision roles, students address the audience in a way that new knowledge is perceived as given or co-constructed. In language use roles, students ask for help, teach new expressions, or demonstrate that they can deal with language breakdowns.

**Level of achievement:** *opinion holder* and *representative* are the roles that more significantly discriminate among students. Modals and adverbs are frequent in both roles; *ADJ that/to in opinion holder* and *VERB that/to in representative*. These frequencies were expected since adjectives seem an appropriate choice in the expression of opinions and verbs (communication and mental) in the report of others’ ideas. Also, as expected, these roles are
more frequent in high-rated OPs; these OPs also exhibit the use of more types of modalizations, resources to express them, and associated discourse functions. In comparison to Nausa (2016), it is observed that the roles change. The most significant roles in the pronouns study were *guide*, *originator* and *co-constructer*. Given that *guide* and *co-constructer* imply interaction with the audience, personal pronouns seem to be a congruent choice. In the *you-audience* study (5.6.1) the mirror image roles coincide with the ones in my second module study: *guide-tourist, originator-innovation user*. *Co-constructer* does not significantly discriminate among levels of oral achievement in the *you-audience* study.

**Disciplinary divide:** the roles that co-relate with the disciplinary divide are *recounter/announcer* and *opinion-holder*. Frequent linguistic resources in *co-constructer* are modals and ADJ *that/to* patterns and, in *opinion-holder*, modals, adverbs, and ADJ *that/to*. *Recounter/announcer* realisations are more frequent in hard-discipline OPs and express modalities referring to research actions that are necessary, obligatory, or optional to achieve research goals. *Opinion holder* realisations are more frequent in the soft-field OPs and include modalities that refer to how students position in regard to existing knowledge in their disciplines or the contexts related to them (probability, possibility, obligation, and the like). Interestingly, I also reported these roles as statistically significant in the frequency comparisons in my pronouns study. In the *you-audience* study (chapter 5), the *research apprentice-role* (the *recounter-announcer* role mirror image) was also found to be statistically significant in the disciplinary comparisons.

This study confirms several of the findings in similar studies on identity projection-modalization (Kobayashi, 2006; Morita, 2000; Zareva, 2013; Zareva, 2012). However, this study differs from those in its narrower focus on impersonal realisations and the inclusion of tests that
account for statistical significance and effect size. It also includes comparison variables not considered in the abovementioned studies: level of achievement, disciplines, PhD-level, and the analysis of modality from a discourse perspective. Additionally, this study continues to use and enrich Tang and John's (1999) taxonomy that has been successfully used in the authorial stance analysis of first person (Nausa, 2016; Zareva, 2013) and second person identity projections (CHAPTER 5).
### Table 6.8. Summary of findings impersonal modality study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Identity role (Log likelihood and Bayes Factor)</th>
<th>Modal and modal-like expressions (normalised frequencies *10,000)</th>
<th>Over use (↑) or under use (↓)</th>
<th>Modalities</th>
<th>Discourse functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opinion holder</strong> (LL: 19.2/BF: -3.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Probability: could, would, increasingly, only, simultaneously, obviously, necessarily, clear that, true that; Possibility: can, could; Obligation: should, must, illegally, incorrectly; Necessity: need, must, necessary that, important that, necessary to; Ability: can, able to; Usuality: usually</td>
<td>Own judgement of (averred): Previous research, Theories, Common knowledge, Importance of own study, Future research venues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative</strong> (LL: 11.7/BF: -10.6)</td>
<td>Adverbs (24.7)</td>
<td>High rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Probability: probably, basically, show that, say that, STATUS NOUN + is that; Usuality: usually, constantly; Ability: biologically, quickly, completely; Inclination: intentionally, voluntarily</td>
<td>Expression of other authors, theories, paradigms, etc (attribution): Concepts, Ideas, Theories, etc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recounter/announcer</strong> (LL: 56.9/BF: -45.7)</td>
<td>Modals (12.4)</td>
<td>High rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Ability: can; Necessity: must, should, necessary that/to, important that/to; and Possibility: can, possible that/to, easy to, difficult to</td>
<td>Expression of methodological procedures that… other researchers in the field know need to be followed are possibilities… to generate new knowledge or achieve research goals in disciplines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opinion holder</strong> (LL: 28.9/BF: 17.7)</td>
<td>See row 2</td>
<td>See row 2</td>
<td>See row 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART II: MAKING CONTENT EASY FOR THE AUDIENCE
CHAPTER 7

IN THIS CASE…: INCLUSION OF CODE GLOSSES

7.1. Introduction: code glosses as a mark of high oral achievement

In module 1 (Nausa, 2015) I conducted a pilot study whose purpose was to identify linguistic traits of the English written and spoken by the group of Colombian PhD researchers analysed in this thesis. The study focused on the strategies that students use to transition from written (essays) to spoken (oral presentations) discourse to express the same content. Level of achievement was the variable that was considered in the analysis of 8 pairs of essays and OPs (each pair by the same author) expressing the same content. Two groups were compared: 4 high and 4 low-achievers. Four mechanisms to modify written content were found: modifications to SVO clause structure, reduction of heavily modified NPs, changes to the expression of modality, and code glosses. The main finding in that study was that the four mechanisms and related sub-mechanisms were more consistently used (grammatically and pragmatically) by high achievers. Nonetheless, one of the limitations was that the findings were inconclusive given the small corpus and the lack of more consistent corpus and statistics procedures. Chapters 7 and 8 seek to remedy these limitations. This chapter focuses on code gloss use but only in the OPs as a mechanism that is used to make the content accessible to a non-expert audience.

The purpose of this chapter is to determine whether the distribution of code glosses correlates with the variables in the analysis of this population: level of achievement and disciplines. The chapter attempts to answer the following questions:
1. **Code glosses**: what are the tendencies in the use of code glosses in the OPs of Colombian PhD researchers?

2. **Level of achievement**: What are the differences in the use of code glosses among high, medium and low-rated presentations?

3. **Disciplinary divide**: What are the differences in the use of code glosses between hard-discipline and soft-discipline researchers?

7.2. **Code glosses: an interactional and interactive type of metadiscourse**

Code glosses are one type of *metadiscourse*. Metadiscourse has been defined as the commentary made by discourse producers to help their intended audience understand what they say or write (Hyland, 2017). Vande Kopple (1985) proposed seven types of metadiscourse which can be classified into SFL’s textual and interpersonal metafunctions (Hyland, 2007). Textual metadiscourse (1) helps the audience understand the organization and connection of different types of a discourse, (2) the meaning of elements in text, (3) the authorship (or attribution) of ideas, and (4) the author’s epistemological evaluation of what is said. With interpersonal metadiscourse, authors indicate to the audience (5) the type of action that they are performing as discourse unfolds, (6) their deontic attitude to what is said, and (7) the fact that they are directly addressing the audience. In a similar vein, Thompson (2001) proposes two types of resources that writers use to interact with their readers and that (Hyland, 2005) interpreted as metadiscourse: interactive and interactional. Interactive metadiscourse controls the flow of information and guides the reader through discourse. Interactional resources, on the other hand, have the purpose of engaging the audience in the reasoning process happening as the text unfolds. For Vande Kopple (1985) code glosses are a type of textual metadiscourse, for they are
mainly used to provide definitions of units in text. For Thompson (2001), code glosses perform an interactive role. However, Hyland (2005, 2007) argues that in addition to the textual metafunction suggested by Vande Kopple (1985), or the interactive role proposed by Thompson (2001), code glosses are also used in an interactional fashion in which text producers anticipate ways in which their message could create a processing burden for their audience and find ways to make it clear and easy to process.

This is the definition of code glosses that I adopt in this research: code glosses are units that refer to other portions of discourse used to help the audience in anticipation to potential comprehension pitfalls. The following is a description of the different types of code glosses; examples from the corpus are included to illustrate the code glosses.

7.3. Types of code glosses

The current study follows Hyland (2007) in proposing two general types of code glosses: reformulations and exemplifications.

7.3.1. Reformulations

Reformulations restate a previous unit from a different point of view, elaborate on it, or emphasize it. There are two subcategories: expansions and reductions.

7.3.1.1. Expansions

*Expansions* clarify a previously expressed idea. One type of expansion is *explanations*. Explanations can either introduce a technical term that refers to a previous idea or add a definition to a previous term. Sometimes what is introduced is a new nuance of meaning for a
known word. Expansions are introduced by markers such as *that is, known as, called* and
*referred to as.*

(1) *(Domotic system) is frequently called [Intelligent home] where owners can control
every device in their house only with a click from a computer or a phone call.*
(W-H-INGE-1)

The second type of expansion is *implication.* Implications provide a conclusion derived
from a previous unit and are frequently introduced by markers like *this implies that* and *this
means that.*

### 7.3.1.2. Reductions

*Reductions* is the second kind of reformulation. They limit the scope of a previous idea;
there are two subtypes: paraphrase and specification.

(2) *Secondly, (these reparations are a product of our own context of armed conflict.)*

*This implies that [political collective reparations are a Colombian product, and a
unique experience around the world.]* (W-H-DERE-2)

*Paraphrases* provide a summary of what was previously expressed with markers like *that
is, in other words, and put another way.*

22 The following conventions are used in the sample sentences. Parenthesis are used to mark the unit that
is elaborated; angular parentheses for the code glosses, and bold type for the expressions that introduce
the gloss. It is important to set the distinction between the linguistic marker and the actual code gloss. It is
common to find reports that confuse the markers of code glosses with the code glosses themselves.
The other type of reduction is specification. Specifications add details that restrict the interpretation of a previous unit. Specifically and in particular are expressions that introduce specifications.

4 Despite this consensus, among the returns to education literature (there are different perspectives which try to explain the relationship between education and salary in terms of years and quality of education.) In particular, [there are two main theories which explain the positive effects of education on wages: human capital and signalling.] (W-H-ECON-3)

7.3.2. Exemplifications

The second type of gloss that Hyland proposes is exemplification. Exemplifications provide ways to interpret ideas that are close to knowledge or prior experience. Hyland (2007) describes three kinds of examples: category instantiations, parallel or similar cases, and rule instantiations.

Category instantiations present members or subclasses of general classes of things and are commonly introduced by such as and like.

5 And the community are suff are suffering of 22 kinds of (diseases) such as [asphyxia, eh asthma, eh bronchitis, skin rashes and fungi.] (S-M-INGE-10)
Parallel cases can be presented in the form of similar cases, analogies, or metaphors and are introduced by markers like *like*.

(6) *We can have a lot of other universes. And each of one [fs] each of these universes have a lot of different actions to talk about the decision. All of (these actions) are like [parallel universes] because if we choose one of this, all of the other universes cannot be possible for us.* (S-H-INGE-2)

The third type provides rules for a general law or precept and is introduced by expressions like *for example* or *for instance*.

(7) *(There is a growing recognition of the complex interplay of mind and physical body and the contribution of environmental factors and emotion to the development of disease.) For instance [we can see how the links between economic status and social stress, smoking and low birth weight, health and social capital, have complex cultural constructs and interpretative frameworks.]* (W-M-ANTR-1)

The types of code glosses and some of their markers are summarized in *Figure 7.1*, which I used for my previous study (Nausa, 2015, 2018). This taxonomy is based on Hyland's (2007) lists of code glosses markers.
7.4. Previous research on code glosses in academic oral discourse

Research on code glosses in English academic discourse is commonly found as metadiscourse research and has mainly focused on written genres like argumentative responses in advanced EAP writing (Basturkmen & Randow, 2014) or PhD theses (Bunton, 1999). Most research is comparative in nature and focuses on variation across disciplines (Hyland, 1998), time and disciplines (Hyland & Jiang, 2018), genres and disciplines (Bondi, 2005); NS and NNS undergraduate (T. Li & Wharton, 2012); business management (Murillo, 2012), economics (Valero-Garcés, 1996) and sales promotion (Vergaro, 2004) writing, among others. Code glosses have also been studied in academic posters, a written genre that is used within OPs, in aspects such as the orchestrated use with visual resources by native speakers from different disciplines (D’Angelo, 2011), or comparing NS and NNS in the construction of arguments and the elaboration of interpretations in medicine (Talebinejad & Ghadyani, 2012).

In oral academic discourse, code glosses research has seen studies in instructors and students’ discourses. Examples of code glosses research in instructors’ use of English include the
analysis of lecture comprehension by learners (Aguilar & Arnò, 2002) or its role and use in the classroom (Bu, 2014; J. Lee & Subtirelu, 2015).

Like the reported tendency on other linguistic-discourse phenomena, only a few studies on the use of code glosses in OPs have surfaced. These studies have mainly focused on EFL tertiary education contexts and include the analysis of metadiscourse (code glosses included) in the light of the quality of Chinese majors’ oral production (Rui & Xin, 2009). This study demonstrated a correlation between the score obtained and the amount of metadiscourse used. Another study on metadiscourse by Italian advanced learners of English in OPs (Alessi, 2005) found a low use of code glosses as reflected in the avoidance of traditional markers such as which means, which the author explains as due to the familiarity between the presenters and the small class audience. Finally, Nausa (2015, 2018) in an analysis of the mechanisms that PhD-level Colombian researchers used to transition from written to oral discourse, identified the inclusion of code glosses as one of the mechanisms that high achievers (compared to low achievers) more consistently used, which is in agreement with Rui and Xin’s (2009) findings. Also, like Alessi (2005), Nausa found that traditional code gloss markers were avoided. In some cases, students introduced reformulations and examples without a marker or introduced an explanation with markers traditionally used for other functions (e.g. because) for the OP audience.

The study in this chapter seeks to fill some found gaps. The first is the obvious lack of studies in this area of oral academic discourse. Another is the absence of studies for Spanish speaking EFL populations, more specifically at PhD researcher level. Apart from the studies on these populations, this study will provide information about the use of code glosses with the two main variables in this thesis: levels of achievement and disciplines.
7.5. Methods

This section explains the procedures to identify code glosses, prepare the corpus, and remedy some of the limitations in the first approach to code glosses in the pilot study (Nausa, 2015, 2018).

7.5.1. Update of the list of code gloss markers

The update of the list of code markers used in this study included the identification of new ones and the reclassification of others. 1357 sentences containing code gloss markers were identified in the 72811-token oral corpus. The identification was performed in two stages: use of previously reported code gloss markers and identification and inclusion of new ones.

In the first stage, I used the code gloss markers list in Figure 7.1. Although originally used to analyse written academic discourse (Hyland, 2005, 2007), the list was useful in the retrieval and identification of sample sentences containing code glosses.

The original list underwent two main kinds of changes. One, some expressions (e.g. indeed, put another way) were not found in the corpus, so they were left out of the final taxonomy. Second, other expressions like or, like, and for example were found to perform other types of code gloss functions than the ones originally proposed by Hyland. Or, for example, was found to be used to introduce explanations and paraphrases (Figure 7.2).
7.5.2. Selection of sentences for analysis and data clean-up

A series of procedures in two stages were used to avoid over-estimation of frequencies and to identify further mechanisms to introduce code glosses.

In the clearing stage, the following cases were removed. First, sentences that contained code gloss markers occurring at a false start and then abandoned,

(8) ... of all the world and can and permit establish different \textit{eh [fs] or the eh [fs]} the five major population groups that \textit{eh [fs] that today we know}. (S-M-CBIO-1)

Second, sequential repetitions in which the code gloss marker occurs more than once:

(9) \textit{their strategies eh supported by eh armed actors or narcotrafic, or some [fs] or s [fs] or different undemocratic actors. And you can find in other} (S-M-CPOL-1)
This case with three tokens of or was considered as one. The other generated concordance lines were eliminated and not considered in the calculations.

Finally, sentences containing code glosses with words transcribed as unintelligible:

(10) ... the chief has access to best food and the [fs] and for example the (unintelligible) or the corn or the others, but this case is a little criticized by... (S-M-ANTR-3)

In the second stage, I did a cross-check by reading through 20 oral presentation transcripts to spot any code gloss markers or mechanisms missing. Six new markers/mechanisms were identified. These were added to the list presented in Figure 7.2; the new markers have an asterisk (*). Three are chunks like the ones in the original taxonomy: kind of, in this case, not only... (but also). The others come as complete clauses: what is/are + (art) + NOUN?, NOUN + THAT/WHICH relative clauses, and other rhetorical questions. The following are some examples of sentences containing these markers.
(11) For example, museums for examples (truth commission, for example give again the legal status to Unión Patriótica.) As a result of this kind of [reparation], Unión Patriótica was able to participate in 2014 political elections with its president Aida Avella (S-H-DERE-2)

(12) Then, eh the important feature of the problem is the next one: you can assign a number to the problem and (you can find some condition for that number), in this case [the number must be even, should be even], and this is the general procedure that uses algebraic topology for solve the problem. (S-H-MATE-2)

(13) but that's the problem in the eh work division, the majority of eh principals are men and (the majority of teachers are women), and that is not only [in the teaching profession] eh it is also [in eh banks...] (S-L-EDUC-2)

(14) we need to complete or define a process that can make an interaction between three processes that now are applied separately. These processes are: how the wave propagate in an heterogeneous media, an heterogeneous media is an (soil deposit) that is compound by different kind of materials. (S-H-INGE-6)

(15) Eh, (however, although the domestic violence is eh a multidimensional with eh sociocultural, eh historical, clinical, (intelligible) factors, there aren’t enough integral studies eh and there is a predominance of clinical or legal eh aspects.) What are the reasons for this problem? [There are many factors that difficult the study or the treatments of these problems.] (S-H-ANTR-3)

(16) So following this example and the literature, we can define a (high growth firm) as [reading3] a firm which doubles or triples its size in terms of sales and employees or jobs created in a period ranging from 5 to 7 years [reading3]. But eh [reading4] why are high grow firms so important? [reading4] [Ah at least we can list three reasons.] (S-H-ADMI-2)
The new markers are used to introduce reformulations: explanations and specifications.

No new markers were found for implications, paraphrases or the three kinds of examples.

50 randomly selected sentences including the markers in the definite list (Figure 7.3) were given to a colleague to classify them into the taxonomy of seven types of code glosses. Krippendorff’s alpha value was calculated for interrater agreement. The value (0.816) was found to be near perfect (see Table 3.7).

After the corpus preparation and classification validation procedures were completed, two types of statistical analyses were performed: frequency and significance to determine if there
were categories, subcategories, or specific markers that serve to represent the difference between the subcorpora in this study.

7.6. **Quantitative analyses**

The quantitative analyses of code glosses use among the subcorpora is presented at three different levels: general types (reformulations and exemplifications), subtypes (explanations, paraphrase), and specific code gloss markers (*this kind of, in particular*).

7.6.1. **Code glosses: reformulations and exemplifications**

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 present the general frequencies of use in the divides.

**Table 7.1. Code glosses use expressed in raw frequencies and percentages by level of achievement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reformulations</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exemplifications</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>576</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.2. Code glosses use expressed in raw frequencies and percentages by discipline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reformulations</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exemplifications</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>666</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General analysis by percentage shows that reformulations occurrences are twice as frequent as exemplifications (67.6% vs 32.4%). This tendency changed with the inclusion of the new markers, specifically *that/which* relative clauses, *kind of*, and *in this case*. Before their inclusion, exemplifications were as frequent as reformulations.
Frequency analyses seem to show a different picture for the achievement and disciplinary divides. In the levels divide, code glosses use by high achievers (42.4%) is higher than that of medium (35.7%) and low (21.8%) achievers. In the disciplinary divide, the differences are not as marked. Hard discipline students use 49.1% of code glosses, and soft-discipline students use 50.9%. The tendencies seem to remain the same in the analysis by the two code gloss types: reformulations and exemplifications.

Significance analyses (log likelihood); however, indicate whether those general observed frequencies are significant or not.

| Table 7.3. Significance analyses of code glosses use by level of achievement |
|-----------------------------------------------|-------|------|-------|--------|--------|
|                                | High  | Medium | Low  | log likelihood | Bayes Factor BIC |
| Reformulations                  | 396   | 323    | 199  | 18.90            | -3.49            |
| Exemplifications                | 180   | 162    | 97   | 6.00             | -16.39           |
| CGs Total                       | 576   | 485    | 296  | 24.32            | 1.93             |

| Table 7.4. Significance analyses of code glosses use by discipline |
|-----------------------------------------------|-------|-------|--------|--------|
|                                | Hard  | Soft  | Log Likelihood | Bayes Factor BIC |
| Reformulations                  | 451   | 467   | 0.45             | -10.74           |
| Exemplifications                | 215   | 224   | 0.28             | -10.92           |
| CGs Total                       | 666   | 691   | 0.73             | -10.47           |

In the levels of achievement divide, the frequency differences (log likelihood) among the corpora and the effect size (BIC) are significant for the use of code glosses in general. The effect size is reduced although the significance of the frequency difference is kept when reformulations and examples are analysed separately (see 3.4.2).

In the disciplinary divide, the frequency differences are not significant, nor is there positive evidence against the null hypotheses for code glosses in general and for their subcategories.
In order to identify whether these general tendencies in code gloss use remain the same at a closer look, I performed frequency and significance analyses at the following levels:

1. Types of reformulations and exemplifications
2. Specific markers of reformulations and exemplifications

7.6.2. Reformulations: explanations, implications, paraphrases, and specifications

Explanation (66.7%) and specification (25.2%) are the two most recurrent types of reformulation in the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implication</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrase</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>396</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implication</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrase</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>451</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A closer look at the frequencies between divides shows the general tendency of code gloss use. High and medium achievers use more reformulations than low achievers. Soft-discipline student use of reformulations (50.9%) does not outnumber hard-discipline use (49.1%).
To identify whether this frequency differences are significant at this level, significance analyses were performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implication</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>-20.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrase</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-21.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>-14.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>-3.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.8. Significance analyses of reformulations use by discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>Log Likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implication</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>-9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrase</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-10.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the levels of achievement divide (Table 7.7), the frequency differences are significant for explanations and specifications at $p<0.01$ (Table 3.4), but Bayes Factor negative values indicate that the frequency differences are not big enough to represent positive evidence against the null hypotheses.

In the disciplinary divide (Table 7.8), frequency differences are not significant $p>0.05$ (Table 3.4), nor is there positive evidence against null hypotheses (Table 3.5).

7.6.3. **Exemplifications: category instantiations, similar cases, and rule instantiations**

Tables 7.9 and 7.10 show that category (53.3%) and rule instantiation (33.9) are the two most recurrent types of exemplification in the corpus.
In the levels divide, high achievers use more exemplifications than medium and low achievers. In the disciplines divide, soft-discipline student use of exemplifications (51%) is close to hard-discipline use of the same devices (49%). At a finer scale, soft discipline students seem to prefer category instantiations (31.4% vs 21.9%) while hard discipline students seem to prefer the use of rule instantiations (19.4% vs 14.6%).

To identify whether these frequency differences are significant at the exemplification level, significance analyses were performed.

Table 7.11. Significance analyses of exemplifications use by level of achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>-16.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar case</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>-19.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>-15.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>-16.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.12. Significance analyses of exemplifications use by discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category Ins</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>-3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar Case</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>-8.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule Instantiation</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>-8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-10.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the levels of achievement divide (Table 7.11), the frequency differences are significant for category \((p<0.05)\) and rule instantiations \((p<0.01)\) (Table 3.4). The available evidence, on the other hand, is not positive against the null hypothesis as indicated by BIC values (Table 3.5).

In the disciplinary divide, the frequency differences of category instantiations are significant at \(p<0.01\), but the negative BIC values indicate that there is no positive evidence against the null hypothesis (i.e. frequency differences are significant but not big enough).

So far, the initial expectations have been confirmed: high achievers more frequently use code glosses while these devices use does not seem to be different among the disciplines. A closer look at the subcategories shows that reformulations in the form of explanations and specifications are the most recurrent types of code glosses used by this group of language learners, and the observed general tendency seems to remain the same: level of achievement, and not discipline, seems to be a more important factor in using code glosses. Significance analyses have shown that these differences can be significant (log likelihood values) but the available evidence (expressed as how big the frequency differences are) is probably not enough to reject the null hypotheses (BIC values).
7.6.4. Analysis by CG markers: frequency and significance analysis

This section focuses on the specific expressions that mark the presence of code glosses. This time the analysis focuses on raw frequencies and significance (Log Likelihood and Bayes Factor values), for they not only confirm the findings in the previous frequency analysis by percentages, but also serve as criteria for the selection of cases to report in the discourse analyses section. I have established a log likelihood value over 6.63 ($p < 0.01$). In none of the cases, there were positive BIC (effect size) values.

This analysis confirms that the frequency differences are statistically significant in the level of achievement opposition. This can be observed in Table 7.13 LL values for the explanation markers (this) kind of (8.61) and that/which relative clauses, the specification marker in particular (9.69), and the category instantiation marker like (17.52). An inspection of the raw values of these markers shows that they are more frequently used by high achievers, confirming the CG category analyses above.

In the disciplinary division, there is only one case that is above the established threshold: like (8.97) for specification. This use of like is more frequent in the soft disciplines subcorpus.
Table 7.13: Code gloss markers expressed in raw frequencies and Log likelihood (LL) and Bayes factor (BIC) values by level of achievement and discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Known as</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>-17.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>-8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Called</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>-18.17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>-9.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined as</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>-20.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>-9.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>-20.41</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-10.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>like</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>-20.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>-9.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(This) kind of</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>8.61</strong></td>
<td>-13.78</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-10.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative c</strong></td>
<td>124</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>59</td>
<td><strong>8.77</strong></td>
<td>-13.62</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-11.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>what is</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-21.50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-11.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>258</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>-12.90</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-11.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implication</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In other words</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>-20.99</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>-9.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>This means</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>-19.57</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-10.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>-20.40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>-9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paraphrase</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>That is to say</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>-17.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>-8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>-19.21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>like</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-22.03</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-21.46</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>more specifically</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-21.52</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>-8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>in particular</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>9.69</strong></td>
<td>-12.70</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>-9.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>-17.10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-10.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>in fact</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>-18.90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>specially</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>-19.84</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>-6.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>namely</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>-17.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>-8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>like</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-22.05</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>in this case</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-22.27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>-9.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>not only</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>-19.42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>-7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WH reth</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>-20.29</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-11.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>-14.49</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exemplification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category instantiation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>like</strong></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td><strong>17.52</strong></td>
<td>-4.87</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>-6.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>for example</strong></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>-20.75</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-11.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>such as</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-21.81</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-10.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>for instance</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>-18.43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>-8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>-16.47</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>-3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel similar case</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>like</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>-20.70</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>-8.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>similar to</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-21.30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-10.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>-19.24</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>-8.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following section presents examples of code glosses including the markers found to be significant. These examples will include explanations about why code glosses are a more common differentiating feature in the level of achievement than in the disciplinary divide.

7.7. Discourse analysis of code glosses

7.7.1. Explanations

Two markers were found to be statistically significant in the level of achievement comparison: (this)kind of and that/which relative clauses.

7.7.1.1. (This)kind of

This was a new marker in the stage of new markers identification. Explanations provide new terms or their definition either because terms are perceived to be new for the audience or the presenter needs to provide a field-specific nuanced definition. One common procedure in definitions is the specification of the general class to which the referent of the word belongs (Barnbrook, 2002). This class specification is performed with mechanisms such as the use of hyperonyms for the general class, the copula BE or the use of terms like kind of, type of, sort of etc.
(17) For example, museums for examples (truth commission, for example give again the legal status to Unión Patriótica.) As a result of this kind of [reparation], Unión Patriótica was able to participate in 2014 political elections with its president Aida Avella (S-H-DERE-2)

(18) Eh origin [Fs] originally the reinforcement [fs] reinforcement was asbestos due to low cost, fiber resistance, water lightness and light weight, and other useful properties. Eh the [fs] this kind of [product], the (fibrocement) today is consider a material physically suited for construction products and it have been demonstrate high [fs] high (fractural) and straight resistance. (S-H-INGE-5)

In (17) the speaker provides the term reparation to refer to the previous unit, an example of reparation. In (18) the unit being elaborated on (fibrocement) does not appear before the marker kind of. However, the use of kind of presents fibrocement as a product with the characteristics suitable for the modern construction industry.

7.7.1.2. That/which relative clauses

In addition to the use of the copula or expressions like this kind of + hyperonyms to specify the class a referent belongs to, definitions also provide the specific attributes that make the element being described different to other similar elements in the same class. These defining attributes are expressed through relative clauses. This has been referred to as definiendum (the term that needs to be defined) and definiens: class (hyperonym) plus specifier (the information that the relative clause provides) (Barnbrook, 2002).

(19) The second factor is (climatic change). Eh this is a (global phenomenon) [that is caused mainly by gases emission to atmosphere of cars, industries, eh deforestation.] (S-H-CBIO-2)
In (19), the speaker does not use a definition marker (e.g. *called*); however, she finds it necessary to define *climatic change* (sic). She does so by first specifying the class (global phenomenon) and a relative clause to provide the specific attribute that makes climate change different from other phenomena. In this sense, it could be argued that the use of adjective clauses to provide definitions could be considered both a case of explanation and specification.

As can be seen, the use of the two new markers of definitions makes sense in the context of the task on which this study is based: an OP for a non-expert audience. Given the instruction to share research with classmates, it is expected that presenters anticipate moments in which word meaning could create confusion. Probably, many of these definitions would not be provided if the talk was given to an expert audience. This tendency to align with the audience has previously been reported for the same population (Nausa, 2016) in which students invoked *knowledge-provider* or *co-constructer* identities.

### 7.7.2. Specifications

In specifications, the new unit presents characteristics to restrict previous units’ interpretation. This allows speakers to include previous units within a more narrowed scope (Hyland, 2007). In the crosscheck for new markers, I identified four new markers (see Figure 7.3); however, only one (*in particular*) was above the established threshold.

#### 7.7.2.1. *In particular*

Examples (20) and (21) illustrate the use of *in particular* in a high-rated and a middle-rated OPs.
In both cases the presenters use the marker to introduce how the topic being discussed needs to be narrowed down to a more specific scope. Although *in particular* should not be difficult for learners to use since it is predictably easy to transfer from the Spanish *en particular*, low-rated OPs showed a preference for other expressions such as *or* and *in this case*.

7.7.2.2. *Like*

This is the only case of code gloss marker whose frequency difference was significant in the disciplinary divide.

(20) *To have great [fs] a better idea, I’m gonna show you this map. The blue dots are the populations in lowlands, eh all of this area is part from the amazon. The red dot is one of the (populations at highlands), *in particular*, [the populations in Cueva de los guácharos.] (S-H-CBIO-6).

(21) *It means we [fs] the products [fs] the products of the memory eh can be analysed and discussed by different sectors and we can talk [fs] we could [fs] we can talk about [fs] about (the conflict) in [fs] *in particular* [about the causes, the origin, the actors, the impact, etc.] (S-M-EDUC-1)

Like is used to specify how *unión patriótica* and *collective subject* should be interpreted. This usage was mainly found in the soft-disciplines subcorpus. Students in these examples were
attempting to use *like* as *as*. This is a common transfer error; in Spanish several uses of *as* and *like* are expressed with the word *como*.

### 7.7.3. Category instantiations

To elaborate a previous unit, the speaker presents a new unit as an instantiation that represents the type of entity, event, or phenomenon referred to (Hyland, 2007).

Only one instantiation marker was found to be statistically significant: *like* (*p*<0.0001).

#### 7.7.3.1. Like

*Like* was found to be highly frequent in the high-achievers OPs and less frequent in medium-achiever OPs. Examples 24-26 illustrate its use in the three levels of achievement.

(24) *In (countries) like [Netherlands] poli [fs] like [the Netherlands], policy makers have chosen pol eh [fs] general policies* (S-H-ADMI-2)

(25) *Basically, the research problem is this, eh the monitory this program says that contribute to resolve eh structural (problems of the society), something like [economy problems, social problems], and its eh it [fs] broke a problems worse eh* (S-M-CPOL-3)

(26) *In conclusion from this viewpoint, research work developed by Agulhon and the other and the (other research) like [a Francoise Xavier Guerra] about the sociability eh category* (S-L-HIST-1)

These three cases are similar; they introduce members of a class of things (country-Netherlands; problems of society-economy problems, and researchers-Francoise Xavier Guerra). Apart from the frequency differences, the difference between the levels lie in the grammatical infelicities of the low-rated OP: the selection of the word form (*research* instead of *researcher*) and the lack of number agreement between the *other* and *research*. This is not to say that the
other OPs are not without errors or disfluencies, but the ones in (26) could be deemed as typical of a lower-level learner.
7.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, I have attempted to answer the following questions:

1. **Code glosses**: what are the tendencies in the use of code glosses in the OPs of Colombian PhD researchers?

2. **Level of achievement**: What are the differences in the use of code glosses among high, medium and low-rated presentations?

3. **Disciplinary divide**: What are the differences in the use of code glosses between hard-discipline and soft-discipline researchers?

**Code glosses**: in the preparation for analysis, new code gloss markers and mechanisms were identified and included in the inventory: the markers include *(this) kind of*, *in this case, not only… (but also)*. The mechanisms are *what is/are + art + NOUN?*, *NOUN + that/which* relative clauses, and other rhetorical questions. I set a distinction between markers and mechanisms, as code gloss markers have traditionally been conceived as chunks, not complete clauses. However, as it was demonstrated the new markers and mechanisms perform the rhetorical function of marking and introducing reformulations. This study also confirms the general finding in my pilot study (Nausa, 2015, 2018) that high achievers more consistently use code glosses as evidenced in their grammatical accuracy and pragmatic relevance.

**Level of achievement over disciplinary divide**: interestingly too, significance statistical analyses showed that the use of code glosses at any level (general taxonomy, categories, and specific, markers) was a discriminating factor of levels of achievement and not disciplines. In
other words, students with higher oral proficiency more consistently anticipated moments in which the audience could get confused and included explanations, clarifications and examples that guide them. The use of these resources reflects their sensitivity to context needs and the knowledge of a repertoire of options to mark the moments when reformulations or exemplifications are used.
Table 7.14: Summary of findings code glosses study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code glosses realisations (Log likelihood &gt;6.63 or under use p&lt;0.01)</th>
<th>Overuse (↑) or underuse (↓)</th>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Discourse functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(This) kind of (LL: 8.61) Relative clauses (LL: 8.77)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low rated OPs (↓)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Definiendum + definiens + specifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- This kind/sort/type of + HYPERONYM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- HYPERONYM that clause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technical vocabulary not known by audience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- field-specific nuanced definition of known terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification In particular (LL: 9.69)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- NP, in particular NP/PP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction of a discourse unit within a specific scope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exemplification (category instantiation) Like (LL: 17.52)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- HYPERONYM like hyponym</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- NP like NP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of instances to illustrate a previous unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary divide (hard vs soft)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification like (LL: 8.97)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft-field OPs (↑)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- NP like NP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction of a discourse unit within a specific scope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most cases should have used as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 8

*WE NEED EDUCATION*…: TRANSFORMING WRITTEN INTO ORAL CONTENT

8.1. Introduction: a follow-up study on the mechanisms to transition from written to oral discourse

As explained in 7.1, module 1 (Nausa, 2015) reports the first attempt to study the language of the oral presentations (OPs) of Colombian PhD researchers taking an EAP course. In that study, I analysed the strategies that students used during their OPs to modify and present contents that had originally been written in essays and how these strategies were useful marks in discriminating levels of oral performance in class: high vs low. I identified four types of mechanisms to transition from the written to the oral mode: (1) modifications to the SVO clause linear order, (2) reduction of heavily modified noun phrases (NPs), (3) changes to the expression of modality, and (4) inclusion of code glosses to elaborate on potentially problematic propositions. In all cases, high achievers were found to more consistently (grammatically and pragmatically) use the mechanisms. That study, however, had several limitations. One limitation was the small corpus, which made the findings indicative rather than conclusive. Another was the division of students between high and low achievers, which ignored intermediate levels of achievement, and therefore, other aspects in the use of the mechanisms. A third limitation was the non-inclusion of another relevant variable influencing student’s performance: their disciplinary background. The purpose of this chapter is to follow up on the findings and remedy some of the limitations using a significantly larger corpus, including medium achievers and the disciplinary divide variable. This follow-up study seeks to determine whether the reported mechanisms to transition between modes discriminate three levels of achievement (high,
medium, and low) and if they are also relevant in the disciplinary divide (hard-field vs soft-field students). Also, the new study intends to identify new mechanisms and sub-mechanisms that had originally been predicted (e.g. denominalization) but were not found.

8.1.1. Questions in the follow-up study

To confirm the findings in module 1 (Nausa, 2015) and widen the scope of the original study, this new study seeks to answer the following questions:

1. What are the differences between the written and the oral versions of the same content produced by students in this class as observed in four mechanisms of change and their related submechanisms?
   - Change of clause structure
   - Reduction of heavily modified NPs
   - Changes of expression of modality
   - Inclusion of code glosses

2. What quantitative and qualitative differences are there between high, medium, and low rated OPs?

3. What quantitative and qualitative differences are there between hard-field and soft-field OPs?

4. How can the differences be explained in terms of the grammatical accuracy and pragmatic relevance of syntactic changes?
8.2. Mechanisms of change to transition from written to oral discourse: main concepts and review of available research

Language features (register) depend on physical and psychological aspects of context (Biber & Conrad, 2009). OPs imply the presentation of content in real time, which poses several demands on presenters: focusing on novelty, engaging with the audience, using visual information, and simplifying information (Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2003). The simplification of information is related to the selection of language resources that make the conveyance of information an effective task (information structure) and to the actions to make ideas easy to understand (elimination of redundant information; attribution, mitigation or boosting of ideas; and inclusion of reformulations and examples). These actions are explained under the main constructs in this chapter: (1) clause/information structure, (2) nominalisation and NP modification, (3) expression of modality, and (4) code glosses.

8.2.1. Clause structure changes and information structure

The SVO linear order of clauses can be modified to make the conveyance of information an effective task. The concept information structure and its related concepts are useful in understanding these modifications. Information structure refers to one of the mechanisms to guarantee coherence in texts (Ward & Birner, 2004). Roughly speaking, texts are composed of clauses, and how clauses are connected might guarantee that a text is easily understood or not. Within a text, a clause is an information unit that comprises two elements: GIVEN and NEW (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). The GIVEN (or old) is the element that iterates a piece of information previously introduced. In pragmatic terms, the GIVEN is also defined as information
that is shared/known by the participants in the communication exchange. The NEW is the element that introduces a new unit, not known by the hearer/reader.

(1) Well I need eh explain **procedural justice** first. **Procedural justice** eh refers a justice in the process [fs] in the process of making a decision. (S-H-ADMIN-1)

In example 1, **procedural justice** is the NEW element in the first clause. When it is iterated in the second clause, it becomes the GIVEN. There are different mechanisms for the iteration of a unit as GIVEN: repetition of the term (**procedural justice**), use of pronouns (**it**), use of deictics and hyperonyms (**this type of justice**, **this process**) among others.

In addition to the introduction of units as NEW or their iteration as GIVEN, their position in the clauses is also important to guarantee information flow. In the same example, it can be observed that **procedural justice** is placed at different positions in the clauses. In the first clause, it appears in final clause position (RHEME) while in the second clause, it is iterated in initial position (THEME)\(^{23}\). The combination of NEW/GIVEN information and THEME/RHEME positions yields four possible structural arrangements\(^{24}\).

\(^{23}\) Theme and rhyme have also been referred to with other terms such as topic-comment (Gundel, 1988), topic-focus (Quirk et al., 1985).

\(^{24}\) The English grammar has a repertoire of syntactic choices to put NEW and GIVEN elements in THEME and RHEME positions (e.g. passive-active voice constructions, postpositions, cleft sentences, diversions of SVO clause structure, etc)
The placement of NEW elements in the RHEME (first clause in 1c/1d) is also referred to as *end-weight* (Quirk et al., 1985), *rhematization* (Lovejoy & Lance, 1989) or *old-before-new ordering*\(^{25}\) (Ward & Birner, 2004). End-weight (rhematization) has also been defined as a mechanism to introduce information whose processing might be cumbersome for readers/listeners or to highlight information that the speaker/writer deems important. The placement of elements in clause initial position (THEME) is referred to as *thematization* (Lovejoy & Lance, 1989) or *topicalization*\(^{26}\) (Gundel, 1988; Speyer, 2005) (second clause in 1a/1c). Arguably, the sentence structural arrangement that has better information flow is 1c, for it places NEW information in the RHEME of the first clause and iterates it in the THEME of the second; the fact that the two instances of *procedural justice* are close to each other improves coherence in the text and facilitates comprehension for the listener.

The role of syntactic modifications to clause structure in academic discourse has mainly been studied in the analysis of written texts (e.g. Keen, 2004; Wright, 2008). In oral academic

\(^{25}\) Or new after old in this case.

\(^{26}\) The term *topicalization* refers to the placement of elements different to the grammatical subject in clause initial position, before the subject. For the purposes of this study, I will use *thematization* to refer to placements of elements in initial position regardless of the fact that they are topicalizations or grammatical subjects.
discourse, the study of English clause syntactic modifications has been limited to the study of the effectiveness of discourse used by NS and NNS university teachers (Tyler, Jefferies, & Davies, 1988) and teacher assistants (Tyler, 1994). Only a few studies have focused on the transition from written to oral discourse (or vice versa). In a comparison of American, Indian, and Chinese teacher assistants (TAs) use of English, Levis, Levis, and Slater (2012) analysed the way TAs modified a written prompt to present it orally as if presented to undergraduate students. Although the authors identified lexicogrammatical modifications to the prompts, they were mainly related to the use of pronouns, modals choice, and the extension of nominal groups. In their SFL-informed analysis, they found that NS TAs more effectively used these traits. The opposite transition, from spoken (conference presentations) to written (proceeding papers), has also been approached in two investigations comparing presentation-paper pairs by NSs only (Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2001) and oral presentation-paper pairs by NSs and NNSs (Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005c). These two studies analysed structures that allow information structure manipulation (there existential clauses, extraposition, passive voice). Two important conclusions in these studies in terms of information structure principles were that (1) there existential clauses were more common in the oral presentations than in the papers (2) NNS more frequently used passive voice than NS, who used more interpersonal choices like active clauses with personal pronouns. These two studies were the original source of inspiration for the comparison of parallel written-oral texts by the same authors in this study. However, the methodology that I propose differs from the one in those studies in that I select written-oral pairs of sentences by the same author, expressing the same content, to analyse the syntactic mechanisms in the written into spoken transition, identify and count the mechanisms used, and perform discourse analyses that explain the transition. Carter-Thomas and Rowley-Jolivet do not
select pairs of sentences; they count the occurrence of the information structure syntactic mechanisms in their oral and written corpora and then perform the discourse analyses to identify information structure principles use.

8.2.2. Noun phrases: heavy modification, nominalisation, denominalisation, and grammatical metaphors

In a task like the one described in this thesis (3.3.1), students are asked to move from written (the essay) to oral (the OP) discourse. This transition, other things being equal, could be described as a transition from attic to doric modes\textsuperscript{27} of expression (Halliday & Martin, 2003). For these authors, the attic style is associated to the language of science and is considered simpler in terms of the grammar used to structure clauses (fewer subordinate or coordinated clauses, more clauses with SVO or SVC structure). The grammar in noun phrases is more complex, though. The doric style, on the other hand, is related to everyday discourse and considered more grammatically intricate in relation to clauses, but simpler for NPs. The two modes refer to the ways in which language represents reality. The attic mode represents the world as a world of things while the doric mode represents the world as processes and transformations. The focus on the world as a world of things makes the attic style more nominal whereas the focus on processes makes the doric style more clausal. These differences between the attic and the doric modes are confirmed by Biber and Gray's (2010) study on the stereotypes around academic writing and conversation stereotypes. In their corpus multidimensional analysis

\textsuperscript{27} These two concepts are used to refer to the qualities that languages have to interpret and represent the world.
of these two registers, the authors found that speaking is more clausal and explicit while academic writing is more nominal and compressed.

The nominal character of the attic style is reflected in two aspects of written academic discourse: heavily modified noun phrases and frequent nominalisation.

8.2.2.1. **Heavy noun modification**

Noun phrases (or nominal groups) are syntactic units that comprise a head (NOUN) and determiners and modifiers (Biber et al., 1999). Determiners provide deictic information such as distance from the speaker (this, that) and definiteness (a, the) or quantification information (many, much, seven, this, these). Modifiers classify or describe the head and can be placed before (pre) or after (post) the noun. A noun can take as premodifiers adjectives, participial modifiers, and other nouns. Noun postmodification can be performed by relative clauses; -ing, -ed, and to infinitive clauses, prepositional phrases, and other noun phrases in apposition. Heavy noun modification can occur under two circumstances: when a noun has several pre and postmodifiers28 (Fang, Schleppegrell, & Cox, 2006),

(2) *[Three-Dimensional] [Quantitative Structure−Property] [Relationship] (Models) [for Prediction of Thermodynamic Properties of Polychlorinated Biphenyls] (Swati Puri, James S. Chickos, & Welsh, 2002; Trevor, 2006)

---

28 Parentheses are used around the NP heads. The main head noun is **bolded**. Square brackets are placed around the noun head pre and postmodifiers.
or when modifiers are long and contain multiple levels of embedding (Biber & Gray, 2010):

(3) *[a (bifurcation) [in the metaredundancy pattern,] [leading to the (duality) [of styles]]
[that Rulon Wells spoke about at the (conference) [whose (aftermath) [we are
celebrating here]].] (Halliday & Martin, 2003, p.129)*

Heavy NP modification is characteristic of written academic discourse (Biber & Gray, 2010; Biber, Grieve, & Iberri-Shea, 2009; Biber et al., 1999). Heavy NP modification allows writers to compress their meanings into NPs and therefore be more economical, which provides their expert readers with a “faster, more efficient reading” (Biber & Gray, 2010, p. 11). However, for novice readers, heavy NP modification eliminates the meaning relationships that are traditionally expressed with clausal links (connectors), which might make the processing of these units burdensome. Similar considerations apply to the real-time processing of heavy NPs in the oral mode.

In oral academic discourse, speakers avoid heavily modified NPs by using other structures like *there* existential clauses or passive voice (Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2001). These authors do not report specific mechanisms to reduce heavily modified NPs; they just explain that NPs are lighter in conference presentations given the processing burden they might place on the audience. Studies contrasting the language used by NS and NNS engineering teaching assistants (Levis et al., 2012) have found that in those cases in which the spoken content (tutoring session) depends on originally written content (textbooks, notes) NNS international teaching assistants (ITAs) use shorter but more grammatically flawed NPs than their NS
counterparts. Although the study focuses on the efficiency of oral communication by ITAs, it does not explain heavy NPs reduction as a mechanism to facilitate content understanding.

In this study, I focus on the reduction of NPs through mechanisms such as the elimination or the change of position/function of modifiers, which I found as a mechanism to transition from written to oral discourse that high achievers consistently used (Nusa, 2015, 2017).

8.2.2.2. Nominalisation and grammatical metaphor

The nominal character of academic writing (attic style) is also reflected in the tendency to frequently use nominalisations. The term *nominalisation* refers to two different syntactic processes: (1) when a word from any given category is transformed into a noun or (2) when any word or group of words is placed in a slot typically occupied by a noun (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004):

(4) *Dinosaurs became extinct after the Cretaceous meteor struck.*

(5) *The extinction of dinosaurs happened after the Cretaceous meteor strike*

The transformation of 4 into 5 illustrates the two cases of nominalisation. The adjective and verb (*extinct / struck*) are transformed into noun form (*extinction / strike*); additionally, to express the same content, *extinction* occupies the subject slot in the main clause in 5 and *strike* becomes the head of the NP *the Cretaceous meteor strike*.

This type of nominalisation also exemplifies a semiotic phenomenon that Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) have termed *grammatical metaphor*. This term is opposed to the *congruent* expression of meaning. In congruent expression, there is a default one on one correspondence
between semantic categories (entity, process, attribute) and lexical choices (nouns, verbs, adjectives).

(6) People in Colombia consume a lot of coffee

In 6 there is a congruent expression of meaning: the nouns people, Colombia, and coffee denote entities; the verb consume denotes a process. The same idea can be made grammatically metaphorical by nominalising the noun (consume-consumption):

(7) The high consumption of coffee in Colombia

(8) The high consumption of coffee in Colombia has reactivated the internal market.

The resulting NP (7) can occupy the subject slot in (8). A process (to consume) is now expressed as an abstract entity-thing (the attic style represents the world as a world of things). This abstract entity in turn is construed as something that has agency; consumption is in the capacity to reactivate a market. The action that would be normally attributed to a human agent is now attributed to a non-human abstraction.

Like most academic discourse linguistic traits, nominalisation has been mainly studied in written discourse, for example, in aspects like the acquisition of nominalisation after explicit instruction (Crosthwaite, 2016), or as a mechanism for students to be socialized in their academic communities (Meunier & Gentil, 2014), among others. Nominalisation has also been studied in comparisons between written and spoken academic discourses. In an SFL comparison of how a physics textbooks and interactive teacher talk present contents (R. F. Young & Nguyen, 2002),
teacher talk was found to unpack the grammatical metaphors presented in the textbooks. Another study comparing written and spoken feedback provided to university students on their written production (Gardner, 2004) found that the unpacking of nominalisations (de-nominalisation) was also a common characteristic of the oral mode, along with others that make content more accessible to students. Nominalisation use was found to be low in a study in students’ notes taken from mathematical lectures; their written discourse was also found to be more process oriented (doric) (Österholm, 2012). More specifically, in academic OPs, apart from the mechanisms to avoid heavy NPs or nominalisations (Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2001), found research focuses on advice provided to postgraduate students (Chanock, 2002, 2005) on what lexicogrammatical aspects of oral academic discourse to use in OPs and what aspects to avoid from written discourse, nominalisations among them. Only one study comparing parallel pairs of paper-oral presentation that focuses on nominalisation was found (Umesaki, 1991). In this research, the author found nominalisations to be more frequent in the written than in the oral version; this research does not study the mechanisms used to unpack nominalised content that I propose in this chapter.

In summary, grammatical metaphor through nominalization increases the expression capacity of language by adding new nuances of meaning (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004); however, when these nominalizations are accompanied by heavy pre and postmodification, aspects like the exact type of connection between ideas or the agency of actions can be hidden or obscured for the inexperienced reader/hearer (Fang et al., 2006; Biber & Gray, 2010). In OPs for non-expert audiences, a genre that can be considered as intermediate between the research paper and conversation, the need for elaboration, explicitness, and simplification of message makes it necessary for presenters to learn to reduce heavily modified NPs, make logical relationships
between ideas overt, and clarify or transform potentially difficult to process metaphors into congruent messages. As such, in OPs (doric style) that are based on originally written content (attic style), it is expected of presenters that they use heavy NP reduction mechanisms like elimination or repositioning of modifiers (Nausa, 2015, 2017) or the denominalization (unpackaging) of grammatically metaphorical nominalisations.

8.2.3. Modality

The expression of modality as the judgement of content is another key aspect in the engagement between presenter and audience in OPs. As explained above, the modification of type and orientation in the expression of modality was one of the aspects that was observed in the first study on this students’ population (Nausa, 2015, 2018).

For a description of modality and related aspects (polarities, types, orientation, value), see section 6.2.1.

Studies of modality, or related concepts like stance (Biber, 2006; Hyland & Guinda, 2012), evaluation (Hunston, 2011), appraisal (Martin & White, 2005), in academic discourse are high in number for written discourse (e.g. Aull & Lancaster, 2014; Barton, 1993; Bruce, 2016; Crosthwaite, 2016; Crosthwaite & Jiang, 2017; Hyland, 1996a, 1996b; Lancaster, 2016; Lee, 2008). In oral academic presentations, the concept has been analysed in non-linguistic aspects like L2 learners’ discourse socialization (Kobayashi, 2006; Morita, 2000). Modality has also been studied in linguistic comparisons of NS and NNS use of linguistics traits like it-stance structures, adverbials, and stance structures containing 1st person pronouns (Zareva, 2012) or the analysis of academic identity projection with first-person pronoun structures expressing stance (Zareva, 2013). Another line of studies focuses on the judgement of content with verbal and non-

Nonetheless, no studies focus on mechanisms to transform written into oral content the way it is proposed in this study (written and spoken sentences by the same author expressing the same content). The study comparing NS and NNS TAs (teacher assistants) transforming a written prompt into the oral mode (Levis et al., 2012) reports Chinese TAs as using more modals than their American and Indian counterparts; however, this study does not analyse whether the way modalization is expressed changes from the written to the oral mode.

8.2.4. Code glosses

Code glosses have been defined as elaborations of content that the writer/speaker does when they anticipate that their audience might find their content difficult to understand. This thesis has already approached code glosses as used in the OPs (see sections 7.2 and 7.3.1 for the theory of code glosses and related research). However, the way code glosses are approached in this chapter is different in that the glosses that are analysed are those not present in the original written version. This is to say, this chapter analyses those cases in which (1) presenters recycle a proposition from their essay and (2) add a reformulation or example to help their OP audience understand such content.

Again, from the studies on the transition between modes surveyed in this chapter, only the one comparing Chinese, Indian, and American TAs (Levis et al., 2012) reports the inclusion of content not stated in the original written prompt. These additions came in the form or examples and explanations. Indian and Chinese examples were found to be obscure while American TAs’ examples were found to be potentially closer to students’ personal experiences.
In conclusion, speakers in OPs need to be aware of the needs of their audience, which they can address by organizing and presenting content in a way that (1) can be easily followed (information structure principles), (2) reduces heavy-to-process information, (3) clearly shows the presenter’s stance, and (4) includes reformulations and examples to clarify potentially difficult to understand information. The processing of spoken information is different in several ways to the processing of written information (e.g. OPs are delivered in real time, presenters hardly ever repeat what they say, listeners can’t go back to what they heard, etc), therefore, it is expected that the grammar choices that presenters make address the audience needs. The mechanisms explained here and summarized in Figure 8.1. were identified in Nausa (2015, 2017, 2018) and have also been studied in other oral genres. However, as far as the review of literature in this chapter is concerned, no studies approach them in the analysis of parallel corpora with pairs of written-spoken sentences by the same authors.

---

**Figure 8.1. Taxonomy of changes in the transition from written to oral discourse**
8.3. Methods

In this section, I explain the methodology that I implemented to achieve the goals of this follow-up study: confirm the mechanisms of change that I found in my first study, include other variables in the study (medium achiever, hard and soft disciplines, other mechanisms), and remedy the original study limitations (corpus size, lack of statistical information). The methodology is presented in two sections: the selection of two parallel subcorpora and the identification and analysis of sentences.

8.3.1. Selection of subcorpora for analysis

This research is based on a 128228-token corpus composed of 88 pairs of essays and oral presentations transcripts by the same authors. However, given that the automatic identification of sentences expressing the same content in an essay and an OP is not something that I was able to successfully do using corpus software, I opted for performing a manual search for those sentences.

The following are the steps that I followed. First, I selected a random sample of 30 pairs of essays and OP transcripts. Each e-op (essay-oral presentation) pair was created by the same author; therefore, the contents in each pair should be approximately the same. Second, to answer the questions in this chapter, the 30 pairs of texts were chosen as follows: from each level (10 high, 10 medium, and 10 low) and 15 from each disciplinary division (15 hard and 15 soft). (see 3.3.3 for the criteria for classifying texts).
8.3.2. Identification and analysis of sample sentences

The resulting parallel corpora were composed of 45,558 words. Each e-op pair was colour coded and manually analysed to identify sentences expressing the same content (Appendix N). Those sentences were extracted and organized in Excel worksheets (Appendix O). Four pairs of sentences were extracted from each e-op pair to obtain 120 pairs of e-op sentences expressing the same propositions. This resulting corpus of sentences was composed of 6,936 words. In the worksheets, every pair of sentences was analysed to identify the mechanisms for reworking content based on the taxonomy of mechanisms in 8.2.

The number of changes in each e-op pair was counted. Cases in which sentences were not modified because students recited or read from a slide or script were also counted. Once raw frequencies were obtained, the following quantitative analyses were performed. First, the percentage and normalised (per 1,000 words) frequencies of the distribution of changes in the e-op sentences parallel corpus and the specific sub-corpora (levels and disciplines) were calculated to make comparisons across corpora.

Significance (Log Likelihood) tests and effect size (BIC) scores were also calculated to determine what frequency differences between the corpora were statistically significant and large enough to be considered positive evidence against null hypotheses. Given the small size of the selected parallel corpus, I had to establish a not so high log likelihood value threshold >3.84, which is significant at p<0.05 (McEnery et al., 2006; Rayson, 2017), and ignore the effect size values, which as expected, were negative.

Finally, it is important to clarify that although the methodology of parallel written-oral corpora analysis is based on the one used by Carter-Thomas and Rowley-Jolivet (2001) for the analysis of parallel texts (conference presentations and proceeding papers) by the same author,
the methodology that I propose here differs in two important aspects. First, these authors did
searches for specific syntactic mechanisms (Extraposition, existential *there*, Inversion, it-clefts,
and wh-clefts) and how they distributed in the written and spoken corpora. My study selects e-op
pairs of sentences to analyse how written content is reworked in the written to oral mode
transition. The selection of syntactic changes is based on the mechanisms identified –
thematization-rhematization, reduction of heavy NPs, changes in the expression of modality, and
inclusion of code glosses—and hypothesized (denominalization) in my first module (Nausa,
2015, 2017, 2018). Second, the authors do not calculate normalised frequencies nor significance
tests to make comparisons. This is so probably because they only compare written and oral
expression. Other variables like discipline or level of oral achievement are not considered.

8.4. Quantitative analyses

The types of modification made to originally written content had a similar distribution in
the corpus. A total of 166 changes were identified in the 120 pairs of e-op sentences. 91
sentences underwent from one to six changes; 29 sentences were not modified. This means that
each modified sentence underwent 1.8 changes on average. The most common type of
modification was the inclusion of code glosses (33%), followed by changes in clause SVO
structure (24%), reduction of heavily modified NPs (24%), and changes to the expression of
modality (19%).
Table 8.1 presents the syntactic modifications in the e-op subcorpus distributed by level of achievement.

### 8.4.1. By level of achievement

As can be seen in Figure 8.3, high achievers made almost half of the changes (48%) almost twice as much as their medium (27%) and low achiever (25%) counterparts confirming my findings in the pilot study (Nausa, 2015, 2017, 2018), in which high achievers appeared to more consistently use the mechanisms.
Table 8.1. syntactic modifications raw (R) and normalised (N) frequencies, and percentages (%) by level of achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause structure</th>
<th>NP reduction</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Code glosses</th>
<th>Total Modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R %</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>R %</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>R %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.3. distribution of syntactic modifications in level of achievement subcorpora

The analysis of normalised frequencies (Figure 8.4) by specific changes shows a different distribution.
Code glosses and clause structure modifications, two of the most common types of changes, do not exhibit sharp distribution differences among the achievement subcorpora. Code glosses frequency differences were expected to be significant given the results in chapter 7 (see Table 7.5) and module 1 (Nausa, 2015, 2018). NP reductions and modality changes, on the other hand, not only exhibit greater differences, but are also more frequently used by high-achievers. These frequency differences are statistically significant at p<0.001 (modality) and p<0.05 (NP reduction) (Table 3.4) as observed in the Log Likelihood values in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2. Syntactic changes raw frequency and significance analysis by level of achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Observed frequencies</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>log likelihood</td>
<td>Bayes Factor BIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clause structure</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-17.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP changes</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>5.38</strong></td>
<td>-12.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modality</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>12.34</strong></td>
<td>-5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code glosses</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-16.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>-12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus size</td>
<td>2740</td>
<td>2145</td>
<td>2051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.2. By discipline

The analysis of distribution of the 166 syntactic modifications by discipline (Figure 8.5) shows a similar distribution for hard (56%) and soft (44%) disciplines. Therefore, the distribution of changes is a more significant discriminating mark in the level of achievement comparisons.

Table 8.3. Syntactic modifications raw (R) and normalised (N) frequencies, and percentages (%) by discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clause structure</th>
<th>NP reduction</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Code glosses</th>
<th>Total Modifications</th>
<th>Corpus sizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, a closer look at the different types of syntactic modifications as expressed by normalized frequencies (Figure 8.6) shows a different situation. Clause structure modifications and code glosses are more frequent in the hard science corpus while NP reduction and modality are more frequent in the soft fields.
Apparently, the tendency in the soft fields resembles that reported for the level of achievement divide; however, statistical significance analyses reveal a different tendency.

Table 8.4. Syntactic changes raw frequency and significance analysis by discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>observed frequencies</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clause structure</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP changes</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modality</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code glosses</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus size</td>
<td>3501</td>
<td>3435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the disciplinary divide, clause structure modifications and the inclusion of code glosses had greater log likelihood values: 8.06 and 4.51, respectively. These frequency differences are statistically significant at $p<0.01$ (clause structure) and $p<0.05$ (code glosses).
Two interesting conclusions can be drawn from statistical analyses in this chapter. The first is that the general use of the mechanisms to transition from oral to written discourse seems to be a defining characteristic of high achievers given that they more frequently make use of them, almost twice as many as their medium and low achiever counterparts. A closer analysis of normalized frequencies and significance tests, and this is the second, shows that the tendencies of use of specific mechanisms can be affected by the two variables in the study: levels and disciplines. In the level of achievement divide, NP reductions and modification to the expression of modality are the mechanisms that more significantly discriminate among the three levels, with high achievers exhibiting higher frequencies of use. In the disciplinary divide, the other two studied mechanisms (clause structure changes and code glosses inclusion) more significantly discriminate between hard and soft field students. Also, interestingly, these two mechanisms were more frequently used by hard discipline students.

In the following section, I will report on discourse analyses of these mechanisms.

8.5. Discourse analyses

This section analyses the types of modifications and their corresponding sub-mechanisms that were identified to significantly discriminate among levels of achievement (*NP changes* and *modality*) and disciplines (*clause structure changes* and *code glosses inclusion*) as expressed by statistical significance log likelihood values. The purpose is to provide a qualitative discourse account of the mechanisms to rework originally written content to be expressed in the oral mode with examples from the corpus. Additional frequency counts are provided to explain the submechanisms.
8.5.1. By level of achievement

8.5.1.1. Heavy NP reduction

Three types of noun phrase reduction submechanisms were identified: elimination of modifiers, change of function (or movement) of head or modifiers, and denominalization (Figure 8.3). The most frequently used mechanism was the elimination of modifiers (32 instances). Unexpectedly, the other two, function change (2 instances) and denominalization (6 instances), were infrequent. Function change was identified twice in the smaller corpus in module 1 (Nausa, 2015), so it was expected to more frequently appear in this study. As explained above, denominalization has been reported as a mechanism to transition from written to spoken discourse (Gardner, 2004; Young & Nguyen, 2002). Figure 8.7 shows the distribution of the three mechanisms in the levels subcorpora.

![Figure 8.7. Distribution of heavy NPs reduction mechanisms by level of achievement](image-url)
High-rated OPs clearly outnumber the others in the general use of the mechanisms.

Examples 1w and 1s²⁹ illustrate two of the heavy NP reduction submechanisms: modifier elimination and function change. In 1w there is a 21-word NP whose head is *increase*, which is reduced to a 16-word NP.

(1w) *In the last decade, the statistics have reported [a serious] (**increase**) [in the number of aggressions, homicides, and suicides] [within the Colombian domestic sphere], [especially related to loving matters].

(1s) *In the last decades, eh the statistics have report eh a report an (**increase**) [on domestic violence in Colombia], eh [specially homicides, suicides, and aggressions related to loving subjects].

(H-ANTR-3)

In the transition to 1s, the premodifier *serious* is removed. The first postmodifier undergoes three changes. First, it is reduced to *homicides, suicides and aggressions*. Second, the resulting NP is made the head of a new NP, which is in turn postmodified with the third postmodifier in 1w. Third, this new NP is moved to RHEME position in the clause.

An analysis of 1w and 1s co-texts, shows that the movement to RHEME position in 1s is motivated by information structure and information unpackaging (denominalization) principles.

---

²⁹ e-op sentence pairs are marked (1w) for the written version and (1s) for the spoken version. (1w) and (1s) are the essay and OP version of the same sentence. In most cases, sentences are presented in isolation and then within their co-text. To avoid confusion, sentences in isolation are marked (1w) or (1s), and within their larger written or oral co-text (1w-c) or (1s-c). In other cases, rewrites might be shown to demonstrate a particular point; those are marked as (1w-i) or (1s-i) meaning that they are an idealized version, not what presenters wrote or said. The reasons for using rewrites are explained in 3.5.2.
(1s-c) *I the last decades, eh the statistics have report eh a report an increase on domestic violence in Colombia, eh specially homicides, suicides, and aggressions related to loving subjects. Most of [fs] of victims are women a chil [fs] and children.* (H-ANTR-3)

The following clause in 1s-c iterates *homicides, suicides, and aggressions* as GIVEN by referring to *victims* (there is semantic link) and introduces *women and children* as NEW. Instead of iterating the abstract nouns in RHEME position, a human noun (*victim*) fills the subject slot, making the sentence more grammatically congruent.

The flow of information in 1w-c is different. The link to the previous clause is made with *these events* (a shell noun), making the following sentence grammatically metaphorical.

(1w-c) *In the last decade, the statistics have reported a serious increase in the number of aggressions, homicides, and suicides within the Colombian domestic sphere, especially related to loving matters. Since 2004, these events were the main preoccupation of the National Institute of Legal Medicine (2010) and some no governmental institutions (like Profamilia).* (H-ANTR-3)

The third submechanism for heavy NP reduction, denominalization, is illustrated in 2w and 2s.

(2w) *Besides the entitlement is based on the belief or (perception) [by individuals] [who are (deserving) [of a right to do or have something to aspire to something, or be someone in particular]], [without necessarily being linked to a legal right (can be informal)]. Without that is related to a real effort or input; right as its basis is the dignity of persons.*

(2s) *besides is based on [fs] in the belief on the belief that the people perceive they deserve from the others eh and the basis of this kind of entitlement is the dignity.* (H-ADMIN-1)
In the transition to 2s, apart from the evident eliminations and movements, two nouns expressing a process (*perception*) and an attribute (*deserving*) are denominalised and changed to a congruent verb form (*perceive* and *deserve*). The heavy NPs that contain *perception* and *deserving* are unpacked and turned into clauses with human subjects (*people-they*). With the denominalizations and the other movements and eliminations, this student turned a heavily modified grammatically metaphoric 62-word unit into a more congruent, and arguably, easier to process 33-word unit.

Although these mechanisms to reduce heavy or metaphorical NPs were found in medium and low achiever OPs, they were not as consistently used as they were used by high achievers.

(3w) *That is, that a single watchman could observe the prisoners from the (center) [of the jail], but they couldn’t see him.*

(3s) *It means that one men can see everything, every eh [fs] all the prisoners from the (center), but the prisoners can’t see the watchman.*

(M-HIST-2)

(4w) *In every part of the world the people need to take (drugs) [to control their diseases] and this treatment required the (control) [of both quantity and duration of drug in the human body].*

(4s) *Eh in every part eh [fs] parts of the body eh the people needs eh to take drugs, and eh this treatment required the (control) [of the [fs] of the quantity and the duration the drug in the human body].*

(L-CQUI-1)

In 3w-->3s, although there is a good amount of modification, the reduction of NPs can only be observed in one case: the elimination of *of the jail*. In 4w-->4s, the NPs only undergo a few changes: elimination of *to control their diseases* and *both*. Additionally, the substitution of
body for world distorts the meaning of 4w. Analysis of 4w and 4s co-texts doesn’t seem to indicate that changes are motivated by information structure or NP reduction principles.

*(4w-c)* In every part of the world the people need to take drugs to control their diseases and this treatment required the control of both quantity and duration of drug in the human body. The quantity is related with dose and the duration with the time that the drugs are in the organism.

*(4s-c)* Eh in every part eh [fs] parts of the body eh the people needs eh to take drugs, and eh this treatment required the control of the [fs] of the quantity and the duration the drug in the human body. Eh the quantity is related with the [fs] with a dose, and the duration is the time the [fs] the drug is in the human body.

### 8.5.1.2. Changes to the expression of modality

Students made three types of changes to the expression of modality to transition from written to spoken discourse: change of types, implicit-explicit orientation, and objective-subjective orientation (*Figure 8.8*). Change to subjective-objective orientation was the most frequent type (15 instances), followed by implicit-explicit orientation change (10) and change of type (7). In all cases, most of the changes were found in the high achievers subcorpora. Low achievers had the fewest cases and they did not use the objective-subjective orientation change mechanism.
5w->5s\(^{30}\) exemplifies a case of change of type. In 5w, the modalized content (underlined) is expressed as probability \((\text{concluded that})\) and necessity \((\text{are needed})\). In 5s, necessity is now expressed as possibility \((\text{have chosen})\) as something that depends on human control (Quirk et al., 1985).

\((5w)\) Therefore, Davidsson & Henrekson (2002) \textbf{concluded that} some institutional reforms \textbf{are needed} in order to foster the creation and development of HGF.

\((5s)\) General policies \textit{eh have problems. [reading?] In countries like Netherlands poli} \[fs\] like the Netherlands, policy makers \textbf{have chosen} pol eh \[fs\] \textbf{general policies in order to foster the creation of high growth firms} [reading?].

(H-ADMIN-2)

\(^{30}\) Modalizing expressions are marked in bold type. Modalized content is marked with underlines.
The change of modality type does not necessarily imply that the message has been distorted. The change makes sense given that the meaning in 5w is expressed as a theoretical recommendation from scholars, while in 5s, it is construed as a decision made by policy makers. The modalities are attributed to different actors; therefore, a change of modality type is the appropriate choice.

6w->6s includes the two orientation change mechanisms: subjective-objective / implicit-explicit. In 6w the modalized content (education about species) is expressed in an objective-explicit way (*it is necessary*). In the transition to 6s, the orientation is made subjective and implicit (*need*).

(6w) *The first mechanism is education about the species that we have in our regions. It is necessary* first to know and then care. The education in the schools and universities *is important* because if our children and young people have a good knowledge about the species, they can convince their parents and friends to protect the species to local level.

(6s) *The first step* eh is education. *We need education* [fs] we *need educate to our child because is necessary that the child know what is a specie and what is the role of the species in the ecosystem.*

(H-CBIO-2)

Like the cases of reduction of heavily modified NPs, medium and low achiever sentences not only exhibited fewer cases, but also grammar errors or pragmatic infelicities.
(7w) In last years of twenty century Democracy had been adopted as system government for majority of countries of word. This movement was known how Third Wave and this described the fall of many dictatorial regimes in Latin America and East Europe and their transformation in democracies.

(7s) The context in my research are the last eh decades of the twenty century when many dictatorial governments, eh for example the military regimens in Argentina, Chile, eh Uruguay, or Bra Brazil, or the eh communist regimes in eh East Europe, (far) and they can to transform in democracies. Eh this [fs] this success was called terce eh [Fs] third wave of democratization and many countries [Fs] countries can democracy in this [fs] in this time.
(M-CPOL-1)

(8w) In addition, this establishes that the Colombian State must compensate to the persons when two elements are configured: imputation and damage

(8s) the obligation de raparate [fs] repair for the damage illegal occasioned of the citizens in relationship in the [unintelligible] public and citizens.
(L-DERE-1)

In 7w->7s, although the modalization of content is appropriate, its grammar form is not; the modal verb takes up a verb in infinitive form and then a noun. In 8w->8s, although the student successfully changes from an implicit-subjective orientation to an explicit-objective-one, the expression of content includes the use of Spanish and several fluency disturbances that make the content difficult to understand. Additionally, the students does the opposite to what is expected – the spoken version is less personal / congruent than the written one as observed in the use of nominalization of must as the obligation in 8s.

The analysis of heavy NP reduction mechanisms and changes to the expression of modality in the levels of achievement subcorpus confirms the findings in module 1 (Nausa, 2015, 2017, 2018). It is clear that the higher the level of oral achievement the more frequent, the more varied, and more elaborated (grammatically and pragmatically) the use of transition mechanisms. The ability to eliminate or move modifiers reveals the grammar resources that high achievers
have at their disposal and their awareness of the needs of the audience. As pointed out in module 1, it could be argued that the mastery over grammar resources frees cognitive resources to analyse what information can be kept or moved so that the message is better understood. The ability to change the way modalization is expressed, apart from being evidence of students’ grammar knowledge, shows their ability to engage the audience by selecting forms that allow them to take specific positions in relation to presented knowledge (what others say / what their contributions are). As argued in chapter 6, the expression of modalization assigns identities to both the presenter and the audience (e.g. *opinion holder-opinion judge*).

### 8.5.2. By discipline

#### 8.5.2.1. Clause structure changes

In module 1 (Nausa, 2015, 2017) I identified two types of changes to clause SVO structure: thematization (topicalization or movement of adverbials to initial clause position) and the movement of adverbials between clauses. Like the other changes reported in that study, they were more frequently and consistently used by high achievers. In that module, I also identified the rhematization (movement to clause final position) of NP modifiers as something not effectively used, at least with clear pragmatic aims. In this study, based on a larger corpus, I found two clause structure change strategies to be more statistically significant in disciplinary comparisons: thematization and rhematization. Cases of movement of adverbials between clauses, although predicted, were not found. Both thematization and rhematization were found to be more frequent in the hard-discipline OPs than in the soft-discipline ones (see figure 5.8).
Figure 8.9. Distribution of clause structure change mechanisms by discipline

9w->9s illustrate a case of thematization. *In model theory* is topicalized as *in the theories* in 9s.

(9w) *The effective enumeration of theorems and non-theorems is the most natural way in Model Theory to establish if a first order theory T, in a countable language L, is decidable.*

(9s) *In the theories, we say that a theory T is effectively numerable if we can list the theorems of T and we can list the non-theorems of T, and then eh we have the algorithm eh given by compare the sentence p with the missing list of these two.*

(H-MATE-1)

An analysis of 9s in context shows that the change of expression and its thematization is motivated by information structuring principles (end-weight).
In the OP, the student introduces three theories/techniques to show that a theory is decidable in the RHEME. Then, in the following clause, he refers to them as in the theories in THEME position. The use of these techniques to guarantee information flow is a way to facilitate understanding to the hearer/speaker and therefore a sign of pragmatic competence.

However, thematization in the transition from the essay to the OP does not always seem to have a clear information structuring motivation. In the following example, the author had written drought in the RHEME of a clause, and then she iterated it as OLD in the THEME. However, in the OP, drought was put in the THEME of the first clause and iterated as it in the second.

(9s-c) Now, the problem is easy to state but it’s so complex and we don’t have a general solution. We have a partial solution and depends of the nature of the theory. For example, there are three techniques eh classic to show that a theory is eh decidable. The first, the effective numerability, the second, completeness, and the third the quantifier elimination.

In the theories, we say that a theory T is effectively numerable if...

In the OP, the student introduces three theories/techniques to show that a theory is decidable in the RHEME. Then, in the following clause, he refers to them as in the theories in THEME position. The use of these techniques to guarantee information flow is a way to facilitate understanding to the hearer/speaker and therefore a sign of pragmatic competence.

However, thematization in the transition from the essay to the OP does not always seem to have a clear information structuring motivation. In the following example, the author had written drought in the RHEME of a clause, and then she iterated it as OLD in the THEME. However, in the OP, drought was put in the THEME of the first clause and iterated as it in the second.

(10w) This phenomenon causes extreme drought. Drought is also presented in subtropical countries that presents seasons.

(10s) Ok, drought is one of these events. Eh it affects both topical countries and seasonal countries.

(M-INGE-1)

An analysis of 10s in context shows that 10s was part of a cause-effect description in which there is a thematic progression. In this thematic progression, effects become causes.
(10s-c) *This eh global eh [fs] this eh was [fs] wastes eh causes* **extreme weather events** eh, eh this eh **extreme weather events** eh causes [reading 2] *changes in hydrol [fs] in hydrological system* produced *alterations in precipitations patterns*, eh melting of snow and ice, increasing atmospheric models vapor, eh increasing evaporation and changes in soil moisture and runoff. **These characteristics** are related with the geographical location and geophysical formations [reading 2]. Ok, **drought** is one of these events

It makes sense that the word *events* is used in 10s; however, to maintain a better flow of information, the positions of *drought* and *events* could have been reversed as in 10s-i. Also, probably *events* should have been iterated in the position in which *characteristics* is.

(10s-i) **These events** are related with the geographical location and geophysical formations. Ok, **one of these events** is droughts. Droughts affect both...

11w->11s illustrate rhematization, the second and most frequent mechanism to change the SVO clause structure in the transition to spoken discourse.

(11w) *The compounds that can transport ions are named* **ionophores**.

(11s) **Ionophores** is a good solution, but what is **ionophores**? Basically a **ionophore** is a molecule that **can transport ions**.

(M-CQUI-1)

In 11s there are two cases of rhematization. The first is the location of *ionophores* in the RHEME of the rhetorical question. This type of rhematization mechanism was the most commonly found and was mainly used to provide definitions or explanations (see 7.7.1 in code glosses chapter). The second is like the case described in 10w->10s; *ionophores* and *can*
transport ions are in RHEME and THEME positions in the essay. In the OP, their positions are switched; therefore, there are a thematization and a rhematization. Finally, an analysis in context of 11s shows that the rhematization of can transport ions is also motivated by the speaker’s organizing information flow.

(11s-c) Basically a ionophore is a molecule that can transport ions. In this picture, we can see the ionophore that transport ions from the extracellular cell to intracellular cell and the ionophore can eh travel through the cell member.

In 11s co-text, the following clauses focus on the movement (transport, travel) of ions through cells.

8.5.2.2. Inclusion of code glosses

Code glosses are the second mechanism that significantly discriminates between disciplines in this study. Like changes to clause structure, code glosses are more frequent in hard-field OPs (Figure 8.10). For practical purposes, I only focus on the three most common cases: paraphrase, explanation, and specification.

31 It must be borne in mind that the way that I approach code glosses in this chapter is different from that in the general code glosses chapter 7. First, in this chapter, I focus on the reformulations or examples that are present in the OP and not in the essay. As such, it is possible that one example that was provided in an essay is repeated in an OP; that type of example is not the subject-matter of this chapter. Second, in chapter 7, I make great emphasis on the code glosses and their markers (that is, for example). In this chapter, following my conclusion in module 1 (Nausa, 2015, 2018), I focus on code glosses even though they are not marked linguistically, or another type of connector is used. In module 1, I found cases in which because was used for providing a cause for something, and the same expression of the cause was an explanation that was not in the essay and that was found to be aimed at facilitating understanding to the audience.
(12w) Furthermore Zitek et al. (2010) found that (the entitlement serves as a mediator of selfish behaviour), [i.e., the victim of injustice acquires a sense of entitlement that leads to selfish behavior.]

(12s) Eh also Zitek et al. found some moderator [fs] (some effect that is a mediator the entitlement in selfish behaviour) [when the people receive help, they become selfish] and this is eh the part that I want to explore.]

(H-ADMIN-1)

In 12w, the unit in parentheses is paraphrased as evidenced by the [i.e., …] mark. In the transition to 12s, the presenter paraphrases that paraphrase. In fact, the resulting paraphrase differs from the original in the focus on the person getting help (the original focuses on the victim). Focusing on entitlement as getting of help seems to make more sense to help the audience understand selfish behaviour.

---

32 In this section, examples are marked with parentheses for the unit that needs elaboration and square brackets for their code glosses elaboration (reformulations or examples).
In 13w, the author provides a definition for *habitat fragmentation* as *area reduction due to deforestation*. This definition is also provided in 13s, but the author paraphrases *area reduction* as *fragmentation of habitats* and provides extra information: *too small to support population*.

(13w) *(The habitat fragmentation) is the* area reduction *due to deforestation.* *This new landscape is used for the human for agriculture, changing the soil nutrients.*

(13s) *(Habitat fragmentation) is the* fragmentation of habitats into patches that are too small to support population *and one of the [fs] of the main causes of habitat fragmentation is deforestation for agriculture.*

The second most common type of code gloss in the disciplines subcorpus is explanations. Explanations, as defined by Hyland (2007) “… elaborate the meaning of a preceding unit to make a concept more accessible by providing a gloss or a definition” (p.274). Definitions comprise two main elements: the *definiendum*, term that needs to be defined, and the *definiens*, the definition (Barnbrook, 2002). One common structure for definitions is one that links the *definiendum* to the *definiens* by providing (1) a superordinate term (the class of elements to which the referent of the term belongs to) and (2) specific information that makes the defined element different to other elements in the same class (specifier, discriminator). The introduction of the specifier can be done with relative pronouns (*that/which*), prepositions (*in, with*), past participle verbs, etc. 14w->14s introduces three instances of explanations (definitions).
In 14w, the student introduces three types of species (Magnaporthe oryzae, Puccinia graminis and Ustilago maydis). She does the same in 14s, but as can be seen in the example, this is done aided by pictures of the species. Each term that refers to each species (definienda) is defined. Although the provided definiens are appropriate for the context of the presentation, some grammar infelicities are evident: verbs are not inflected in third person form; which would have been a better word choice. The structure of the definitions requires the use of the default option for not restrictive relative clauses (which/who/whose), not that.

For instance, an enzyme recognizes only one substrate, or a DNA section codifies a particular protein.

Eh one example is enzymes. One enzyme can react only in [a specific molecule called] (a substrate). Eh or another example is eh DNA, a section of a DNA chain eh can codify only one specific protein.

In 15w->15s, another linguistic realisation for definitions is observed. The definiens is presented first in the form of the specifier (one enzyme can react only in) and a superordinate
term (*molecule*), and then the term that is defined (*substrate*). The expected order of the definition would be:

(15s-i) *A substrate is the only molecule in which an enzyme can react.*

However, it is apparent that the student is following information structure principles (*rhematization-thematization*) as observed in the placement of *enzyme*.

(16w) *First of all, the pyrazoles should have high lipophilic groups for its use as transporter of copper ions (II). The lipophilic groups in this compounds stimulate the easy interactions with membrane lipids.*

(16s) *The first characteristic is high lipophilic groups, but what is (lipophilic integration or high lipophilic integration)?* [is the same name]. The high lipo [fs] (lipophilic integration) is [the bind of two molecules that prefer repare eh [fs] repeal or [fs] or avoid water.]

(M-CQUI-1)

16w->16s shows another case of explanation in which we not only observe the use of the definitiendum-definiens structure with relative pronoun subordination, but also three other definition and information structure submechanisms. The first is the inclusion of another term for the term to be defined as observed in the marker *or*. The second is the use of rhetorical questions to introduce the term that needs to be defined in RHEME position. Rhetorical questions have also been found to be an interactive metadiscourse mechanism that undergraduate effective presenters use in their OPs (Ágnes, 2002). Third, the explanation that the two terms mean the same (*is the same name*). Of course, a more standard form like *both terms mean the same* would have been expected.
The third common type of code gloss in the disciplines subcorpus is specification. Specifications present characteristics to restrict how the previous unit should be interpreted.

(17w) For example, whether a person should invest in the purchase of goods what career he should study, where the company should locate a store or, even who should marry him.

(17s) For example, (personal decision), [which vehicle to buy], [how money to invest], [old or new, auto] eh [fs] it’s a [fs] [automobile or truck], it’s (a personal decision). (L-INGE-3)

In 17w->17s, there is a case of change of specifications. The specifications provided in 17w are in a different clause. In 17s the term that needs glossing and the specifications are in the same clause. These specifications are more of the “personal decision” kind than the ones in 17w; the one related to the location of a store relates to a company’s decision.

(18w) In the branch of mathematics called (model theory) we study theories and their properties (from logic point view.)

(18s) The (model theory) is a large nice branch of mathematics where [fs] where we study the theories but specifically a theory is eh the following: in model theory we work with a language [that is a set of samples like connectors, logical symbols, operation symbols, relation symbols, eh and so on.]
(H-MATE-1)

Both 18w and 18s have the same specification: how model theory studies theories; from logic point of view (sic). However, the way the specification is made in 18s is arguably closer to the audience’s knowledge and trying to avoid other nuances for the meaning of logic. The specification in 18s refers to the language of the field of knowledge we know as logic; this language is composed of symbols, connectors, and the like.
The analysis of clause structure changes and inclusion of code glosses in the disciplinary divide allows me to draw two conclusions. First, it is not surprising that these two mechanisms are more frequent in the hard disciplines. As I observed in the code glosses chapter in this thesis, although explanations in the form of definitions can be seen in the hard and soft disciplines, many definitions in the soft fields are related to how a known term must be interpreted in a different way. In the hard disciplines, most definitions are definitions of technical terms that people don’t know or are not familiar with (e.g. *Puccinia graminis*). Similarly, the higher the technical knowledge implied in the OPs, it is expected that the use of other code glosses (paraphrases, specifications) is required. Of course, this is not something that is exclusive to the hard disciplines; soft disciplines can also have this type of high elaboration, but it can be argued that a good deal of terms and contents in social sciences and the humanities are more accessible to general audiences. Second, in relation to clause structuring principles and their higher frequency in the hard fields, the need to simplify information for the non-expert audience plays an important role. As it was shown in several of the examples for code glosses, their inclusion was usually accompanied by the use of rhematization and thematization. This was more clearly observed in the modification of the definiendum-definiens structure to guarantee that a term in the definition was close to the same term in the previous clause. In other words, the high frequency of code glosses and clause structure changes in the OPs is due to a combination of disciplinary concerns (sophistication of terms and knowledge) and the non-expert character of the audience. Based on these findings, I interpreted the use of information principles to be due to epistemological differences between the hard (supposedly more rigorous in organizational terms) and soft disciplines. Also, this interpretation was based on anecdotal accounts that students from the hard-disciplines usually learn and apply the basics of English academic writing more than
their soft-discipline counterparts. However, a study (S. North, 2005) comparing the use of these principles in essay writing contrasting hard and soft discipline students arrives to the opposite conclusion.
8.6. Conclusion

This chapter has presented a follow-up study on the mechanisms that Colombian PhD researchers use to transform originally written content into the oral mode. The following were the questions that guided the new study.

1. What are the differences between the written and the oral versions of the same content produced by students in this class as observed in four mechanisms of change and their related submechanisms?
   - Change of clause structure
   - Reduction of heavily modified NPs
   - Changes of expression of modality
   - Inclusion of code glosses

2. What quantitative and qualitative differences are there between high, medium, and low rated OPs?

3. What quantitative and qualitative differences are there between hard-field and soft-field OPs?

The following is a summary of the answers.

**General distribution:** frequency analyses showed that the four mechanisms were similarly distributed in the corpora. However, in the level of achievement divide, high achievers used almost twice as much modifications as medium and low achievers, partially confirming the
findings in the first study. In the disciplinary divide, the distribution between hard and soft-discipline subcorpora was similar.

**Frequency differences in the subcorpora:** statistical significance analyses showed that in the level of achievement subcorpora heavy NP reduction and modality change mechanisms exhibited the highest frequency difference significance values while the other two mechanisms, information structure changes and inclusion of code glosses, exhibited higher values in the disciplinary divide.

**Differences in the level of achievement subcorpus:** again, high achievers demonstrated that they more consistently and frequently used heavy NP reduction and modality expression change mechanisms. In NP reductions, three submechanisms were salient: elimination or change of modifiers, and denominalisation. In the expression of modality change, the most frequent submechanisms were change of type and orientation (subjective, explicit or both). In the NP reduction and modalization cases, it was common to find that successful transition to the oral mode implied the use of several mechanisms simultaneously without (or just a few) grammar mistakes. Pragmatically speaking, the changes were explained based on simplification of information principles and engagement. Heavy NP reduction and the denominalisation of grammatical metaphors are understood as strategies for removing information that could hinder comprehension by making information units too heavy to process. The change of modality expression was interpreted as a way to engage the audience. When presenters mark contents as belonging to themselves or somebody else, they project a specific authorial stance identity and assign one to the audience.

**Differences in the disciplinary subcorpus:** This aspect was not considered in the first study. The mechanisms of change that exhibited the highest frequency difference values were
SVO clause structure modification and inclusion of code glosses. Interestingly, these two mechanisms were found to be more frequent in the hard disciplines subcorpus. The most frequent SVO change mechanisms were thematization and rhematization. The most recurrent code glosses were explanations (definitions), paraphrase, and specifications. Interestingly, several of the examples of code gloss inclusion were accompanied by cases of rhematization or denominalization. The inclusion of these mechanisms was explained to be due to information structuring and clarification concerns. As discussed, terminology and some aspects of knowledge are arguably more sophisticated in the hard sciences. Therefore, the presentation of highly sophisticated knowledge to a non-expert audience implies the definition of terms (explanation), specification of referents, and probably the iteration of introduced terms in adjacent clauses.
### Table 8.5: Summary of findings in written to oral transition study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Mechanisms (Log likelihood &gt;3.84 p&lt;0.05)</th>
<th>Sub-mechanisms</th>
<th>Overuse (↑) or underuse (↓)</th>
<th>Discourse functions and infelicities*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of oral achievement</strong></td>
<td>NP changes (LL: 5.38)</td>
<td>Modifier elimination Denominalization</td>
<td>High rated OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Elimination of potentially difficult to understand info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(high, medium, low)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simplification of info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grammar errors / few mechanisms not motivated by information structure or simplification principles*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modality</strong></td>
<td>Objective to subjective Implicit to explicit Types</td>
<td>Low rated OPs (↓)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Averal or attribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LL: 12.34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simplification of info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grammar errors / few mechanisms not motivated by information structure or simplification principles*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not expected transition (subjective to objective)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disciplinary divide</strong></td>
<td>Clause structure changes (LL: 8.06)</td>
<td>Rhematization Thematization</td>
<td>Hard-field OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Organizing discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(hard vs soft)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GIVEN NEW fashion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Guiding the audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Combined with code glosses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code glosses not in essay (LL: 4.51)</td>
<td>Paraphrase Explanation Specification</td>
<td>Hard-field OPs (↑)</td>
<td>Facilitate understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Combined with rhematization and denominalization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.1. Summary of findings

This thesis has demonstrated the importance of the (1) level of oral performance, (2) knowledge of disciplinary rhetorical practices, and (3) type of audience in the diversity and variation of the language strategies that a group of Colombian PhD researchers selected when giving oral presentations in an EAP class. The following are the questions that have guided this thesis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>ASPECTS (PARTS)</th>
<th>FEATURES (CHAPTERS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What are the characteristics of the language that Colombian PhD researchers use in their OPs to I. engage the audience as observed in their use of</td>
<td>I. spatial and gestural deixis, 2. <em>you</em> to assign the audience an identity, and 3. modalized impersonal constructions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What are the differences between high, medium and low-rated OPs in the way that they II. make content easy for their audience</td>
<td>4. code glosses and 5. mechanisms to translate written content into the oral mode?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What are the differences between hard and soft-field OPs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To present a summary of the findings, I will describe what this PhD researcher population does to engage and make content easy for the audience (the two main parts of the thesis). These descriptions will be organized by level of achievement and disciplines (the variables used in the analyses).

9.1.1. **How presenters engaged the audience**

9.1.1.1. *By level of achievement*

When interaction with the audience is analysed from the perspective of students’ level or oral achievement, it is evident that the higher the level of oral achievement, the more pragmatically relevant and grammatically versatile performances are. This is observed in how students assign academic identities to the audience and themselves. Students use *you* to address the audience, construing them as *tourists* and *innovation users*. With the first, they use gestural and verbal deixis to explain images as if the audience were on a tour of the presenter’s academic production; with the second, they claim ownership over academic production by construing the audience as potential users of their findings. When it comes to expressing their opinions or when they have to attribute knowledge to others, high achievers prefer impersonal modalized constructions and by default construe the audience as *opinion-evaluators*. Being able to clearly mark ownership over generated knowledge makes presenters look like true *representative-connoisseurs* of their fields. In performing these functions, the difference among the levels is a

33 More specific summaries (tables included) have been provided in the conclusion section of each chapter.
matter of degree marked by the level itself. For example, high achievers not only exhibit more instances of stance positioning and interaction with the audience, but grammatically speaking their utterances are more varied, use more linguistic resources, and exhibit fewer errors. Low achievers, on the contrary, do not mark stance as frequently, barely interact with the audience and their sentences tend to be not as varied and exhibit more lexicogrammatical errors.

No significant quantitative or qualitative differences were found among achievers in the way they show and explain images to their audience.

9.1.1.2. By discipline

In the disciplinary divide, interaction with the audience reflects the ways that knowledge is (re)produced in the disciplines.

In hard disciplines, methods to generate knowledge determine the problems to be researched and research outcomes are more important than interpretations (Becher & Trowler, 2001). In hard-field OPs, images are used as evidence of claims; therefore, it is common that presenters devote more deictic resources to interacting with them than with the audience. The importance of methods over interpretations is reflected in the identities that hard-field researchers assign to the audience and themselves. When they use you in their OPs, they construe the audience as research-apprentices and focus on the procedures and tools needed to generate knowledge. With the use of impersonal modalized constructions, they construe themselves as recounters-announcers of methods, emphasising the need/urge/advisability to follow certain procedures or the level of difficulty they imply.

Soft-field presenters’ images, on the other hand, tend to play a more illustrative than evidential role (Diani, 2015; Rowley-Jolivet, 2002); as a result, semiotic resources are focused
more onto interacting with the audience. The importance of interpretations over methods in soft-disciplines is observed in soft-field presenters’ projection of academic selves, in which they prefer the expression of opinions and the co-construction of knowledge with the audience. In the projection of co-constructor identity, soft-fielders use you to address the audience directly as equals respecting their PhD researcher status, and not underestimating their knowledge of information that can be either general or specialized. They might use impersonal modalized constructions to express opinions about disciplinary knowledge.

9.1.2. **How presenters make content easy for the audience**

Like the differences in audience engagement, the strategies to facilitate content that presenters use are also correlated with their level of achievement and disciplines.

9.1.2.1. **By level of achievement**

When giving information that might confuse the audience, high achievers use more reformulations and examples. When they recycle content from their writings they reduce heavily modified NPs and express modality in more congruent, less metaphorical, ways. Again, this reflects not only that they have more language resources at their disposal but also that their OPs are made with the audience in mind. Mastery over content and language resources seems to free cognitive space to accommodate language resources to the audience’s needs. The lower the level of achievement, the fewer changes to content there are, the fewer types of resources are used, and the more likely grammar and performance errors are to occur.
9.1.2.2. By discipline

When hard-discipline students anticipate moments of confusion regarding knowledge in their fields, they use explanations to illustrate technical vocabulary. Explanations (understood as definitions or provision of new terms) are accompanied by information structuring mechanisms (rhematization, thematization) in which new words are iterated as GIVEN or new nuances of meaning are put in RHEME position.

Soft-field students also anticipate moments of confusion regarding knowledge in their fields. However, unlike their hard-field counterparts, they do not seem to have to explain as much technical vocabulary to the audience. They focus more on clearly marking stance and creating an atmosphere of collegiality as observed in their mechanisms to express modality.

9.2. Implications

These findings have methodological, theoretical, and pedagogical implications.

9.2.1. Methodological

This thesis contributes to the study of oral academic discourse by demonstrating the importance of (1) multimodal corpus analyses, (2) register/mode comparisons, (3) a non-deficiency approach, and by refining and expanding (4) academic identity projection analysis.

First, the multimodal corpus analysis described in the deictics chapter integrates inferential statistics, corpus analyses of closed-class keywords (Groom, 2010) (spatial deictics), and the gestural analysis of those words. A genre that relies on the use of several semiotic modes should also be described in terms of the orchestration of resources to express meanings. One difficulty that is often reported in multimodality studies is how time consuming the analysis of
non-verbal aspects can be. In this thesis, the previous identification of deictics and the implementation of statistical tests to determine what cases to analyse reduced the time that could have been spent in the analyses of hours of video and allowed me to select representative cases from the corpus. The subsequent analysis of concordance lines and specific video segments was useful in the identification and description of how researchers from different disciplines talk about and interact with images. An additional contribution in the way I approached multimodality was the inclusion of sequences of pictures that were key in the description of the deictic process (Rendle-Short, 2006). This procedure was useful to identify the three moments in the deictic process and to demonstrate that the way presenters explain images to their audience is more ideational (more focused on explaining the information on the image) in hard-field OPs and more interactional (more focused on interacting with the audience while showing the image) in soft-field OPs.

Second, this thesis also demonstrates the importance of comparing written and oral discourse by the same speakers (chapter 8) in genre analysis and in the description of oral performance differences. The contrast of a given genre (OPs) to other related ones (essays) can be useful in the identification of traits that make that genre a type of its own. This identification could arguably be more solid when the comparisons are made with a focus on the differences and guaranteeing that the similarities of various aspects are controlled (e.g. purpose, producer, content). Studies like Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet's (2001), compare oral and written texts by the same speakers/writers and with similar intents, but they do not select sentences expressing the same propositions to identify mechanisms to transition between modes of discourse. Although time consuming and not generating of evidence in high quantities, the identification of transition mechanisms by the same speaker was useful in the identification of mechanisms not
reported in similar studies and in the definition of marks to discriminate levels of oral achievement.

Third, this thesis also demonstrates that NNS academic discourse analyses do not necessarily need to be based on comparisons to NS performance as the desired target; NNS academic discourse can be analysed as ELF (English as a Lingua Franca). Firstly, comparisons of native and not native speakers’ performance with a focus on the gaps distinguishing their production (deficiency model) do not really capture essential aspects in the study of academic discourse like the influence that disciplinary epistemologies or institutional practices can have over language use as it has been demonstrated in the different studies in this thesis. Secondly, given the more pervasive presence of NNSs in the global academic world and the pervasive role of English as the language of academia, descriptions of NNS written and oral discourses are key in gaining a deeper understanding of their uses of English for the dissemination of knowledge. Other authors go further and add that ELF, or the language of international communication, should be a variety in itself, belonging to its speakers, and a legitimate learning target (Mauranen, 2003, p. 517). Thirdly, when NNS EAP students like the ones in this research are presenting their work once they graduate, the role of ELF will be evident, for they will most probably be giving OPs to other NNS of English, making the model of the native speaker become increasingly irrelevant. These are some of the reasons this thesis treats deficiencies in comparisons of levels of oral achievement as aspects that could have affected engagement or clarity in the OP and not necessarily as language deficiencies or deviations from NS usages.

Finally, in relation to academic identity studies, the studies in chapters 5 and 6, consolidate, refine, and expand Tang and John's (1999) seminal academic roles taxonomy. This taxonomy’s continuum of stance taking roles is useful in the description of academic language
behaviour in a functional and lexicogrammatical fashion. New contributed aspects like the clear
definition of differences between the guide and architect roles; the new conceptualization of
representative as connoisseur role; the specification of lexicogrammar personal (1st and 2nd
person pronouns) and impersonal language choices, along with their associated patterns and
discourse functions for each identity role, can be useful for those interested in the study of
authorial stance or academic identity projection in discourse analysis.

9.2.2. Theoretical

At the theoretical level, the thesis also contributes to the analysis of oral academic
discourse as genre analysis.

First, the way I have approached OPs considers aspects of variation according to use:
mode, tenor, and field (Halliday & Hasan, 1989) in the definition of OPs as a PhD researcher
public speaking training genre. Apart from the obvious mode (oral vs written, content)
considerations, I have investigated the PhD OP as a genre that has a very particular kind of
audience and I have demonstrated the audience’s effect on what might be called the tenor
(Halliday & Hasan, 1989) of the OP. The relationship among the participants in the PhD
researcher OP is two-fold. On the one hand, the relationship is of equals, as both presenter and
audience are PhD students. On the other, it is hierarchical in that the presenters have more expert
knowledge than the multi-disciplinary audience does. The interplay between these two facets of
the relationship is reflected in the field as well because of the extent to which the speakers
change the content of their OPs (e.g. inclusion of simple examples or reference to common
knowledge) as well as the identity roles assigned to themselves and their audience. In this sense,
my approach to OPs resembles lecture studies as they tend to consider more the role of the
audience in terms of how difficult or easy it is for students to understand content based on the ways that lectures use English.

In addition to the aspects of register variation in my approach to this oral genre, I have also taken very seriously the notion of the OP as a multimodal genre as other oral discourse analysts urge (Adolphs, 2012; Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2003; Charles & Ventola, 2002; Poyatos, 2002). I have investigated how deixis is performed gesturally in terms of how different nonverbal resources are orchestrated to show images to the audience. This analysis also considers the type of images being used, which in turn also reflects epistemological differences across disciplines. Deixis is also approached linguistically in terms of frequencies of use of spatial deictics and phraseology.

A third line of contribution of this thesis is how it helps (1) to confirm the findings of other discourse analysis studies adopting the hard-soft disciplinary divide (Becher & Trowler, 2001) variable as reference and (2) to add further arguments to this way of analysing academic discourse. Among the aspects that this thesis confirms are the use of images and how it affects the performance of deixis (Charles & Ventola, 2002; Dubois, 1980; Rowley-Jolivet, 2002) and the disciplinary distribution of deictics (Simpson-Vlach, 2006). The identity studies in chapters 5 and 6, as well as the findings in module 2 (Nausa, 2016), show how the epistemological practices described by Becher & Trowler (2001) (Figure 6.3.) influence these students’ language choices to attribute or aver knowledge, or to explain technical content, regardless of their NNS status or level of oral achievement. These findings are not only in line with disciplinary discourse studies but also with pedagogical constructivist approaches to the study of language learning that value the knowledge that students bring to the classroom and do not assume that they are empty vessels to be filled with knowledge. The use of binary variables like hard-soft and pure-applied can be
criticized on the ground of their apparent absolutist character, but the uses of this group of NNS shows that these are not necessarily mistaken.

This thesis has also demonstrated that level difference ideas about what makes one level of achievement different from another go beyond the reductionist concept of getting the grammar right. In 4 out of the 5 studies (not the deixis study), I have found differences between the levels related to the way students use language resources to interact with and clarify content for the audience. When I look at the differences between levels, my studies raise the question to what extent the differences in levels are determined by grammatical accuracy and to what extent that is irrelevant. I have not studied grammatical accuracy directly; I have, nonetheless, demonstrated that even by not studying that directly, I can still find the differences between the levels. On the other hand, I have also found throughout that differences in things like pragmatic effectiveness actually go along with accuracy (see for example the use of in particular in examples 20 and 21; like examples 24-26 in chapter 7) or the ability to orchestrate and use different grammatical mechanisms accurately in the written and oral mode (see 7w->7s and 8w->8s in chapter 8). In these examples, grammatical errors made by medium and low achievers are analysed in terms of how their occurrence might have affected comprehension by the audience and not in terms of deviations from NS standards.

9.2.3. Pedagogical

The findings in the studies also have pedagogical applications. A teacher could take any of the findings and use them as the basis for advice to students or to design class activities. Here I will suggest three ways in which findings could be employed in the EAP classroom public speaking instruction.
A first piece of advice is related to the importance of the audience. Teachers can recommend and teach students to think of the audience and plan the things they need (e.g. images, definitions, explanations) based on whether their audience is composed of people with higher, similar, or lower levels of disciplinary expertise. Non-expert audiences, for example, could require the definition of terms, real life examples, and the continuous iteration of key information as GIVEN in new clauses; more expert audiences could require the careful planning of resources to mitigate discourse, or attribute or aver knowledge; any audience, no matter their level of expertise, could require the presenter’s selection of multimodal resources to explain images on slides.

Another line of recommendations comes in the form of the specific things that high and low achievers do. The things that high achievers do could be directly taught to students and include: engaging the audience by using examples or references they can relate to; directly addressing them with the second person pronoun assigning roles to them like *research apprentice* or *innovation user*, claiming or attributing knowledge to others with impersonal constructions, among others. Additionally, samples of the things that are unsuccessfully done can be given to students for them to identify what went wrong and to propose alternative wordings or ways of structuring information.

Finally, students could also benefit of doing practice of rewriting texts for speech. Teachers can teach students to modify sentences they have created for written exercises and translate them to be presented orally. In addition to changes to vocabulary, students can include the changes to the SVO structure to guarantee cohesive flow among clauses, elimination of NP modifiers to reduce NP size, change of parts of speech to make sentences congruent (not grammatically metaphorical), inclusion of human subjects (e.g. pronouns) in sentences, and the
like. This type of instruction could develop the competence of grammars for speaking and writing and eventually build the foundations for different academic genres/registers competence.

9.3. Limitations and further research

Of course, the studies reported in this thesis are not without limitations and difficulties that should be overcome in future academic OPs studies. The following is a brief account of these limitations and suggestions for how to overcome them. Future research is proposed as quantitative and qualitative studies.

At the methodological level, limitations comprise the interrater reliability procedures in corpus design and sentence selection, the size of the corpus, and the inclusion of other relevant variables in statistical analyses.

The studies in the thesis could have implemented stricter interrater reliability procedures in corpus creation and revision and sentence classification procedures. Transcriptions for the oral corpus were revised, discussed, and edited but interrater agreement was not calculated in the editing process. In future updates of the corpus, the old transcripts could be subject of conjoined transcription accuracy analysis and the new ones could be done including the interrater tests and procedures proposed. Similarly, two of the studies (chapters 4 and 8) lacked interrater reliability procedures to guarantee the validity of classification of corpus sentences in the description of multimodal deixis or the written oral transition strategies; therefore, there is a risk that my interpretations could have been biased by my roles as instructor and researcher. The experience gained in the training of colleagues for rating sessions and in the rating sessions themselves can be used as the point of departure for the optimization of future rating procedures to guarantee that future studies fully comply with this validity requirement.
Another methodological limitation is the relatively small size of the corpus at least for two reasons. First, some effect size analyses suggested the need for a bigger corpus, which was concluded when significance tests values (LL) were positive and high, but effect size values (BIC) were negative (see Table 7.13 for an example). Second, the studies used three variables in the analyses of students’ oral discourse (levels, disciplines, and modes), but others like previous experience giving oral presentations or studying English, level of English as measured by standardized tests, genre, socioeconomic status, attitudes towards speaking (English) in public, and others were not included. These language learning-use and demographic variables have been considered in other oral academic discourse studies with similar populations and have been marginally and informally observed in analyses procedures not reported in this study. It is my intuition that these factors might have had an impact on students’ performance in OPs and could have been useful in explaining variation. However, given the space and scope limitations of my studies, the decision was made to exclude them.

Overcoming these corpus size limitations could open new possibilities in terms of quantitative future research. A bigger corpus and the use of the mentioned language learning-use and demographic variables would allow for the implementation of more sophisticated statistical analysis like MANOVA or regression analyses that would in turn allow for analyses with the control of variables or with the examination of the interaction of variables in the explanation of language behaviour.

Possibilities for future research in qualitative terms are also possible based on some of the conclusions and implication of the thesis.

One of the main conclusions is the effect of the (multi-department non-expert) audience on the OPs’ tenor and field as observed in the presenters’ language choices. Testing the findings
in this thesis with different expert audiences (colleagues or supervisors) would be useful to test some of the conclusions that I have drawn. This would help to clarify the extent to which the aspects emerging in the analysis are a consequence of the type of audience or if the presence of any audience would have the same types of consequences.

Another important conclusion is the correlation between level of oral achievement and the pragmatic relevance and grammar variety of language choices. However, it is not clear how much OP achievement depends on how well a student speaks English or the extent to which OP achievement depends on other things (rehearsing, use of images and carefully planned slides, previous experience giving OPs, confidence, etc). Therefore, future studies should aim at testing the findings with the same population (IPD2 former students) at more advanced levels (IPD3, IPD4) or with students who are placed in those levels with our in-house placement test. Similarly, the findings could be tested against individuals who exhibit the traits specified in the language learning-use and demographic variables mentioned above.

The thesis has also demonstrated the correlation between disciplinary knowledge and rhetorical practices, and presenters’ language choices. However, specific discipline differences are not explored. The hard-soft distinction does not capture specific situations in which disciplines can exhibit traits of both sides of the split. For example, students in management (classified as a soft discipline) use statistical procedures, also typical in most hard-field disciplines. It would be interesting to test the conclusions in this thesis with studies focusing on specific disciplines (e.g. anthropology, mathematics).

Finally and based on the pedagogical implications of the thesis, It would also be interesting to know whether the interventions proposed (9.2.3) would make a measurable difference to students’ oral presentation competence.
9.4. Concluding remarks

This investigation of the language of oral presentations given by Colombian PhD researchers using diverse approaches to genre analysis and corpus linguistics is a pioneer study in the way that it approaches PhD OPs as a genre that is defined by the public speaking needs of presenters and the multi-department character of the audience. This thesis demonstrates that although the language used by presenters in their OPs may seem influenced by their general speaking ability, the knowledge and rhetorical conventions of their disciplines and the non-expert character of their audience also play an important role. It is my hope that the studies reported in this thesis contribute to the existing literature on spoken academic genres and towards studies of NNS academic discourses and disciplinary differences, which provide EAP instructors with ideas to reflect on their practice, and a point of reference from which to help their students develop their oral presentation competence.
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## Appendix A: RUBRIC TO EVALUATE ESSAYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Evaluation</th>
<th>This category is absent from the text.</th>
<th>There is a hint of this category, but it's too faint; it needs much more attention.</th>
<th>This category has potential but clearly needs more attention.</th>
<th>Good job. Little attention is needed in this category</th>
<th>Excellent job. No further attention is needed in this category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0.0 - 1.0)</td>
<td>(1.1 - 2.0)</td>
<td>(2.1 - 3.0)</td>
<td>(3.1 - 4.0)</td>
<td>(4.1 - 5.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Structure and Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The introduction includes contextualization and a focused thesis statement that allows the reader to predict the structure of the essay (subtopic division).</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each body paragraph includes a topic sentence that is clearly stated and relates to the thesis statement, and details that support the topic sentence.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The conclusion revisits all the key points of the essay and leaves the reader with a though to consider.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Content and Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The essay addresses the prompt (a problem and/or possible solutions), demonstrates familiarity with the topic, and considers the audience's background knowledge. (First semester students)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The essay presents a logical explanation with transitional devices that facilitate flow in ideas.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ideas displayed in the essay are concrete, and relevant, and supported by reliable examples or evidence.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Process and Linguistic Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The student has fully participated in all 3 stages of the writing process: prewriting, drafting, and revision &amp; editing.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are no one-sentence paragraphs, run-ons, stringy sentences, comma splices, missing subjects, unparallel structures or fragments. Articles and pronouns (another the other, others, etc) are properly used.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalization and punctuation are correct as related to phrase/clause combination; formatting is correct and appropriate for academic writing. The essay word count is within the 600-900 word limit.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final: 4.2**
### Appendix B. RUBRIC TO EVALUATE ORAL PRESENTATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LENG 6992 (01)</th>
<th>Problem Solution Speech evaluation Rubric</th>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>This category is absent from the text.</th>
<th>There is a hint of this category, but it's too faint; it needs much more attention.</th>
<th>This category has potential but clearly needs more attention.</th>
<th>Good job. Little attention is needed in this category.</th>
<th>Excellent job. No further attention is needed in this category.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction &amp; Background</td>
<td>(0.0-1.0)</td>
<td>(1.1 – 2.0)</td>
<td>(2.1 – 3.0)</td>
<td>(3.1 – 4.0)</td>
<td>(4.1 – 5.0)</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your topic is narrow enough to handle in the time allotted.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your audience interested in your topic. You use strategies to build interest at the beginning of your speech.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You adequately signal the introduction by means of signposts (organization statements / transition expressions / repetitions).</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body of the presentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You focus on only one problem/solution and divide this into clear subtopics. If there are other aspects, you explicitly mention it, but you focus on only one.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You have included enough explanations, details and evidence for the audience to understand your presentation.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You adequately signal the problem and/or solution by means of signposts (organization statements / transition expressions / repetitions / numbers).</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You have a well-designed conclusion. (signal, restatement, reflection)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You interact with the audience. You prepared for questions from the audience.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligibility &amp; Fluency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your speech was intelligible. Pace in presentation is appropriate for the audience to follow.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You control the use of fillers (um..., uh..., eh...) and hesitations.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your pronunciation of consonants and vowels in your key words was appropriate.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You stressed syllables in key words appropriately.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar and vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The vocabulary of your speech was appropriate for the topic and the audience.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information is packaged (structured) in a way that is easy that it is easy for the audience to understand.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final Grade: 4.0**
Appendix D. GENERAL TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

[fs]: false starts

Um, uh, er: hesitation marks

[reading 1]: sentences that were read either from a slide or a script

A: person speaking (presenter or member of the audience)

(word): words enclosed in parentheses refer to the transcriber’s interpretation of words that were not completely understood and that are inferred either from how they sound or the general meaning of the speech

(xxx): used for words that were not understood or inferred
# Appendix E. LIST OF ESSAY/OPs PARALLEL TEXTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSIGNED CODE</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ENTITLEMENTS AND PROCEDURAL JUSTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HIGH GROWTH FIRMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>THE POROUS PROCESS IN THE SKULL: EVIDENCE FOR ANAEMIA IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL POPULATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A HEALTHY DIET FOR EVERYDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND LOVE IN COLOMBIA: A “MISTREATED” PROBLEM IN SOCIAL RESEARCH?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IMPACTS OF FUNGAL AND OOMYCETE PLANT DISEASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IS IT POSSIBLE TO STOP THE SPECIES EXTINCTION IN THE WORLD?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PROCESS AND PATTERNS IN EVOLUTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF DINK FROGS (GENUS: DIASPORUS; FAMILY ELEUTHERODACTYLIDAE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>VIBRATIONAL COMMUNICATION: THE CASE OF KISSING BUGS (TRIATOMINAE-HETEROPTERA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GENETIC STRUCTURE OF BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS IN BOCAS DEL TORO: IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSERVATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SEED DISPERSAL BY WOOLLY MONKEYS IN CUEVA DE LOS GUACHAROS NATIONAL PARK (COLOMBIA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ORCHID DIVERSIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>APPLICATIONS OF MOLECULAR RECOGNITION IN HEAVY METAL PROBLEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ORGANIC SYNTHESIS: TOOL TO PREPARE BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE COMPOUNDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>PROPERTY RIGHTS OVER THE URBAN LAND IN COLOMBIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>THE REBIRTH OF A POLITICAL VICTIM: THE RESTITUTION OF THE LEGAL STATUS TO THE UNIÓN PATRIÓTICA AS A COLLECTIVE REPARATION MEASURE IN COLOMBIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>DEINDUSTRIALIZATION IN COLOMBIA IN THE XX AND XXI CENTURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>EXPERIMENTAL ECONOMIC GAMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>RETURNS TO EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>THE INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE, A NEW PERSPECTIVE IN A GLOBAL WORLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>IMPORTANCE OF THE METHODOLOGIES FOR DECISION MAKING IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>SOFTWARE PATCHES AND STATIC PROGRAMS ANALYSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>METAMODELS COMPOSITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>BAMBOO FIBRE AS A POTENTIAL REINFORCEMENT IN THE CEMENT INDUSTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>3D LARGE-SCALE MODELS FOR SIMULATING EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION IN SEISMIC REGIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>REDUCING OPERATING COSTS THROUGH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A JUST-IN-TIME APPROACH AS OPPOSITE OF EOQ-BASED MODELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>GREEK AND LATIN NOVELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>DECIDABILITY’S TECHNIQUES IN MODEL THEORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>HOW UNDERSTAND SELF-DECEPTION?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE IN FAMILY CONFLICT RESOLUTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>S-L-ANTR-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>S-L-ANTR-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>S-L-ANTR-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>S-L-ANTR-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>S-L-ANTR-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>S-L-CBIO-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>S-L-CQUI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>S-L-DERE-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>S-L-DERE-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>S-L-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>S-L-EDUC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>S-L-FILO-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>S-L-FILO-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>S-L-HIST-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>S-L-HIST-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>S-L-HIST-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>S-L-HIST-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>S-L-HIST-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>S-L-INGE-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>S-L-INGE-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>S-L-INGE-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>S-L-INGE-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>S-L-INGE-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>S-L-MATE-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>S-L-MATE-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>S-M-ANTR-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>S-M-ANTR-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>S-M-ANTR-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>S-M-ANTR-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>S-M-CBIO-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>S-M-CBIO-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>S-M-CBIO-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>S-M-CPOL-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>S-M-CPOL-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>S-M-CPOL-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>S-M-CPOL-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>S-M-CQUI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>S-M-DERE-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>S-M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>S-M-EDUC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>S-M-EDUC-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>S-M-FISI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>S-M-HIST-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>S-M-HIST-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>S-M-HIST-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>S-M-INGE-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>S-M-MATE-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix F. MULTIMODAL ANALYSIS TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS (taken and adapted from Rendle-Short, 2006)\textsuperscript{34}

°okay°: talk is noticeably lower
OKAY: talk is noticeably louder
( ): transcription doubt
(( )): analyst’s comments
[: overlapping utterances or actions
Pres: presenter

1. \textit{Gaze direction}:

\begin{itemize}
\item \(\loom:\) at screen
\item \(\loom:\) at computer
\item \(\loom:\) at script
\item \(\loom:\) towards the audience
\item \(\loom:\) towards right (presenter’s left)
\item \(\loom:\) towards left (presenter’s right)
\item \(\loom:\) upward
\item \(\loom:\) downward
\item \(\loom:\) right middle distance
\item \(\loom:\) left middle distance
\end{itemize}

2. \textit{Hand movements}:

LH: left hand
RH: right hand
BH: both hands

LH\rightarrow: moves left hand to right
\leftarrow RH: moves right hand to left

\loom\loom\loom\loom\loom: right hand moved towards right lower corner of screen* presenter is on the left

\textsuperscript{34} Conventions with an asterisk * are mine
RH □: right hand interacts with screen
LH □: left hand interacts with computer

3. Body alignment
   _ _ _: body facing audience
   / / : body partially facing the audience
   | | |: body turned away from the audience
   →→→: moves to the right (presenter’s left)
   ←←←: moves to the left (presenter’s right)
   b b b b: backward position
   f f f f: forward position

4. Position
   L of □: left of screen
   LL of □: far left of screen
   R of □: right computer
   RR of □: far right of computer
   a □: at the computer*
   | | | □: body turned away from screen
Appendix G. LOG LIKE LIKELIHOOD AND BIC (Bayes Factor Approximation) TESTS

EXCEL WORKSHEETS (Rayson, 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>observed frequencies</th>
<th>expected frequencies</th>
<th>normalised frequencies</th>
<th>Log Likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor BIC</th>
<th>Relative Risk</th>
<th>Log Ratio</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corpus 1</td>
<td>corpus 2</td>
<td>corpus 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word1</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word2</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>25818</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word3</td>
<td>3055</td>
<td>3455</td>
<td>345418</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>33.57</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>92.36</td>
<td>55.82</td>
<td>1457.67</td>
<td>219.68</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word6</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>56.82</td>
<td>1457.67</td>
<td>219.68</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. Don't edit columns D, E and F. They implement the formulae for Expected frequencies and LL itself.

Degrees of Freedom = 2

Table 2: Significance analyses of dactics use by level of achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>observed frequencies</th>
<th>expected frequencies</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor BIC</th>
<th>Relative Risk</th>
<th>Log Ratio</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corpus 1</td>
<td>corpus 2</td>
<td>corpus 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Represent</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>34.16</td>
<td>33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18.57</td>
<td>17.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>72.78</td>
<td>70.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>29.71</td>
<td>28.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL                | 27038                | 26117         | 19556            | 72811        | 72811     | 72811      | 72811 | 72811 | 72811  | 72811   |

N.B. Don't edit columns D-O. They implement the formulae for Expected frequencies and LL itself.

Note: cells are ignored in LL calculation if observed frequency is 0
Appendix H. TABLES FROM PERSONAL PRONOUNS STUDY (Nausa, 2016)

Table 10.1. Raw (R) and normalised (N) frequencies, and percentages (%) of self-mention realizations by pronoun number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Roles</th>
<th>I, me, my</th>
<th>we, us, our</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Representative</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Guide</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Architect</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Recounter / announcer</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Opinion-holder</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Originator</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom Roles</th>
<th>Knowledge Contribution Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I, me, my</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Learner</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Co-constructer</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Provider</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Language Competence Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>j. Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Independent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtotal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10.2. Log likelihood and Bayes Factor (BIC) values by levels of achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>observed frequencies</th>
<th>Totals</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Representative</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Guide</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Architect</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Recounter / announcer</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Opinion-holder</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Originator</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Learner</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Co-constructor</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Provider</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Learner</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Independent user</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Provider</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpora sizes</td>
<td>18473</td>
<td>15827</td>
<td>13428</td>
<td>47728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.3. Log likelihood and Bayes Factor (BIC) values by disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>observed frequencies</th>
<th>log likelihood</th>
<th>Bayes Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Representative</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Guide</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Architect</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Recounter / announcer</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>24.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Opinion-holder</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>51.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Originator</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Learner</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Co-constructor</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Provider</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Learner</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Independent user</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Provider</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpora Sizes</td>
<td>24259</td>
<td>23469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Indeed, the entitlement is a consistent construct across the studies, broadly speaking. I propose the following definition of entitlement: it is a set of principles, informal and implicit rules, that constitute a psychological contract, it is related to the courteous treatment, respect and accountability. Besides, the entitlement is based on the belief or perception by individuals who are deserving of a right to do or have something to aspire to something or be someone in particular, without necessarily being linked to a legal right (can be informal) without that is related to a real effort or input right as its basis in the dignity of person.

In the previous definition the entitlement is conceived positively, as a guarantee of a right, yet it is also perceived as a potential threat that can affect different people, and could be considered as a narcissistic trait that breaks societal rules. For example, when people claim rights to do or have something, but have not tried to get it or society recognizes as worthy of that right. This is the case of extended academic rights, leading to students not to strive and claim a good note, simply by attending class, or because they pay tuition (Sparks, 2012). The negative consequences of the entitlement related to narcissism, are related to an exaggerated self-esteem and an unwarranted demand for special treatment; this behavior is seen as pathological and socially undesirable.

To conclude, we can define a macro framework to measure an entitlement. The entitlement has associated three dimensions or intensities: cause of the entitlement, entitlement associated

...
### Appendix O. Analysis and Quantification of Mechanisms in Written-Oral Pairs of Sentences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historical memory is the result of the common effort of a social group to understand, collectively, the meaning of...</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eh for me the historical memory is a [ts] a common effort of a group eh of a social group to understand collectively...</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Colombia, many of these experiences are produced by the armed conflict; as a consequence, many of them...</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These experiences eh in this country ah are [ts] were produced by the violent conflict, so many of those experiences...</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevertheless, others are experiences of moral and symbolic reparation and the others about peaceful resistance.</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eh nevertheless, eh there are another experiences that eh that eh are not related with the horror, because I [ts] there...</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now, I’m going to explain why I think historical memory can contribute to strengthening democracy. In particular, I’m...</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eh well, now I want to explain you why I think eh construction, diffusion and eh deliberation of these products can be...</td>
<td>M-EDUC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fluorescence microscope allows an approach to biological systems ranging in size from a single molecule to...</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In conclusion we can eh [ts] we see that [reading I] the fluorescence microscope allows an approach to biological by...</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The bigger system that can be studied with a fluorescence microscope is a organ.</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eh we can see also big systems as an organism.</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On a smaller level, the fluorescence microscope allows to see single molecules with the aim to determine its express...</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>However, you can have information above the organs or molecules [ts] molecules into the cells.</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One labeled molecule with fluorescence, as a receptor on the cell, can be visualized in the microscope in order to...</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this eh image each eh protein is labeled with different fluorescent molecules. And we can see different eh...</td>
<td>M-FISIC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When you walk along the 7th Avenue, in the place occupied by the National Museum of Colombia (7th Avenue – 28)...</td>
<td>M-HIST-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh eh, yes, today eh this is the building where is located the National Museum and I think you know when you walk...</td>
<td>M-HIST-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bogota’s Panopticon has been considered as one of the most important architectural constructions of the late...</td>
<td>M-HIST-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is considered one of the most important architectural constructions of the late 19th century in Colombia.</td>
<td>M-HIST-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural and corresponds to a specific period, known as XVIII and XIX Century, when France...</td>
<td>M-HIST-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>